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Resumen

Las aplicaciones que disponen de perfiles aerodinámicos operando en régimen transicional cubren un amplio
rango, incluyendo alas de micro- o nano-veh́ıculos aéreos, ciertas secciones de las palas de aerogeneradores de
mediano y gran tamaño o álabes de turbomaquinaria. El paradigma de las renovables, entre cuyas fuentes
energéticas la eólica adquiere una importancia capital, o el aumento en el empleo de drones como nuevos
aparatos de distribución y transporte, monitorización de terreno o misiones de rescate, son indicadores
que muestran el papel preponderante que está adquiriendo el régimen de flujo transicional en el seno de la
disciplina aerodinámica.

Más allá del interés que dichas aplicaciones puedan suscitar, las contribuciones cient́ıficas del presente
trabajo se centran en realizar una caracterización numérico-experimental de perfiles aerodinámicos bajo
diferentes condiciones de flujo. Aśı, los objetivos del estudio pueden desglosarse según dos vertientes prin-
cipales: en la vertiente experimental, lo que se pretende es complementar el conocimiento actual acerca de
cómo los flujos transicionales influencian los procesos de diseño y caracterización de perfiles aerodinámicos
empleados en aplicaciones industriales. Este cometido se lleva a cabo mediante la realización de ensayos
en túnel de viento, empleando sucesivas configuraciones que reproducen condiciones de flujo cada vez más
realistas. El punto de partida se corresponde con el conocido como flujo-limpio, en el cual la caracter-
ización aerodinámica tiene lugar bajo una corriente uniforme, estacionaria y bidimensional. Los efectos
reales se incorporan en dos tandas sucesivas, bien sea introduciéndolos en el campo fluido, bien en la ge-
ometŕıa del perfil. Dichas configuraciones constituyen los paradigmas de flujo-turbulento y flujo-rugoso
respectivamente, y resultan en unas condiciones de flujo pseudo-reales que contrastan notablemente con la
configuración limpia. El paradigma de flujo-real se obtiene combinando las dos anteriores, y se muestra
que el comportamiento del perfil difiere substancialmente al conjugar ambos efectos. El proceso de carac-
terización se complementa con un análisis sobre la efectividad de ciertos elementos de rugosidad discretos,
empleados como técnica de control de flujo para mejorar las prestaciones del perfil. De hecho, se demues-
tra que distribuciones particulares de dichos elementos pueden resultar nocivas bajo condiciones limpias o
pseudo-reales, pero que se tornan favorables al pasar a configuraciones reales.

En cuanto a la vertiente numérica, se han realizado simulaciones RANS bidimensionales, aśı como
cálculos basados en métodos de paneles, bajo condiciones de flujo limpias y turbulentas. La comparativa
con sus homólogos experimentales revela la necesidad de profundizar en la modelización numérica del
régimen transicional, de cara a obtener correlaciones numérico-experimentales que sean aceptables.
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Laburpena

Fluxu-erregimen trantsizionalean lan egiten duten profil aerodinamikoez baliatzen diren aplikazioak ugariak
dira, mikro- eta nano-aero-ibilgailuetako hegoak adibidez, edota eskala ertain nahiz handiko aerosorgailuen
palak eta turbomakinaria anitzeko alabeak, besteak beste. Berriztagarrien paradigma, zeinaren baitan en-
ergia eolikoa iturri nagusienetako bat den, ala drone bidezko garraio eta banaketa-lan modu berriak, eta
landa-eremuen monitorizazioa nahiz erreskate misioak azkartzeko berauek duten ahalmena, fluxu trant-
sizionalek aerodinamika arloan duten garrantziaren seinale dira.

Aplikazio horiek piztu dezaketen interesaz haratago, azterketa honek ardatz dituen ekarpen zientifikoak
profil aerodinamikoen karakterizazio esperimental-numeriko baten oinarritzen dira, zeinak fluxu baldintza
desberdinak aintzat hartzen dituen. Hala, bi ipar bereiz daitezke ikerketaren helburuak sailkatzerako or-
duan: alor esperimentalean, xede nagusia fluxu trantsizionalen gaineko ezagutza osagarritzea da, fluxu
horiek aplikazioetara bideraturiko profilen karakterizazio eta diseinu prozesuak nola baldintzatzen dituzten
zehaztuz. Horretarako haize-tunel bidezko testak burutu dira, gero eta errealagoak diren fluxu-baldintza
desberdinen pean eginikoak. Lehen baldintza sorta fluxu-garbi deituriko paradigmari dagokio, zeinetan
karakterizazio aerodinamikoa baldintza uniforme, egonkor eta bidimentsionalean burutzen den. Ostean,
efektu errealak bi modutan txertatzen dira, hots: fluxu-eremuan eta profilaren geometrian. Hala lorturiko
konfigurazioei fluxu-turbulentu eta fluxu-zimur paradigmak deritzaie hurrenez hurren, eta baldintza gar-
biekiko aldaketa nabarmenak eragiten dituzten baldintza pseudoerrealak dira. Fluxu-erreal paradigma bi
konfigurazio pseudoerreal horiek uztartuz lortzen da, profilaren jarrera erabat itxuraldatzen delarik. Karak-
terizazio prozesu hau zimurtasun elementu diskretuen bidezko fluxu-kontrol teknika baten analisia buru-
tuz osagarritu da, profilaren lift indarra nahiz efizientzia hobetzea helburu dituena. Karakterizazioarekin
gertatzen den antzera, fluxu-paradigmak berebiziko garrantzia agertzen du kontrol teknikak jarrera aero-
dinamikoa hobetzeko duen eraginkortasunean. Izan ere, badira baldintza garbi zein pseudoerrealetan jar-
rera hori okertzen duten elementu diskretuen distribuzio batzuk, paradigma errealera pasatuz gero onurak
dakartzatenak.

Numerikoki, RANS bidezko eta kodigo potentzialetan oinarritutako simulazio bidimentsionalak burutu
dira, konfigurazio garbi eta turbulentuetan. Beraien baliokide diren datu esperimentalekin alderatzean,
turbulentzia eta trantsizio prozesuen modelizazio numerikoak hobekuntza nabarmenak behar dituela ondo-
rioztatzen da, onargarriak diren berdintze esperimental-numerikoak lor daitezen.
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Abstract

Applications in which airfoils operate under transitional flow conditions are widespread, comprising micro-
and nano-aerial-vehicle wings, portions of mid- and large-scale wind-turbine blades or turbomachinery
vanes. The paradigm of the renewables, among which wind energy stands as one of the major sources,
or the ever-growing use of MAVs for new transportation and delivery modes, field monitoring operations
or rescue missions alike, are indicative of the relevant role that transitional flows are acquiring within
aerodynamics.

Beyond the interest that such applications may have, the scientific contributions of this work are focused
on performing an experimental-numerical characterization of airfoils under different flow conditions. Thus,
the goals of the study are headed in two directions: on experimental grounds, it aims at complementing
the understanding about how transitional conditions influence the characterization and design process
of an application-oriented airfoil. This is done by undertaking wind tunnel tests in configurations that
attempt to reproduce an ever-more realistic set of flow conditions. The starting point corresponds to the
clean-flow paradigm, in which the aerodynamic characterization is performed under a uniform, steady and
two-dimensional flow. Then, real effects are introduced either in the flowfield or in the geometry of the
airfoil. These two constitute the turbulent- and rough-flow paradigms respectively, and lead to pseudo-real
conditions that contrast significantly with the clean configuration. The real-flow paradigm is obtained by
combining those two pseudo-real effects, and the behaviour of the airfoil is shown to differ substantially from
the previous flows. The characterization process is complemented by an analysis of a discrete-roughness-
based flow-control technique that aims at improving either the lift or the efficiency of the airfoil. As occurs
for the characterization itself, the flow paradigm is shown to affect the suitedness of the roughness elements
for enhancing the aerodynamic behaviour. In fact, it is proven that certain discrete roughness distributions
downgrade the aerodynamic behaviour under clean or pseudo-real configurations, but improve it when
imposing real-flow conditions.

On numerical grounds, two-dimensional RANS simulations and potential-flow-based panel-method cal-
culations are performed under clean- and turbulent-flow configurations. The comparison with their ex-
perimental counterparts shows that further advancements are required in the turbulence modelling of the
transitional regime for obtaining acceptable experimental-numerical matches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We have come to live in a world that relies on scientific-technological approaches for solving everyday prob-
lems. Among such approaches, aerodynamics plays a major role. Ever since the first successful flight of the
Wright brothers in 1903, this branch of physics has experienced its major development during the XXth

century. The theoretical precedents were already there, with the late-XIXth-century scientific contributions,
such as those of Reynolds or Rayleigh, being relevant for a first understanding of the topic. But it is since
the Wrights’ milestone that an experimental arousal took place. The two World Wars that occurred during
the first half of the century strengthened the synergies between the military and the aeronautical industry.
This promoted the research in the design and characterization of ever-more efficient aircrafts. It was the
time of aerodynamic experimentation, and wind tunnels were conceived as technological tools for obtaining
airflows in controlled conditions; in parallel, measurement techniques and probing devices were designed
for fulfilling those characterization needs. In the aftermath of the global conflicts, the second half of the
century was marked by the development of the computational branch within the field of electronics, acquir-
ing its own digital-industry status at the turn of the XXIst century. This brought the capability of taking
the scientific research to virtual scenarios by modelling the physical world via simulations. Computational
fluid-dynamics (CFD) constitutes the paradigm of such an approach, and has been applied together with
wind tunnel experiments for gaining insights into the understanding of aerodynamics. Concurrently, the
progressive technological achievements have allowed conceiving ever-more sophisticated measurement tech-
niques. Methods such as the three-dimensional particle-image-velocimetry (3D-PIV) can quantify velocity
flowfields that are straightforwardly comparable to CFD outcomes. This permits feeding the relation be-
tween the experimental approach and the numerical modelling, leading to better numerical schemes that,
ultimately, redound to a further understanding of the underlying physics.
This rush course on a century-wise development of aerodynamics is aimed at remembering where our current
methodology comes from. Nowadays, exhaustive aerodynamic studies are supposed to follow a procedural
route that merges the two main approaches developed so far. Thus, a baseline experimental case is ad-
dressed first, and the measurements are compared to a CFD outcome that reproduces such a case. The
numerical model is tweaked or adapted in case it does not fit the experimental data acceptably. Once
it does, additional configurations can be studied on the basis of the computational approach alone, thus
prescinding of the experimental set-up. Ideally, this should lead to avoiding cost-inefficient experimental
tests, replacing them by simulations that permit changing flow configurations easily and obtaining a richer
amount of information.
Currently, though, such a goal is far from being achievable. The CFD approach runs short when simulating
certain phenomena, and comparisons between experimental and numerical data persist on yielding a quan-
titative gap that reflects an ever-growing, yet still incomplete, understanding of the physical mechanisms.
Costlier computations are faced with experimental data obtained via techniques with enhanced probing
capabilities, gaining novel insights into the fundamental dynamics that govern the flows. It is expected that
the arrival of feasible quantum computations will cause a technical jump on the quest to accomplish an ef-

1
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fective merging between both approaches and, in parallel, oncoming improvements within the experimental
industry are not to be discarded. Nowadays, however, the numerical realm keeps depending on its physical
counterpart for validation and comparative purposes.
Despite these insurmountable mismatches, the combined experimental-numerical approach has proven
overly fruitful in studying daily problems. The range of applications that rely on aerodynamic analysis
is no more reducible to the prevailing aeronautic industry of the early XXth century. The lack of global
conflicts that tend to monopolize the research efforts, and the commitment of developed countries for im-
plementing a welfare state, are factors that have contributed to expanding the aerodynamic investigations
beyond the military industry since the second half of the century. Apart from the aeronautic sector, devoted
to the development of both military and commercial aircrafts, there are other industries that require the
understanding and application of aerodynamic notions for designing their solutions. The wind-energy sector
may be the primary one that comes to mind, but there are others: turbomachinery devices, micro- and
nano-aerial vehicles (MAVs and NAVs), road and rail transport or elite-sport analysis constitute disparate
fields that, in conjunction, get to pervade a considerable set of applications we encounter in our everyday
lives. The relevance of aerodynamics is far from being negligible.
However, how does the lack of complete understanding of the aerodynamic fundamentals get along with
the mentioned productiveness of the applications? It is important to distinguish, on this respect, between
the standpoint adopted by those that seek the elucidation of the aerodynamic foundations, and those that
work for giving solutions to practical problems. This distinction comes from the difference that exists
between physics and engineering. Each of those disciplines interprets the role of aerodynamics differently,
and such a distinction results in two ways of undertaking scientific studies: the so-called basic research,
devoted to the knowledge of principles and the determination of novel ways for employing the aerodynamic
mechanisms. And the applied research, aimed at characterising more mature technological solutions and
designing products targeted to fulfil market needs.
The distinction is important insofar it highlights the different philosophies and purposes that each research
type entails. Basic research lines seek explanations at the fundamental level, thus describing the physi-
cal processes that constitute a given phenomenon. Consequently, they require sophisticated measurement
techniques capable of probing the flowfields exhaustively, together with numerical simulations owning an
equivalent level of accuracy. At such a level, unprecedented observations may turn discernible, shedding
light on the fundamental processes that govern the flows. Instead, applied research lines seek explanations
at the behavioural level of the devices they develop, aiming at the characterization and optimization of
those solutions. The requirements of measurement techniques and simulations may be somewhat relaxed in
favour of a lesser cost of their implementation and processing needs, turning industrial design procedures
cost-efficient and, thus, feasible.
Apart from such a distinction, the logic of scientific investigation relies on the power of simplifying assump-
tions. Any problem statement, as generic as it may be, is usually intractable in its rawest formulation.
Simplifications are introduced for the sake of tractability, until the problem itself turns analysable in either
mathematical or experimental terms. This results in an unavoidably biased description of the phenomenon
at hands. However, if the simplifying assumption is correctly posed, such a description allows explaining
the phenomenon by means of the main physical processes that affect its evolution. What’s more, this
approach permits introducing the neglected effects afterwards, showing how each of them influences the
underlying dynamics, and complementing the understanding of the overall phenomenon. In aerodynamics,
this bottom-up procedure of ever-growing complexity becomes apparent in several analyses: turning from
initially two-dimensional to three-dimensional analyses, or assuming inviscid flows and including viscous
forces in a later stage, are examples of such a procedure.
Hence, there are two relevant aspects of the investigative methodology, namely the classification of re-
search types and the progressively relaxed simplifying assumptions. It is their effective combination what
turns the current experimental-numerical paradigm of aerodynamic studies so fruitful. In fact, the his-
torical description of any state-of-the-art may be understood in terms of a mutual interrelation of those
aspects. A simplified theory, acceptedly verified beforehand, is freed of one of its simplifying assumptions
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and contrasted against the experimental-numerical paradigm. This yields new insights about the underly-
ing processes of aerodynamics, which allows either refining the theory a step further or exploiting potential
results that may turn into effective applications. In the first case, the contrasting stage is repeated after
dropping an additional assumption out of the theory and turning it more fundamental. In the second one,
the research is taken from its basic stage to the applied one. The contrasting procedure is undertaken
as part of a design process, the aim being to obtain a better characterization of the final product and
identifying possible improvements upon the original design.

1.1 Motivation

The goal of the present work can be interpreted in terms of the methodological scheme described above.
Regarding the investigation type, it stands as an applied research work. Its aim is not to shed light upon
the fundamentals of aerodynamics, nor to look for any novel application or control technique. Instead,
it focuses on characterising and improving a well-known aerodynamic system, namely an airfoil. Such a
term is employed herein for referring to a specifically shaped body capable of producing a net lift force
when subjected to a freestream flow. Airfoils are widespread devices, used in several sectors that rely on
aerodynamics for developing their products. Many of the industries mentioned above employ them: turbo-
machinery vanes, MAV, NAV and aircraft wings or wind turbine blades are airfoil-based devices.
As an applied research, the interest of the study resides in two main reasons. The first of them is, precisely,
the wide range of devices it encompasses: this is expressed by saying that the investigation is application-
agnostic. The second is that it attempts at developing an industry-oriented approach. This means that
both the measurement techniques and the numerical simulations are intended to comply with affordable
time and equipment resources from an industrial standpoint. As such, the aim is to place the investigation
out of a purely academic scope, turning the resultant knowledge easily transferable into a more production-
oriented environment.
With respect to the bottom-up scheme of simplifying assumptions, the spherical-cow version of an airfoil
system consists of a two-dimensional shape subjected to a uniform and incompressible freestream flow.
Actually, this approximation is assumed valid in aerodynamic wind-tunnels that aim at achieving clean
flow conditions, given they fulfil certain quality parameters that ensure the uniformity and straightness of
the flow. If aerodynamics is understood as the branch of physics that relates body shapes and forces, its
simplest formulation should only consider two main effects: that of the uniform flow and that of the ideal
airfoil geometry. It will be shown that such a clean configuration has its own bibliographical corpus of
research studies. However, clean flows differ greatly from the conditions encountered in real world situa-
tions. Although the clean-flow paradigm may serve as a proper starting point, it needs to turn into a more
realistic model for describing reality. Otherwise, it stands at risk from being withdrawn to purely academic
circles.
The novelty of the present work resides in its attempt of building a procedure for making such a jump.
Additionally, it aims at showing that the progressive dropping of simplifying assumptions leads to airfoil
configurations that differ substantially from the clean-flow paradigm. Thus, design guidelines resulting from
a clean configuration analysis may not necessarily hold when introducing real effects, meaning that a proper
aerodynamic study should consider them somehow. However, the idea of going beyond the simplest level of
approximation is not new. As occurs for the clean-flow paradigm, an exhaustive bibliography is available
for configurations that consider real effects in either of the two basic variables mentioned before, namely
the freestream flow or the geometry of the airfoil. The first case corresponds to introducing turbulence as a
flow-perturbing agent. The second one incorporates surface-roughness effects for describing a more realistic
airfoil shape. It will be shown that, at best, those two scenarios constitute pseudo-real configurations, and
that it is necessary to merge them for completing the aerodynamic analysis properly.
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1.2 Goals

In accordance with the framework given above, the goals of the present study are specified as follows:

1. To define the measurement procedures for characterising an airfoil in real conditions.

2. To characterize an airfoil under clean conditions.

3. To characterize an airfoil under turbulent conditions.

4. To characterize an airfoil under rough conditions.

5. To characterize an airfoil under real conditions.

6. To characterize the efficiency of a discrete-roughness-based passive control method in the four previous
configurations.

7. To analyse the fitness of numerical models for reproducing the characteristic behaviour of an airfoil
in clean and turbulent configurations.

A schematic picture of the research goals may help understanding the overall project better.

Chapter 7Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Chapter 4

Chapter 7

Chapter 6Chapter 5

Chapters 4 and 5

Figure 1.1: schematic of the research goals.
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1.3 Layout of the dissertation

The structure of the document follows the order of the outlined goals and partial objectives. Chapter 2
defines the basic notions required for understanding the aerodynamics of transitionally-operating airfoils,
and introduces the main variables that will constitute the characterization process. Chapter 3 specifies the
experimental set-up employed in the work and defines the measurement protocols; likewise, it also presents
the numerical procedure, as well as designing the surveying campaigns that correspond to both approaches.
Chapters 4 to 7 address a particular configuration each, those that comply with clean, turbulent, rough and
real conditions, respectively. They share a common layout, beginning with a description of the state-of-
the-art and its corresponding critical revision, followed by the presentation of results and their discussion,
and ending with a set of conclusions that summarizes the analysis. Lastly, Chapter 8 comprises the main
findings of the work, and sketches possible research lines to be tackled in future investigations.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of transitionally-operating airfoils

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the basic notions required for understanding the different ap-
proaches comprising the research. Complying with the schema in Figure 1.1, the narrative is structured
following a bottom-up description of realistic approaches. Section 2.1 presents the simplest aerodynamic
description, namely the potential flow theory. Section 2.2 adds the effect of viscosity to the previous
approach, and constitutes the minimal framework within which transitional structures can be described.
Section 2.3 includes the essential concepts for understanding the techniques by which turbulent effects are
reproduced experimentally, thus accounting for real freestream conditions, and Section 2.4 does the same
with surface-roughness effects. Lastly, Section 2.5 provides the core notions for grasping the numerical
approaches undertook herein.

2.1 Potential flow theory as a first description

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the present work focuses on airfoil analysis. Airfoils are specifically shaped
bodies that produce a net lift force when immersed in a flow. It is the purpose of aerodynamics to link
those three variables together, i.e. to predict how forces are produced as an interrelation between flows and
body shapes.
As such, the simplest conception of aerodynamics should only consider two input parameters: one that
characterizes the incoming flow, and another that determines the geometry of the airfoil. Figure 2.1a shows
this simplified version: the incoming flow is assumed to be two-dimensional, uniform and inviscid, mainly
characterised by its velocity far upstream the airfoil (U∞). The airfoil is considered homogeneous in its
spanwise dimension, so that its aerodynamic behaviour can be analysed by studying a two-dimensional
cross-section. For the sake of simplicity, the profile is assumed symmetric, with the airfoil’s semi-thickness
equation being expressed as yp (x), with x being the streamwise variable. In addition to the profile equation,
there are two other parameters that determine the geometry of the configuration: the first is the chordwise
dimension (c), which is the length that covers the distance between the leading- and trailing-edges of the
airfoil. The second corresponds to the angle-of-attack (α), or the angle between the chord and the incoming
flow’s direction.
These four parameters, namely (c, yp, α, U∞), constitute a minimal set of variables that is necessary for
developing an inviscid aerodynamic approach. The so-called two-dimensional potential theory is the name
given to such an approach, and corresponds to the simplest way of undertaking an airfoil analysis [2.1,
ch. 4]. This theory allows performing certain calculations and deriving some preliminary conclusions about
the general aerodynamic behaviour of airfoils. In particular, it shows that the net lift force experienced by
the airfoil, namely l, is a consequence of the different pressure distributions developed along its upper and
lower surfaces. Figure 2.1c shows a schematic of such distributions, which are represented by the arrows
perpendicular to the surface at each point. The lower surface of the airfoil, i.e. the one that stands below
the chord line, is named the pressure-side of the airfoil, as the flow causes a pressure that pushes it upwards.

6
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a.c.

pressure-side,

suction-side,

chord
trailing-
-edge

leading-
-edge

(a)

(b)

(c)

c.p.

=

=

Figure 2.1: set of parameters and notions for describing: (a) the potential paradigm; (b) the clean-flow
paradigm; (c) the loads, momenta and distributions entering both the potential and the clean-flow descrip-
tions.
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The upper surface is named the suction-side of the airfoil, as the upwards push is coming from a pressure
distribution that induces a suction at the surface. In potential flow theory, these pressure values depend
on the geometry of the configuration and the velocity of the flow, which is why the generic equation of the
distributions is p = (x, yp (x) , α, U∞). The lift force results from integrating the difference of the suction-
and pressure-side distributions along the chordwise dimension:

l (α,U∞) =

∫
c

(ppressure-side − psuction-side) dx , (2.1)

and it is a magnitude that depends on the angle-of-attack and the velocity of the flow. Besides, the
convention in aerodynamics is to employ dimensionless variables and, instead of pressure distributions and
lift forces, it is more usual to use their respective coefficients. The pressure coefficient is the ratio of the
pressure value and the dynamic pressure upstream (q∞ = ρ∞U

2
∞/2) or, equivalently:

p = q∞·cp . (2.2)

The lift force is related to its coefficient in an analogouos way:

l = q∞·c·cl , (2.3)

and, hence, Equation (2.1) can be written thusly:

cl =

∫
c

(
cppressure-side − cpsuction-side

)
dx′ , (2.4)

where x′ = x/c is the dimensionless chordwise parameter.
Insofar the lift magnitude addresses a resultant force, it is applied at a given point of the airfoil. Such a
point is the center of pressure (c.p.), and is where the force-vector is located in Figure 2.1c. Due to the
lift force, the airfoil experiences a pitching moment along the z−axis, namely mz, which is depicted at a
c/4 distance from the leading-edge in Figures 2.1a and 2.1c. This other point is known as the aerodynamic
center (a.c.)(1), and its feature is that the pitching moment is independent from the angle-of-attack when
referred to it.

2.2 Clean-flow paradigm

The achievements of potential flow theory, taking into account that it is the simplest conceivable approach
in aerodynamics, are not few: it predicts the pressure distributions and the lift force, as well as defining
the center of pressure and the aerodynamic center. However, the simplifying assumptions that the theory
presumes have their drawbacks. In particular, the approach does not provide a correct description of the
drag force. What’s more, the theory predicts that such a force, which results from projecting the pressure
distributions in the stremwise direction, is null for uniform and steady flow conditions (D’Alembert’s para-
dox), precisely the ones given above. This conclusion contradicts empirical observations, and it shows the
necessity of modifying the theory for deriving a better aerodynamic description.
The step forward comes from including the viscous forces, thus dropping the inviscid flow consideration.
Air, as any other fluid, has a property known as viscosity (µ∞, far upstream) that shows its resistance
against shearing forces. The larger the viscosity, the higher the force required for shearing a fluid, and the
more it behaves as a solid-like body.
Viscous effects introduce two main features into the aerodynamic description of the flow. First, they resolve
D’Alembert’s paradox due to two contributions: one of them is the viscous drag, or the drag that the airfoil
experiences due to the shearing effect of viscosity. The other is the pressure drag, resulting from a modified
distribution of pressures which results in a separation of the flow towards the trailing-edge of the airfoil,

(1) this only applies in subsonic flows; supersonic ones have their a.c. at the midchord.
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causing a pressure jump between the leeward and rearward of it. These two contributions amount to a net
drag force (d) that opposes the direction of the flow, whose expression is analogous to the lift force:

d = q∞·c·cd , (2.5)

with cd being the drag coefficient.
The second feature that viscous effects introduce has to do with the modification of the momentum equation
[2.1]. In potential flow theory, such an equation expresses the balance between two terms: the convective
forces, which are the ones that a fluid has due to its velocity, and the pressure forces. When including
viscosity, an extra term is added to the equation. As the governing mechanism of aerodynamics is the
convective force, the relevance of the viscous term is made apparent by estimating its value and comparing
it to the convective one. This ratio between convective and viscous forces is named the Reynolds number
(Re), and is defined as:

Re =
ρ∞U∞c

µ∞
, (2.6)

where ρ∞ stands for the density of the fluid far upstream. The reference to the chordwise dimension is
not casual: it means, first of all, that the characteristic length of the analysis is the chord of the airfoil.
Secondly, it is an indirect way of telling that the viscous forces develop along such a chord. The partial
success of the potential flow theory comes from the fact that viscosity is negligible throughout the flowfield,
except in a region near the surface of the airfoil where its effect is comparable to that of the convective
forces. Such a region is known as the boundary-layer.
Insofar the boundary-layer is a viscous phenomenon, it is related to the Reynolds number in two ways.
First of all, its relevance is quantified by estimating how far the viscous effects reach, i.e. by comparing the
thickness of the boundary-layer (δ) to the chord of the airfoil: the ratio δ/c can be show to be proportional
to Re−1/2. The larger the Reynolds number, the thinner the boundary-layer as a consequence of a lesser
relevance of the viscous term. Secondly, it was already shown by Osborne Reynolds himself that the
Reynolds number allows classifying the fluid motions into three different flow regimes: laminar, turbulent
and transitional [2.2]. The laminar regime corresponds to relatively small Reynolds numbers, which means
that the viscous effects are significant and, due to their dissipative nature, they damp possible perturbations
occurring within the flow. This results in an ordered motion of the fluid, with the streamlines being
configured in a set of staggered layers. On the contrary, large Reynolds numbers imply that the particles
own higher kinetic energies, and the dissipative effect of viscosity becomes unable to sustain the energised
perturbations. As a consequence, a chaotic motion of the particles ensues, and the resultant state is
turbulent. Intermediate Reynolds numbers result in a configuration where the flow transitions from the
laminar state to the turbulent one, and is named the transitional regime accordingly.
Despite such a classification, there is no such thing as a universal correlation between Reynolds number
intervals and flow regimes. For internal flows such as pipe streams, Reynolds established that the flow
becomes fully turbulent for Re ≈ 103 [2.2]. In external flows, such as those developed around airfoils, it is
common to assume that the regime is laminar for Re < 104, becoming entirely turbulent at Re = 106−107;
the interval 104 < Re < 106 may be considered as the one where transitional effects prevail [2.3, 2.4]. Airfoil
configurations subjected to Re < 5·105 are said to operate in low-Reynolds numbers [2.4].
Additionally, the statement that an airfoil is operating in a particular flow regime is to be understood
properly. Figure 2.1b shows that boundary-layers develop along both the suction- and pressure-sides of
the airfoil, and they do so differently. The chord-based Reynolds number is a surrogate for the overall
behaviour of the airfoil, but does not take into account factors such as the pressure gradient to which
the flow is subjected. At the suction-side, such a gradient is positive or adverse, with the boundary-layer
facing a larger pressure resistance while travelling downstream. The opposite is true at the pressure-
side, where the boundary-layer finds a favourable pressure gradient and is not as perturbed as in the
suction-side. As each boundary-layer faces different conditions, it is dubious to state that they share
the same flow regime. Furthermore, the boundary-layer originates at the leading-edge of the airfoil, and
proceeds downstream convected by the freestream flow. At each chordwise stage, the local Reynolds number
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is Rex = ρ∞·U∞·x/µ∞, with x being the distance travelled from the leading-edge. As Rex increases
proportionately to x, the boundary-layer may undergo regime changes, beginning in a laminar state and
ending in a turbulent one.
Such is the configuration shown in the suction-side boundary-layer of Figure 2.1b. On this respect, stating
that an airfoil operates in a transitional regime when the chord-based Reynolds number is between 104 <
Re < 106 has a specific interpretation: it means that the transitional region covers a significant chordwise
extent. In applications such as aircrafts flying at high subsonic speeds, for which Re = 106−107, the kinetic
energy of the particles is so large, and the boundary-layer so thin, that it undergoes a rapid transition from
laminar to turbulent. Such a transition occurs in a short chordwise extent near the leading-edge, and the
overall suction-side of the airfoil may be assumed to face turbulent conditions. However, MAVs or mid-scale
wind turbines operate at 104 < Re < 106. At those Reynolds numbers, the extents of the different flow
regions along the suction-side match the ones pictured in Figure 2.1b. A transitionally-operating airfoil
discernibly develops such three regions along its suction-side.
Thus, shifting from potential theory to viscous flow has the following implications: it allows including
the drag force in the aerodynamic description, and defines the Reynolds number as a combined flow-
and geometry-related parameter that substitutes the U∞ variable present in the simpler approach. This
description, in which airfoil load- and presure-coefficients are analysed under viscous, uniform, steady and
two-dimensional conditions, will be called the clean-flow paradigm hereon, and the flows reproduced under
such a paradigm, clean configurations.
In addition to those parameters, it is usual to define the aerodynamic efficiency, or simply efficiency (E),
as the ratio between the lift and the drag of an airfoil:

E =
l

d
=
cl
cd

. (2.7)

The efficiency may be interpreted as a parameter that measures the output/input ratio of an aerodynamic
system. The lift force is responsible for sustaining an aircraft in the air or getting a power output from a
wind turbine. Instead, the drag force must be balanced by the engines’ thrust of the aircraft, or acts by
decelerating the rotary motion of the wind turbine. In both cases, the efficiency parameter is an indicator
that shows how well the system behaves from the standpoint of an output/input ratio of energies. In the
former case, a higher efficiency means that a lower fuel consumption is required for undertaking a flight. In
the second one, large E values stand for higher power production rates. As such, the efficiency stands as a
synthetic parameter of the loads that is well-suited for complementing a proper aerodynamic analysis. As
sketched in Figure 2.1c, the purpose of the clean-flow paradigm is to determine the evolution of the four
aerodynamic outcomes with the two input parameters, namely (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re).

2.2.1 Transitional flows and laminar separation bubbles

The purpose of analysing transitionally-operating airfoils has a well-founded rationale behind. Laminar and
turbulent regimes are well understood from the standpoints of basic and applied research paradigms, but
this is not so for the transition process [2.5]. Studies are still undertaken upon such simplified geometries as
flat plates, with the aim of elucidating what are the basic mechanisms that govern the laminar-to-turbulent
passage [2.6, 2.7]. This does not mean that applied works do not exist. Indeed, studies about the transi-
tional characterization of airfoils have been carried out at the experimental level [2.8–2.10], the numerical
one [2.11, 2.12], or even following the combined experimental-numerical approach [2.13, 2.14]. Further-
more, some of the studies, besides characterising the aerodynamic behaviour, aim at acting upon the airfoil
by means of passive [2.15–2.17] or active control techniques [2.18–2.20]. The proliferation of such studies
highlights two key points: the first is the already mentioned separation between basic- and applied-research
approaches. Despite the incomplete understanding of the physical processes, characterization efforts per-
severe based on an accepted view of the basic aerodynamic structures comprising transition. The second
point is that the interest on applied research about transition indicates a lack of complete understanding,
even on the characterization stage, which justifies undertaking further studies on this particular topic.
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As mentioned, there is an accepted view about the phenomenology of transitional flows. Such a view con-
siders that the laminar-to-turbulent process combines phenomena of those two regimes in a particular way.
Either upon flat plates or along curved surfaces such as airfoils, the characteristic feature of transitional
flows is the development of an aerodynamic structure termed laminar separation bubble (LSB hereon).
Figure 2.2 shows an LSB formed upon a generic surface. The flow, coming from left to right, travels lam-
inarly near the leftmost region of the surface, as represented by the set of staggered streamlines. Factors
such as the curvature of the surface or the adverse pressure gradient make the boundary-layer encounter an
ever-growing resistance to flowing. Eventually, the velocity profile becomes unstable and the flow separates
from the surface. This occurs at the s− s′′ stage, which is named the separation line. Beyond such a line,
the flow evolves in the form of a separated shear-layer, and undergoes transition some distance downstream.
For the sake of clarity, the line t− t′′ represents a simplistic view in which transition occurs at a fixed stage,
although, actually, it spans across a finite chordwise extent. After becoming turbulent, the particles of
the shear-layer are re-energised, beginning to overcome the viscous forces and producing turbulent eddies
within the flow. The shear-layer, if it’s lying sufficiently close to the surface, can reattach to it at the r− r′′
line. Unlike the separation line, the reattachment one is known to be highly unstable and dependent on the
freestream conditions [2.21]. The turbulent boundary-layer resulting from the reattachment phenomenon
evolves downstream in a spreading manner, with the flow streamlines diverging noticeably when compared
to their laminar counterparts and the turbulent eddies becoming larger as they travel along the surface.
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Figure 2.2: schematic of an LSB formed along a generic surface. Adapted from [2.22].

The described phases that the boundary- and shear-layers undergo are delimited by the dashed vertical
lines, which split the surface into the laminar, transitional and turbulent regions. The shear-layer that
undergoes transition between the separation and reattachment lines develops a region of dead air beneath
it. Such air moves in a relatively slower, recirculating motion that is swept by the freestream flow at its
upper boundary and travels in the opposite direction near the surface. It is this pocket of recirculating air,
which is governed by a reverse-flow vortex located within, what is known as an LSB.
The LSB induces several changes on the aerodynamic behaviour. Originately, the term was employed for
giving a possible explanation of the strange behaviour that certain airfoils show at stalling [2.23]. Stalling
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is a phenomenon that occurs at moderately high angles-of-attack, when the steep geometrical gradient
imposed by the leading-edge of the airfoil makes the air unable to surround it following its contour. As a
result, the flow detaches from the surface a short distance downstream the edge. The airfoil loses its abil-
ity to generate a pressure difference between its suction- and pressure-sides, and adopts a bluff-body-like
behaviour, producing a reduced lift and an increased drag. The LSB is said to cause a particular type of
stalling, that in which the change of behaviour occurs in a sudden way, showing an abrupt loss of lift and
growth in drag. Other stalling mechanisms may also occur, and the main parameter determining the type
of stalling is known to be the relative thickness of the airfoil (t/c, with t being the maximum thickness)
[2.24]. This leads to the classification of stalling types shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: stalling mechanisms depending on the relative thickness of the airfoils, attending to the classi-
fication given by McCullough & Gault [2.24]. Adapted from [2.1, ch.8−pp.234-238].

From left to right, the depicted airfoils follow a decreasing trend of relative thicknesses. Figure 2.3a cor-
responds to a thick airfoil case (t/c & 20%), which shows a trailing-edge-type stalling. The way in which
such a stalling occurs is shown when looking at the pictures of the column in a top-down manner, as they
represent an increasing trend on the angles-of-attack. As observed, the flow begins to detach from the
rear-side of the airfoil, and such a detached region covers a progressively larger portion of the chord as α
increases. In contrast, airfoils with intermediate thickness values (Figure 2.3b, 10% . t/c . 20%) develop
a leading-edge LSB at low angles-of-attack. Such a bubble shrinks and moves upstream with increasing α
values. Beyond a certain angular configuration, the bubble bursts and produces an abrupt stalling. This
causes sudden variations in the aerodynamic loads, which may result in a loss of control of the overall
system. The fomer case, instead, shows a much milder variation on the lift and drag evolutions, as the
stalled region progresses slowly with the angle-of-attack. That’s why, preferably, the second stalling type
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is to be avoided. The third type corresponds to thin airfoils (Figure 2.3c, t/c . 10%), which produce
an LSB structure at low angles that enlarge and turn into a long bubble at higher α values. Eventually,
the bubble covers the entire suction-side, causing a flatter pressure distribution along it. This diminishes
the lift outcome and, as the bubble causes a larger frontal area to be exposed to the freestream flow, it
also increases the drag value. Although this stalling mechanism may sound as progressive as the former
one, the LSB constitutes an unstable structure that is liable to undergo a bursting process at any time,
which may lead to load-jumps similar to those experienced by intermediate-thickness airfoils [2.25, 2.26].
Anyhow, neither the relative thickness values nor the stalling mechanisms are as fixed as described above.
It is more usual to have combinations of such mechanisms depending on the specific airfoil geometry and
the particular set of freestream conditions [2.24].
Besides stalling, transitionally-operating airfoils are known to show the phenomenon of aerodynamic hys-
teresis. Indeed, hysteresis and stalling are closely related phenomena. As described, stalling occurs at
moderately high angles-of-attack. For a given airfoil subjected to a clean configuration, let αstall be the an-
gle at which it stalls. The angles standing beyond αstall constitute the so-called post-stall region, where the
cl behaviour is not as predictable as for pre-stall conditions, whereas the cd shows a monotonously increasing
trend in agreement with the bluff-body condition of the airfoil. The hysteresis phenomenon manifests when
attempting to recover pre-stall conditions by decreasing the angle-of-attack. Experimental observations
show that such conditions are not regained by resetting the αstall configuration. It turns necessary to lower
the angle-of-attack further, until reaching a value αrecov. < αstall that causes the recovery. When it occurs,
the airfoil regains its streamlined-body condition, and both cl and cd return to their pre-stall values. The
different behaviours of the aerodynamic coefficients between αrecov. and αstall, depending on the sign of
the airfoil’s angular variations, are what constitute the hysteresis cycle. This cycle is mostly noticeable
when the stalling mechanism is governed by an LSB structure, as occurs with intermediate-thickness air-
foils. Indeed, the abrupt coefficient jumps that correspond to both stalling and recovery are ascribed to
an unstable behaviour of the bubble and its bursting process [2.27], with the hysteresis phenomenon not
ensuing in thicker airfoils subjected to a trailing-edge-type stalling.
Lastly, low−α configurations are known to be affected by the LSB structure as well. The slow, recirculating
flow within the bubble produces a flatter pressure distribution on that region, in contrast to the inviscid
situation in which the abscence of an LSB leads to a monotonous pressure recovery along the suction-side
of the airfoil. As both the length and the chordwise position of the bubble vary noticeably with the angle-
of-attack, the potential and viscous pressure distributions differ. The potential theory predicts a linear
relationship between cl and α at low angular configurations, namely cl (α) = 2πα [2.1, ch.4−pp.107-111].
The bubble breaks such a relation, mainly because of the different pressure distributions causing severe cl
deviations from the linear trend [2.10].
The LSB-related effects described above, those that alter the linear trend at the low−α region and modify
the stalling and hysteresis behaviours at moderately higher angles-of-attack, have been exposed in an exclu-
sively geometry-dependent manner. Insofar the bubble is a transitional structure, its development is largely
affected by the freestream conditions. Indeed, the characteristic feature of the transitional regime is that
the aerodynamic coefficients are highly sensitive to the Reynolds number [2.3]. Such a sensitivity does not
mean that the bubbles are inherently unstable. At a fixed pair of (α,Re) values, the LSB formed upon an
airfoil is a stable structure. But slight variations in either of the parameters causes a radical reconfiguration
of the aerodynamic coefficients, affecting the overall behaviour severely. That’s why it turns necessary to
analyze the airfoils in terms of both the angular configurations and the Reynolds numbers. As expressed
before, characterising the behaviour of transitionally-operating airfoils subjected to the clean-flow paradigm
means specifying the functional relations (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re).

2.2.2 Characteristic curves

The characteristic curves refer to the plots that are used as the baseline of the analysis, i.e. as the conven-
tional way of representing the functional relations described above. The clean-flow paradigm includes two
input parameters, namely the pair (α,Re). From those, it is standard practice to choose the angular variable
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for constructing the curves. The evolutions of the lift, drag and efficiency parameters are represented as
cl (Re)−α, cd (Re)−α and E (Re)−α curves, respectively. The pressure distributions, additionally, depend
on the dimensionless chordwise position x′. This requires the construction of two additional datasets, i.e.
cp (α)− x′ and cp (Re)− x′, in order to cover the parametrical space altogether.
The distinction made above between the representation modes of the cl, cd and E variables, on the one
hand, and the cp distributions, on the other hand, highlights the different nature of each set of parameters.
The former constitute global variables, in the sense that they address an outcome of the airfoil as a whole;
that’s why they do not depend on the chordwise position. The pressure distributions own a more local
nature and, as such, they may provide insights on the specific mechanisms governing the behaviour of LSBs.
The link between the local and global approaches is given by Equation (2.4): the lift coefficient is obtained
by integrating the suction- and pressure-side cp difference along the chord. Anyhow, this distinction be-
tween global and local variables is relevant insofar it allows splitting the analysis into a mainly behavioural
(global variables) and a preeminently phenomenological (local variables) aspects.
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Figure 2.4: characteristic curves of a generic, transitionally-operating airfoil at a specific, pre-stall angle-
of-attack; (a) cl − α (both for potential and clean-flow paradigms) and cd − α curves; (b) E − α curve; (c)
suction-side cp − x′ distributions for potential and clean-flow paradigms.
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The shapes adopted by the characteristic curves of a generic, transitionally-operating airfoil are shown in
Figure 2.4. For illustrative purposes and without loss of generality, the curves of the global variables are
plotted for an unspecified, fixed Reynolds number. Likewise, the cp− x′ plots merely show the suction-side
distribution (that in which the LSB structure is formed) for an unstalled angle-of-attack and the same
unspecified Reynolds number for which the global curves are obtained. Figures 2.4a and 2.4b illustrate the
evolutions of global variables. The angular range of these plots covers the pre- and post-stall regions, so
that both the low−α phenomenology and the stalling and hysteresis mechanisms are captured. Figure 2.4a
shows the cl − α and the cd − α curves. The cl − α ones are plotted for both the potential and clean-flow
approaches. The potential approach merely reproduces the linear cl−α relationship at low angles-of-attack,
with the slope of the line matching the 2π factor as predicted by the theory. The clean-flow paradigm is
shown to diverge noticeably from such a trend, with the LSB effect causing either lower-than-potential cl
values at the lowest angular configurations, or higher ones at larger angles. In any case, such deviations
are merely illustrative, and the precise deviations are to be determined by the characterization process. At
larger angles the curve begins to saturate, with cl not increasing as rapidly with α as in the initial zone.
This marks the beginning of the non-linear range and, thus, the end of applicability of the potential theory.
In parallel, the cd curve undergoes a monotonous increase along this angular range, although its evolution
is much milder than the cl − α one, mainly because of the streamlined nature of the airfoil that reduces
the cd value to the small contribution of the viscous drag. Eventually, the airfoil reaches its maximum lift
point (clmax.) and, further beyond, stalling occurs. The stalling angle may coincide with the maximum lift
angle, i.e. αstall = αclmax.

, but this need not always be the case. When stalling, both cl and cd undergo
sudden jumps, according to the described mechanism based on bubble bursting. The post-stall region is
characterised by a monotonous cd increase, as a larger frontal area is exposed to the flow and the airfoil
behaves like a bluff body, with the pressure drag contribution being the dominant one. For decreasing
angles-of-attack, pre-stall conditions are regained at αrecov. < αstall, and the loopholes that show up be-
tween those two angles reflect the hysteretic behaviour of the airfoil.
Figure 2.4b shows that the behaviour of the efficiency parameter follows closely the cl − α evolution, es-
pecially at low angular configurations. This is because the drag values evolve mildly within the pre-stall
region, which turns the shape of the cl curve into the main qualitative aspect driving the efficiency evo-
lution. In contrast, saturation and stalling may be strongly modulated by the drag evolution, mainly due
to its sharper increase within the non-linear region. In fact, the angle at which the maximum efficiency
is obtained may not coincide with the maximum lift angle, i.e. αEmax. 6= αclmax.

, as the smooth lift varia-
tions during saturation contrast with the steeper drag gradients therein. Anyhow, the hysteresis cycle gets
equally reflected on the E − α curves, and the usual post-stall region shows a nearly-constant, low-valued
efficiency evolution.
Figure 2.4c represents suction-side pressure distributions for a given Reynolds number and a pre-stall
angle-of-attack, obtained according to both the potential theory and the clean-flow paradigm. The y−axis
scaling shows absolute values, as the suction-side coefficients are negative when measured by differential
pressure probes referenced to upstream flow conditions. Whereas the neighbourhoods of the suction peak,
represented by the maximum cp value, are predicted equally by both approaches, the clean-flow paradigm
develops a plateau-like region at the midchord that does not agree with the monotonous trend of the po-
tential theory. That’s the effect of the dead-air region within the bubble, which produces a nearly-constant
region of pressure recovery. The extent and location of this plateau are expected to change appreciably
when varying the flow configuration, being responsible for the observed deviations of the cl value from the
predictions of the potential theory. However, the suction-side distribution is to be complemented with its
pressure-side counterpart for obtaining the whole picture of the cp − x′ evolution.

2.3 Turbulent-flow paradigm

The conditions under which LSBs have been said to develop in Section 2.2.1 represent artificial flow con-
figurations. Such flows may be achieved in carefully designed wind tunnels aimed at reproducing steady
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and uniform air currents. However, these clean configurations do not show the complexity of genuine flows
encountered in real conditions. If an airfoil is designed by following the guidelines derived from a character-
ization performed under the clean-flow paradigm, its behaviour may vary substantially from the expected
one when it is placed in its operation site. A thorough characterization should look for reproducing the
real conditions that the airfoil is presumed to face. A first step towards obtaining such conditions is to con-
sider that the flow is not as steady and uniform as in clean configurations. Indeed, transitionally-operating
devices such as MAV wings, turbomachinery vanes or portions of mid- and large-scale wind turbine blades
are known to meet turbulent flow conditions [2.28–2.31].
Stating that the incoming flow is turbulent has implications that are to be understood properly. First of
all, freestream turbulence is not to be considered as a synonym for turbulent flow regime. Despite the
turbulent character of the flow, the boundary-layer of the airfoil may adopt the aspect shown in Figure 2.2,
developing both laminar and transitional regions before turning turbulent itself. The LSB may persist as a
characteristic flow structure even when turbulence is included, and its effects on the evolution of the bubble
are to be studied accordingly.
Second of all, the inherently chaotic nature of turbulent flows is assumed to be characterizable. Such flows
are conceived as being formed by a continuous stream of eddies. An eddy is a whirling structure of a given
size that rotates with a specific velocity, very much like the spirally-shaped arrangements shown within the
turbulent boundary-layer portion in Figure 2.2. Linking the size and rotation of the eddies to measurable
turbulent properties should be the task of a theory required as a baseline for performing the characterization
of the flowfield, previous to the characterization of the airfoil itself.
Providing the core concepts of such a theory is the first aim of this section. A simple technique for the
experimental reproduction of theory-compliant turbulent flows is presented in parallel. Ultimately, the
purpose is to modify the functional relations (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re) so that the right hand-sides
of the equations include a relevant turbulent parameter.

2.3.1 HIT and grid-generated turbulence

Turbulent motion stems from an excess of kinetic energy of the particles, which makes them overcome the
dissipative action of viscosity. As a result, the particles mingle with each other in a chaotic way, and the
ordered streamlines observed in a laminar motion turn into eddy-like structures. Nevertheless, keeping a
flow turbulent requires a continuous influx of energy for maintaining the excess of kinetic energy. Viscous
dissipation acts ubiquitously and, in the abscence of an energetic input, it leads to a decaying process by
which turbulence is ultimately suppressed.
This process was first described by Kolmogorov and termed “the energy cascade” [2.32]. Such a cascading
prescribes a multi-scalar eddy hierarchy that comprises three levels, each of them corresponding to a char-
acteristic length of the eddies and being responsible for a particular energetic mechanism. The largest and
smallest scales produce and dissipate the turbulent energy, and are termed `0 and η, respectively. Within
the intermediate scale, known as the intertial range and termed `, the energy gets transferred from larger to
smaller scales. According to this scheme, a flow-perturbing agent that injects the required energy induces
the largest eddies, which, apart from owning a size `0, they flow with a characteristic velocity V`0 . Their
associated Reynolds number (Re`0), frequency (f`0) and energy (ε) are:

Re`0 =
V`0`0
ν
� 1 , f`0 ∼

V`0
`0

, ε ∼ V`0
3

`0
. (2.8)

The largeness of the Reynolds number above means that the dissipative action of viscosity is not relevant if
compared to the convective term of the eddies. However, viscosity does play a role as an energy-transmitting
agent towards ever-decreasing structures. The feature of the intermediate range is that neither an injection
nor a dissipation of energy takes place, but merely a transmission. Thus, the Reynolds number remains
large when associated to characteristic lengths ` < `0 and velocities V`, i.e. Re` = V``/ν � 1. For that to
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happen, the velocities and frequencies of the intermediate scales must fulfill:
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(2.9)

Hence, large and slow-rotating eddies are stretched into smaller and faster-whirling ones until the so-called
Kolmogorov scale (η) is reached. The feature of such a scale is that the viscous effects become as relevant
as the convective ones, i.e. Reη ∼ 1, and the turbulent kinetic energy gets finally dissipated.
The above description shows that the only requirement for producing a turbulent flowfield is to own an
energy-injecting device. On experimental grounds and, more precisely, in wind tunnel facilities, it is a com-
mon practice to employ grids for such a purpose, producing what is known as grid-generated turbulence
[2.33]. In grid-generated turbulence, the incoming flow undergoes a sudden shear when passing through a
perpendicularly-oriented grid. Such a shear injects the energy required for developing a turbulent flowfield
downstream. The abscence of any other source of energy within the tunnel makes turbulence decay pro-
gressively due to the cascading process. The simplest way for mathematically describing such a decay is to
assume that the flow is statistically homogeneous and isotropic. The resultant flow is named homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence (HIT) accordingly, and is successfully described by the HIT theory [2.34].
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Figure 2.5: streamwise evolutions of the power-law decays of turbulent variables.
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The main derivation of the HIT theory is that the turbulent kinetic energy (k) evolves downstream the
grid following a power-law decay. Putting the focus on the kinetic energy is essential, as it represents the
magnitude by which Kolmogorov describes the cascading process. The definition of k requires considering
that, in turbulent flows, it is a common practice to decompose any velocity component of a fluid particle
into two main contributions. One of such splittings is the Reynolds decomposition which, in case of the
streamwise component (u), reads thusly:

U = U + u , (2.10)

where U represents a temporally-averaged mean velocity and u stands for the turbulence-induced fluctuating
part. Considering that the same expression holds for the spanwise (v) and vertical (w) components, the
turbulent kinetic energy adopts the form:

k =
(u)2 + (v)2 + (w)2

2

iso.
==

3

2
(u)2 , (2.11)

where the last equality holds because of the accepted isotropic nature of the flow, which means that,
statistically, the velocity fluctuations are identical regardless of the considered direction (u = v = w).
The circular-symbol dataset in Figure 2.5 shows the experimentally-measured decay of kinetic energy in a
log−log plot. The fit of such a dataset, represented by the solid line, is what HIT theory predicts. The
x−axis of the plot represents a dimensionless streamwise variable, namely x/M , where M stands for the
mesh-parameter that, for a squarely-shaped grid, is the distance between the centerlines of two adjacent
rods, as shown in the sketch at the top of the figure. Thus, the evolution of the kinetic energy is plotted
against the number of downstream mesh-distances, beginning from a specified stage (x/M)iso. at which
the flow becomes homogeneous and isotropic after an initial region of non-HIT conditions. Donwstream
(x/M)iso., the straight descending line traced by the kinetic energy shows that its evolution follows a power-
law decay.
The determination of the kinetic energy decay plays a relevant role on favouring the cascading description
of grid-generated turbulence. However, it is not a dimensionless quantity, and flows with different velocities
sharing similar turbulent dynamics cannot be discerned properly on the basis of their k values. For that
purpose, the turbulent intensity (I) is defined, which reads:

I =

√
(u)2+(v)2+(w)2

3

U∞

iso.
==

√
(u)2

U∞
. (2.12)

The intensity parameter has two advantages: first, it is dimensionless, which allows comparing turbulent
flows. Second, it has a physical meaning: it is the ratio between turbulent fluctuations and the upstream
velocity, thus measuring the strength of the eddies and playing the role of a characterizable parameter. As
it is defined, the intensity is proportional to the square-root of the kinetic energy and, consequently, its
log−log representation corresponds to a descending straight line with half the slope of the k evolution.
Apart from the strength of the eddies measured by the parameter, it is usual to characterize their integral
length-scale which, in an isotropic approach, is no more than `0. The length of an eddy, from a statistical
standpoint, is obtained by computing the autocorrelation function of the velocity fluctuations:

`0 = U∞

∫ ∞
0

u (t)u (t− T )

u2
dT . (2.13)

where T represents a time-lag or displacement period. Such a function acquires a unit value for a zero
time-lag, i.e. T = 0, and decreases monotonously towards 0 for higher lags. An eddy, if understood
as an structure that encompasses a set of fluid particles in a coherent manner, will last as long as the
autocorrelation function remains positive. On practical grounds, the integral is taken between 0 and a
value for which the integrand first becomes negative. The HIT prediction of `0 is that it evolves towards
larger values downstream the grid, as a consequence of the largest eddies tending to match the characteristic
length of the system within which they are developing, namely the wind tunnel. When passing through
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the grid, the flow is torn down until reaching the characteristic size M and acquiring a high turbulent
kinetic energy. Afterwards, two processes take place: first, the cascading process by which the energy of the
largest eddies are transferred to smaller ones, leading to the decay of turbulence. Second, the progressive
coalescence of the largest eddies that give rise to the increasing `0 trend. The process represented at the
top of the figure corresponds to the growth of the integral length-scale. With all, the power-law decays
followed by these three parameters are:

k = k0

(x− x0

M

)n
, I = I0

(x− x0

M

)n/2
, `0 = `00

(x− x0

M

)m
. (2.14)

In the expressions above, the exponents n and m, the pre-factors k0, I0 and `00 and the so-called virtual
origin x0 are to be obtained from a turbulence characterization procedure. The exponent n is well-predicted
by the HIT theory [2.34, 2.35], and the pre-factors are no more than the values at which the lines cut the
ordinate axis. However, the virtual origin is a more elusive concept. The usual interpretation is that
it addresses the streamwise location at which fully turbulent conditions ensue [2.36]. Anyhow, it is a
parameter that affects the evolution of the decay curves critically, thus requiring a careful calculation [2.36,
2.37]. Lastly, the power-law expressions just hold within the intermediate streamwise region at which
HIT conditions are assumed to hold. Neither the initial nor the final decaying intervals comply with such
conditions, and delimiting those regions is also a task of the turbulence characterization procedure.

2.3.2 Turbulent conditions in real flows

The benefit of employing HIT as a description of turbulence is that its characterization consists in deter-
mining two scalar variables: the intensity and the integral length-scale. The medium in which the majority
of transitionally-operating airfoils work, such as MAV wings or wind turbines blades, is the atmosphere.
The relations that exist between the turbulent parameters and the operation altitude have been extensively
studied, and the accepted correlations are gathered in international standards [2.38, 2.39], as well as de-
picted on Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: evolution of turbulent parameters with atmospheric height; (a) turbulent intensity, I; (b)
integral length-scale, `0; adapted from [2.39].

Figure 2.6a shows a shaded area corresponding to the possible values that the intensity can acquire with
increasing heights, represented by the y−axis. The general trend, though, is for the intensity to decrease
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at higher altitudes. In contrast, Figure 2.6b shows that `0 increases with height. The dotted horizontal
lines delimit regions which, according to bibliography, typical aerodynamic devices operate: small-scale
wind turbines [2.40], MAVs [2.30, 2.41], large-scale wind turbines [2.31, 2.42], UAVs [2.29] and, finally,
turbomachinery-related applications(2) [2.28, 2.43, 2.44].
Experimentally, it is feasible to obtain intensity values below 15 %, but length-scales as large as 40 m are not
reproducible, mainly because, at the very least, the mesh-parameter should have those dimensions. There
are two ways for overcoming this limitation: either producing properly-scaled atmospheric-boundary-layers
(ABLs), or ignoring the mismatch between the reproduced and genuine length-scales, focusing merely on
the intensity parameter. This last approach seems justified according to the recent study of Jafari et al.
[2.45], who mention that the characteristic parameter is obtained by comparing `0 to the chord of the
airfoil, i.e. `0/c. For `0/c � 1, the airfoil is not affected by the dynamics of the integral eddies, as they
are much larger than the airfoil itself. Instead, the relevant scales are the smaller ones for which `/c ≈ 1.
This allows dropping the length-scale variable from the analysis, insofar the experimentally reproduced
eddies are comparable to the chord of the airfoil. With all, the functional relations that correspond to the
turbulent-flow paradigm adopt the form (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re, I).

2.4 Rough-flow paradigm

Turbulence allows modifying the flow conditions for including real effects. The other aspect of the config-
uration, namely the geometrical one, requires the consideration of roughness effects for becoming realistic.
Airfoils never follow the mathematical curve that defines their surface in an exact manner: first of all,
manufacturing defects are unavoidable beyond the precision of the employed machines, which already in-
troduce a certain level of surface-roughness [2.46, 2.47]. Second of all, environmental agents are likely to
cause a damage on the airfoil. The presence of these agents, as well as their specific nature, depends on the
operation-site of the airfoil. Devices placed in tropical areas are probable to suffer from a larger exposure to
insects [2.48, 2.49], as well as facing heavy-rain periods that affect their aerodynamic behaviour [2.50, 2.51].
Those in desertic areas will show dust accumulations and erosion [2.52, 2.53], whereas turbomachinery-
related applications are liable to be affected by fuel and oil depositions and thermally-induced corrosion
[2.54]. Apart from the presence of environmental agents, the operation period correlates directly with the
damage received by the airfoil, with higher surface areas being affected more severely as time goes by [2.52,
2.55].
The type of surface damage described above is termed herein as stochastic roughness. Its treatment is statis-
tical, as it does not represent a purposefully induced roughness, but one that stems from non-deterministic
sources. The other type of roughness that airfoils may incorporate is intended to flow-control purposes: it
consists of specifically-designed elements that are placed strategically, so that an improvement of the aero-
dynamic behaviour results. Such a discrete-roughness-based approach is employed as a passive flow-control
technique. It constitutes the counterpart of stochastically-induced roughness, both in its deterministic na-
ture (the discrete elements are parametrised by design) and in the effects it induces. As in the previous
section, the aim is to show how the functional relations (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re) can incorporate
roughness-related parameters on their right-hand sides.

2.4.1 Stochastic roughness

The original studies about the effects of stochastic roughness on fluids were undertook in channeled flows
[2.56, 2.57]. Such studies provided a normalised plot for representing the pressure-loss caused by rough
walls, which is depicted on Figure 2.7. The plot is a log−log representation, putting the pressure-loss factor
(λ) against the Reynolds number. There are two relevant aspects on the plot: first of all, it is divided into
three flow regimes, with the flow behaviour being classified as hydrodynamically smooth, transitional or
rough. The analogy with the laminar-transitional-turbulent scheme is evident: indeed, both classifications

(2) although these constitute internal flows, and may not be subjected to the conditions predicted by the plots.
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are based on the Reynolds number. In case of Figure 2.7, the smooth region corresponds to low Reynolds
numbers, and its main feature is that the pressure loss depends exclusively on Re (it is the well-known re-
lation obtained by Moody [2.58]). On the contrary, the rough region is located at high Reynolds numbers,
and λ is a function of the roughness parameter (r/k) alone, with r being the radius of the pipe and k an
average height of the rough elements; the higher they are (the lower the r/k value), the greater the pressure
loss, showing the detrimental effect of roughness. The transitional region stands between them, with the
pressure loss depending on both Re and r/k.
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Figure 2.7: roughness-based flow regimes, adapted from [2.56].

The second relevant aspect has to do with the hydrodynamic nature of the plot, as well as with the roughness
parameter itself. These two features indicate that the studies were performed under flow conditions that
differ substantially from airfoil configurations. Indeed, the analysed flows corresponded to liquid streams
in channels, the walls of which were covered with different sandgrain papers for reproducing the roughness
effect. Although the description provided in Figure 2.7 remains valid currently, the task of further studies
has been to translate it into the aerodynamic realm [2.59–2.61]. Substituting the pipe-radius variable (r) by
the airfoil chord has been the first step, leading to the definition of a new parameter termed the equivalent
sandgrain roughness, and defined as ks = k/c [2.61]. However, there is a lack of consensus when it comes to
defining a standard procedure for measuring k [2.54]. The variables required for characterising a stochastic
roughness distribution are not clear, with studies favouring the usage of conventional roughness parameters
such as the average height [2.52, 2.55], and others highlighting the need for considering factors like the
density of the distribution or the shape of the elements [2.59, 2.60, 2.62].
Anyhow, the experimental reproduction of rough conditions has not varied since the original studies. It
consists on attaching a sandgrain paper to the airfoil, covering the surface portions that are mostly affected
by roughness [2.52, 2.54, 2.55]. Instead of sandgrain paper, it is possible to employ analogous materials such
as zig-zag bands or patterned motifs [2.63, 2.64]. When adopting this approach, the characterization of ks is
usually reduced to measuring the average height of the elements (ks = h/c), and the surface extent covered
by roughness (dr/c) accounts for the effect of the operation period, with larger areas being ascribed to longer
periods [2.52, 2.65]. The functional relations are expressed as (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re, ks, dr/c).
A schematic view of the factors that constitute the description of stochastic roughness is given in Fig-
ure 2.8. The upper part of the figure shows that airfoils of transitionally-operating applications are affected
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by both manufacturing- and environmentally-induced roughness effects. Whereas the first are unavoidable,
the second depend on the operation site of the devices, and not all of them are reproducible experimentally.
Indeed, attaching a sandgrain paper to the airfoil constitutes an addition of material, which corresponds to
effects such as insect contamination, dust accumulation or fuel deposition. However, phenomena like spal-
lation, corrosion or dust erosion require eliminating certain material from the surface, which the approach
adopted herein does not contemplate. The fact that two distinct processes, namely debris accumulation
and material elimination, lead to substantially different aerodynamic consequences has been reported in
recent studies [2.66, 2.67]. The lower part of the figure specifies how stochastic roughness is characterised
and reproduced experimentally, and the variables considered by the roughness models.
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2.4.2 Discrete roughness

The discrete-roughness-based approach constitutes a passive flow-control technique. Vortex generators are
probably the paradigm of this technique, aimed at avoiding the separation of the flow and inducing a lift
enhancement [2.68]. Other studies have analysed the effectiveness of zig-zag stripes, dimples or wires with
the same purpose [2.63, 2.64, 2.69]. However, lift enhancement is not the only benefit that can be obtained
from equipping the airfoil with rough surfaces. Drag reduction is also possible, especially the one induced
by turbulent effects. Riblets refer to biomimetichally-inspired designs that imitate the dermal properties
of animals such as sharks or dolphins [2.70]. Materially, they look like wrinkled or grooved surfaces, and
they are usually placed near the trailing-edge of the airfoil, where the boundary-layer has already become
turbulent [2.71, 2.72]. The dead-air regions produced on such grooves do not contribute to the drag, which
is solely affected by the turbulent flow that travels along the cusps; thus, the amount of wet surface is
reduced, and the drag force diminishes accordingly [2.73].
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(Radeztsky et al.

[2.69, 2.74])

combined studies

(Wetzel & Farokhi

[2.75])

Figure 2.9: overall description of discrete roughness.
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The most promising achievements in passive flow-control techniques have to do with those two approaches.
Lately, studies about lift-enhancing elements have focused on testing shapes other than the conventionally
accepted vortex generators [2.76, 2.77], and there have even been attempts trying to merge both the lift-
enhancing and drag-reducing strategies [2.75]. Besides, those studies may adopt either a basic or an applied
research line, as occurs in any other field. The basic ones center on elucidating the mechanisms by which
the discrete elements induce the variations in the aerodynamic behaviour, and are usually performed in
terms of a stability analysis on simple geometries such as flat plates [2.6, 2.76, 2.77]. The applied research
lines focus on the lift-enhancing or drag-reducing effects instead, and are typically performed upon airfoils
[2.69, 2.75, 2.78]. The methodology followed herein favours this last approach, although it merely considers
the analysis of vortex-generator-like elements.
Regardless of the adopted technique, including a discrete-roughness-based design implies accounting for a set
of additional parameters. The bottom part in Figure 2.9 shows that both lift-enhancing and drag-reducing
methods require the specification of variables such as the length and height of the elements, their chordwise
location or the distance between adjacent components. This is equivalent to prescribing a distribution of
such elements. Thus, for instance, the effect of discrete-roughness elements on the functional relations of the
clean-flow paradigm is formally represented as (cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp)) = f (α,Re, dist.), with dist. addressing
a particular distribution of the elements.
The flow paradigms described so far have provided particular forms of the functional relations to be obtained
from a characterization process. According to Figure 1.1, the aim of the study is to undertake such a
characterization in a set of four different paradigms, with and without flow-control elements. As a synthesis
of the above narrative, Table 2.1 gathers the form of the functional relations that are to be analysed in
each of those paradigms, i.e. the magnitudes that act as input parameters.

Table 2.1: functional relations for different flow paradigms, to be obtained from the aerodynamic charac-
terization.

Flow
paradigm

Functional relations:
(cl, cd, E, cp (x, yp))

Bare Discrete-roughened

Clean f (α,Re) f (α,Re, dist.)

Turbulent f (α,Re, I) f (α,Re, I, dist.)

Rough f (α,Re, ks, dr/c) f (α,Re, ks, dr/c, dist.)

Real f (α,Re, I, ks, dr/c) f (α,Re, I, ks, dr/c, dist.)

2.5 CFD approach

Besides experimental considerations, certain notions about computational fluid dynamics are required if
the combined experimental-numerical approach is to be undertaken. CFD relies on simulations, which are
computational calculations that reproduce real flows in virtual domains. Figure 2.10 shows the standard
CFD workflow.
The procedure starts by considering a virtual domain, within which a set of partial differential equations
(PDEs) are to be solved. Such equations may be either the original Navier-Stokes expressions or any
simplified version of them, for instance the ones that result from the potential flow theory. The virtual
domain is discretised spatially, constituting a grid. Each element of the grid is called a cell, which is
delimited by a number of faces and a set of vertices. The spatial discretization allows transforming the PDEs
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into ordinary differential equations (ODEs) applied to the vertices of the grid. A temporal discretization
performed afterwards leads to an algebraic system of equations for the cell variables, which are the fluid
properties to be computed by the simulation. These spatio-temporal transformations, going from the
original PDEs to an algebraic system of equations, constitute the discretization phase of the CFD workflow,
shown at the upper side of the figure.
The lower side comprises the second phase, which consists of an integration process. The algrebraic system
of equations is solved by setting an initial flowfield and computing the fluxes across the faces, which allow
calculating the flow properties within the cells. Such fluxes and properties must comply with the boundary-
conditions imposed at the limits of the virtual domain. This usually requires an iterative process, at the
end of which the numerical solution results.
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Figure 2.10: standard CFD workflow.

What the workflow in Figure 2.10 highlights is that the numerical solution depends on a set of choices
performed along the CFD process. The domain needs to be properly delimited, and the governing PDEs
specified. The discretization steps also affect the solution: the coarseness of the grid, as well as the time-
marching scheme, determine the way in which the algebraic system of equations is obtained and solved.
Lastly, the boundary-conditions are critical on the calculations, as they impose the constraints that the
solution must obey, thus distinguishing between different flow configurations.
From the factors described above, the choice of the PDEs constitutes the first constraint and, hence, is what
allows classifying among different CFD approaches. On transitionally-operating airfoils, the mathematical
model that describes the flow must cope with both transitional and turbulent phenomena. Turbulence
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modelling is the branch of CFD that deals with the development of numerical schemes aimed at simulating
those phenomena [2.79], and one of the approaches adopted herein are based on such models. The other
one relies on the so-called panel methods, which are potential-theory-based codes that can include laminar-
turbulent correlations for considering transitional effects [2.80, 2.81]. The difference between them is that,
whereas turbulent models are costlier in terms of computational resources and time, panel methods are
fast-computing codes. Conversely, panel methods may be used as preliminary tools in design processes,
but they do not provide the insights that turbulence modelling does with respect to the physical processes
occuring in the flow. Besides, the potential theory does not hold beyond the linear cl−α range of the airfoils,
and the applicability of panel codes is thus restricted. This is not the case in turbulence modelling, which
can extend the analysis to post-stalling angles. Contrasting both approaches is relevant for showing which
of them matches the experimental predictions better. Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 provide the fundamentals of
turbulence modelling and panel methods, respectively, and specify the formulations employed in the present
work.

2.5.1 Turbulence modelling and RANS simulations

The branch of turbulence modelling has a well-founded rationale behind. The energy cascading process
described in Section 2.3.1 shows that, when the flow is turbulent, the eddies span across a wide range of
scales. Such eddies, as long as they constitute the physical mechanisms affecting the flow evolution, need to
be captured adequately by the simulations. This imposes a constraint on the number of nodes required for
solving the entire range of spatio-temporal scales, starting from the integral ones (`0) and going down to the
Kolmogorov length (η). In particular, the coarseness of the mesh-grid is shown to be directly proportional
to the simulated Reynolds number, with the total nodes (N) required for undertaking a 3D simulations
falling between Re9/4 < N < Re11/4 [2.82]. As the computational power is cubically proportional to the
Reynolds number, CPU ∝ Re3, turbulent simulations are costlier than laminar ones, as the latter do not
require as fine a mesh for capturing small-scale structures as the former do. Consequently, they can solve
the Navier-Stokes PDEs on its purest form without needing large computational resources.
The approach of solving an overall turbulent flowfield, i.e. considering the energy cascade altogether, is
known as a direct numerical simulation (DNS). Figure 2.11a shows the typical energy spectrum of a turbulent
flowfield, with the x−axis representing the wavelength of the scales (the inverse of the length-scale) and
the y−axis standing for the energy itself. The injection, transfer and dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy occur at large, intermediate and small length-scales respectively, as mentioned when describing the
cascading process. The DNS approach stands at the rightmost end of the spectrum; on a Couette-type
channel flow as the one pictured in the sketch, a DNS captures all the fluctuations that take place within
the parabolic velocity profile, although it needs a high mesh resolution for doing so. Figure 2.11b shows
the resultant signal, which is highly fluctuating due to the inherent instability of turbulence.
The DNS approach allows gaining insight into the processes that drive turbulence, but its computational
cost turns it unfeasible for industry-oriented applications. Such a feasibility is obtained by leaving part of
the energy spectrum unresolved, thus relaxing the mesh requirements and turning the simulations cheaper.
Two of such techniques are the large-eddy simulations (LES) and the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
approach (RANS). The former solves the energy spectrum up to a user-set scale, represented by a filtering
wavelength (kfilt.), and the effects of smaller eddies are modelled accordingly. The sketch of the Couette
flow is not as accurate as its DNS counterpart, and the signal in Figure 2.11b appears somewhat filtered
in comparison. However, both the spatial discretization (shown by the coarser grid in the sketch) and the
temporal one (represented by the larger time steps in Figure 2.11b, namely ∆tLES > ∆tDNS) decrease the
computational cost substantially, making of the LES a more application-oriented approach.
The RANS formulation comes from decomposing the flow as in Equation (2.10) and averaging the Navier-
Stokes equations afterwards. The resultant momentum-conservation equation shows a term named the
Reynolds stress tensor, which may be interpreted as a viscous-like effect stemming from a correlation of
the fluctuating turbulent components; due to such a similarity, the simplest way of modelling the Reynolds
stresses is to consider an eddy viscosity parameter (νt) and to treat the turbulent contributions as viscous
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Figure 2.11: turbulent simulation approaches; (a) differences among the models regarding the resolved
portion of the energy spectrum; (b) differences among the models attending to the computed velocity
signals; adapted from [2.83].

ones [2.79]. This approach has been overly exploited, and the set of different RANS formulations differ on
the manner in which they calculate the νt term. The standard way of doing it is to include a number of
transport equations besides the momentum-conservation one; in fact, the classification of RANS models
is usually performed in terms of the required additional equations for computing νt. Table 2.2 shows
such a classification, with well-known formulations such as the k − ε or the k − ω being representatives of
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two-equation models. Thus, such formulations solve the transport equations of k and either ε or ω and,
combining them properly, they obtain an approximate value of νt for computing the turbulent effects.
Within the RANS formulations, the computational cost depends on the number of additional equations
to be solved. 0-equation formulations, also known as algebraic models, simply prescribe a value of νt
based on some assumptions about the flow and, consequently, represent the cheapest models possible.
Two-equation formulations are standardly employed in industry-oriented applications, as they constitute a
trade-off solution between the cost-efficiency of simpler turbulence models and the predictive power of LES
approaches that 0- or 1-equation RANS formulations lack.
However, a drawback of the two-equation models is that they are calibrated for fully turbulent flows. The
complexity of transitional configurations requires a different set of models capable of accounting for the
phenomena occurring within the laminar-to-turbulent process. The studies about such a process have led to
a number of transitional RANS models, which include additional equations needed for predicting adequate
νt values. Two of such approaches are employed herein: the k − kL − ω one is a phenomenological model
that, besides the transport equations for k and ω, includes a third expression for the evolution of kL that
corresponds to the kinetic energy of the laminar boundary-layer portion [2.84]. The other one is the γ−Reθ
model, which incorporates two additional equations: one addresses the transport of intermittency (γ), which
measures the amount of time a boundary-layer behaves turbulently. The other provides the evolution of the
momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number (Reθ), known to be strongly correlated with the transition
process [2.85].

Table 2.2: summary of RANS models.

# of equations model original formulation

0
Prandtl’s mixing-length Prandtl [2.86]

Cebeci-Smith Cebeci [2.87]
Baldwin-Lomax Baldwin & Lomax [2.88]

1
Wolfshtein Wolfshtein [2.89]

Norris-Reynolds Norris & Reynolds [2.90]
SA Spalart & Allmaras [2.91]

2
k − ε Launder & Spalding [2.92]
k − ω Wilcox [2.93]

SST k − ω Menter [2.94]

3 k − kL − ω transition Walters & Cokljat [2.84]

4 γ − Reθ transition Menter et al. [2.85]

Both the k − kL − ω and the γ − Reθ models are costlier than other RANS formulations due to the
number of equations they solve. However, they are necessary for simulating transitional effects and, on
this respect, their usage is justified. Furthermore, they have proven useful in reproducing LSB structures
in two-dimensional computations [2.13, 2.14, 2.95], which allows reducing the virtual domain and turning
the simulations feasible, a fact that the inherently three-dimensional nature of LES or DNS approaches
does not permit. In any case, the drawbacks of the RANS approach are not to be forgotten, especially the
simplification that supposes to model the three-dimensional Reynolds stress tensor with a scalar parameter,
namely νt [2.79]. Such a reduction poses a limitation on the predictive capability of the formulations, and
the results they provide are to be interpreted accordingly.
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2.5.2 Panel methods

Panel methods are potential-flow-based numerical codes. The advantage of the potential flow, described in
Section 2.1, is that it constitutes a linear theory. As such, flow configurations can be solved by superimpos-
ing a set of fundamental solutions [2.1]. Such solutions are analytically tractable, which allows combining
them and building complex flow configurations easily. Panel methods exploit such a feature [2.81, 2.96].
Instead of configuring a virtual domain and meshing it afterwards, they merely require discretising the
surface of the airfoil as in Figure 2.12, leading to a panelled geometry from which the approach adopts its
name.
Detailing the precise mathematical formulation falls out of the scope of the present work, but a descriptive
explanation is affordable. The generic airfoil in Figure 2.12 is discretised by N panels, and faces an in-
coming flow at a specified velocity (U∞) and angle-of-attack (α). Such a freestream flow constitutes one of
the fundamental solutions of the potential theory. Additionally, each of the nodes that stand between two
adjacent panels can be ascribed a potential source (q) of strength σq. A potential source is another of the
fundamental solutions of the theory, which consists of a point from which a quantity of fluid flows radially
at the rate of σq. Such a value may be negative, i.e. σq < 0, in which case the source turns into a sink, or
a point (like s) towards which a given amount of fluid flows.
The linear nature of the theory allows superimposing the solutions of a set of sources and sinks, as well as
the freestream flow, at any point of the flowfield. For instance, the effects that the source q and the sink
s have on p merely depend on the strengths (σq and σs) and the position-vectors (rqp and rsp). Analo-
gously, it is possible to do so for each of the panels that comprise the airfoil. For the sake of conciseness,
let vi represent the velocity between the nodes i and i + 1 resulting from the computation of the overall
set of fundamental solutions. What the boundary-condition of the potential theory prescribes is that such
a velocity must be parallel to the surface or, in this case, to the tangent-vector (t̂i) of the panel. The
iterative process of the codes is aimed at modifying the strengths of the set of sources and sinks until the
boundary-conditions are fulfilled at each of the panels. When this occurs, it means that the shape of the
airfoil constitutes a streamline of the flow configuration and, hence, the soluion of the potential problem is
obtained [2.81].

1
2
3

4

source
sink

Figure 2.12: schematic of the panel-method approach.

The formulation described above is not complete unless complemented by a viscous/inviscid coupling. Sec-
tion 2.2 shows that viscous effects are necessary for predicting both drag forces and transitional phenomena.
This is achieved by including an approach based on the equations of the boundary-layer that, when inte-
grated across it, become ODEs describing the evolution of boundary-layer parameters like the momentum
thickness (θ) [2.81, 2.87]. The chordwise location where transition occurs is usually prescribed by the eN

method [2.97], in which the N stands for an amplification factor that, when reaching a user-set critical
value (Ncrit.), triggers transition. The potential formulation backed by the viscous/inviscid coupling and
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the transition-predicting method, constitute a fast-computing algorithm that is capable of predicting the
aerodynamic behaviour of airfoils with much lesser computational resources than RANS simulations re-
quire. Its potential drawbacks, such as the simpler formulation or the lack of providing information about
the flowfield as a whole, are to be contrasted with the information provided by the Navier-Stokes solvers.
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Chapter 3

Experimental & numerical set-up

The present chapter deals with the experimental tests and the numerical simulations. It comprises two part,
with Section 3.1 addressing the experimental aspect of the work. Section 3.1.1 presents the wind tunnel
facility, followed by the description of the measurement protocols, which define the standardised rules for
undertaking the tests in Section 3.1.2. The experimental schedule is given lastly, in Section 3.1.3, specifying
the tests that are undertaken at each of the four physical scenarios described in Figure 1.1.
The second part considers the numerical aspect of the study. Following the notions in Section 2.5, the
description given herein specifies the computational domains built for undertaking the simulations, as
well as detailing both the boundary conditions imposed on such domains and the data extracted from the
calculations. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 deal with the RANS approach and the panel-method code, respectively.
Section 3.2.3 provides the schedule of the numerical cases that have been simulated.

3.1 Experimental set-up, protocols and schedule

Wind tunnels are scientific-technological devices designed for undertaking aerodynamic studies. Their aim
is to provide a controlled airflow at a test-section, which is the place where both the items to be analysed
and the measurement probes are located. Controllability is relevant insofar it allows having a number
of well-defined input parameters, which are the ones that the user can set to known values. Apart from
controlled conditions, the measurement protocols need to be properly established so that the obtained
results are both relevant and repeatable. Ensuring controlled conditions and repeatable tests lies at the
core of physical experimentalism, which is why the following sections are devoted to describing the wind
tunnel facility and the measurement protocols in detail.

3.1.1 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up employed herein consists of a low-Reynolds wind tunnel. The low-Reynolds feature
has to do with the fact that the models placed within the tunnel develop transitional Reynolds numbers
when subjected to the interval of possible flow velocities, which are considered as relatively low Reynolds
numbers according to the classification given in Section 2.2.
A scehmatic of the set-up itself is shown in Figure 3.1: it is an open-circuit, suction-type wind tunnel
owning a 37 kW fan capable of producing flows with peak velocities of 40 m/s in the test-section. The
flow, coming from left to right in the figure, enters a settling chamber housing a honeycomb panel and
a set of progressively finer screens that straighten and break the turbulent eddies. The contraction cone
accelerates it further, turning it more uniform before the test-section, which has a rectangular cross-section
of 0.75 × 1 m2 and a length of 3 m. The quality parameters of the flow at the test-section, namely its
straightness, angularity and background turbulent intensity, have been characterised by Torrano, providing
values that fall below 0.5%, 0.5◦ and 0.2%, respectively [3.1]. Such values are considered acceptable for
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undertaking tests upon transitionally-operating airfoils [3.2]. After the test-section, the flow is decelerated
in a diffuser before going through the fan, thus lowering the pressure gap with respect to the ambient con-
ditions, avoiding an excessive noise when exiting the system and augmenting the efficiency of the tunnel.
The set of measurement devices is located in the test-section. These may also be described following a
left-to-right route, complying with the order in which they appear at the top of Figure 3.1.

• A Delta-Ohm HD2001.1 ambient conditions transmitter with a maximum sampling rate of 8 Hz
records the atmospheric pressure (p∞), temperature (T∞) and relative humidity (RH) at the inlet
of the test-section, so that the fluid’s density (ρ∞) and viscosity (µ∞) are calculated following the
humid air model laid by Picard [3.3] and Zuckerwar [3.4], respectively.

• A Delta-Ohm HD49047T01L Pitot-Static probe owning a sampling frequency of 20 Hz and placed
at the entrance of the wind tunnel measures the incoming flow’s velocity (U∞). According to the
manufacturer, such a measurement needs to account for off-calibration thermal and barometric effects,
from which a corrected velocity (Ucorr.

∞ ) results. The chord-based Reynolds number is calculated as
Re = ρ∞U

corr.
∞ c/µ∞, and the system allows regulating the tunnel’s fan power in order to adjust the

velocity, thus achieving control over such a number.

• The testing item, in this case the airfoil, is placed vertically at the middle of the test-section and fixed
by means of a metallic rod to a rotary plate standing in a sealed box underneath the central panel of
the tunnel’s floor. Such a plate is driven by a remotely controlled NI ISM 7400 stepper motor, thus
achieving an angular degree of freedom around the z−axis of the tunnel that allows controlling the
angle-of-attack. A Kistler 9119AA2 piezoelectric balance is attached atop the plate, just beneath an
auxiliary tool to which the metallic rod is fixed, thus measuring the loads and momenta that the flow
exerts upon each of the axes of the airfoil. The balance has a settable sampling rate spanning between[
10, 5× 103

]
Hz; following the method outlined by González et al. [3.5], a minimum rate of 500 Hz is

established as sufficient for capturing any transient effect caused by a transitional flow. Besides, the
piezoelectric effect is small enough as for requiring an intermediate amplifier within the measurement
chain, so that the signals are recorded properly. Such an amplifier induces an electrical drift that
must be taken into account, as it tends to deviate the recorded signals from the measured ones. This
deviation is linear according to the manufacturer, so it is easily accounted for at the post-processing
stage.

• The two endplates delimiting the airfoil are located at a pre-established distance from its tips so
that three-dimensional effects are avoided, thus ensuring a two-dimensional flow configuration. The
airfoil-endplate distance corresponds to a ≈ 2 mm gap according to the estimations made by Torrano
[3.1] following the work of Vaidyanathan et al. [3.6].

• Between the airfoil and the diffuser, just after the endplates, a holder is attached to a three-axes
positioning system, and enters the tunnel from the ceiling. Such a holder has a drilled hole at its tip
for fixing different probes or measurement devices. A TFI Cobra multi-hole Pitot-static probe owning
a 2.5 kHz sampling frequency can be placed in it, which allows performing turbulent measurements.
Likewise, the holder may house an Aerolab wake-rake device owning 18 total pressure ports, employed
for undertaking drag surveys as explained further on. In either case, measurements are required to
take place in several locations throughout the wind tunnel, which is why the positioning system is
driven by three independent stepper motors of the type employed for the rotary plate, allowing the
probes to move along the streamwise, transversal and vertical directions.

• Pressure measurements are carried out by a Scanivalve MPS4264 scanner, a differential device capable
of measuring from a set of 64 ports simultaneously at a maximum rate of 850 Hz. The scanner is
placed at the top of the wind tunnel, so that the length of the employed pneumatic lines is reduced in
order to avoid compromising the dynamic response of the device, thus allowing the measurement of
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transition- and turbulence-induced fluctuations. Apart from the drag surveys, pressure measurements
are employed for obtaining the cp distributions along the airfoil.

The points above describe a wind tunnel arrangement configured for undertaking aerodynamic tests upon
transitionally-operating airfoils. A synthesis of the measurement parameters is given in Table 3.1: apart
from the sampling rates and particular considerations of each device, the measurement periods are also
prescribed. According to Barlow et al. [3.2], it is necessary to establish a measurement period as large as
for letting a fluid particle travel a distance equivalent to 10 test-section lengths if the statistical independence
of the recorded signal is to be ensured. For a 3-meters-long test-section, a 5-seconds period corresponds to
an inlet velocity as low as 6 m/s, which is the minimum value that the wind tunnel system is able to provide
without choking the fan. In case of the Cobra probe, employed for turbulence characterization purposes,
such a period is increased to 30 seconds for guaranteeing the statistical convergence of the signals.
The recordings of the measurement devices are carried out by data-acquisition modules connected to a
CPU, which also controls the motion of the stepper motors and monitors the positions of the rotary plate
and the three-axis system. The overall system is monitored via a LabVIEW application that is responsible
for setting, activating and synchronising the collection of measurement devices and the set of stepper motors
for driving both the rotary plate and the positioning system.

Table 3.1: summary of measurement parameters.

Device Measurement period (sec.) Sampling rate (Hz) Further considerations

Ambient
conditions

5

8 −

Pitot-static
probe

20
Corrected for
pressure and

temperature effects

Piezoelectric
balance

500
Corrected for
electrical drift

Pressure
scanner

850
Used for wake-rake

and surface pressure
measurements

Cobra probe 30 2500 −

Regarding the airfoil, the model employed in the present work corresponds to a NACA0021 geometry having
a chordwise dimension of c = 150 mm and a span of s = 900 mm, and consists of a three-part modular
assembly built by electroerosion. The sketch of such an assembly is shown in Figure 3.2. The middle part
owns a set of orifices that are meant to house the pneumatic lines for performing cp measurements. The
opposite surface of the middle part has been splitted into a shield-like piece that can be easily removed
whenever the pneumatic lines need to be installed, checked or replaced. The upper and lower parts are
assembled to the middle one via the protrusions they show next to their tips, which have a set of threaded
holes that allow fastening the parts together. Additionally, the middle and upper components are hollow
pieces, thus enabling to take the pneumatic lines to the pressure scanner. The lower part has a hollow
region at the bottom for housing the base pieces, which are made of stainless steel for avoiding deformations
when manipulating them. The fix base remains inside that spacing, whereas the removable base is easily
disassembled in case the alignment pin needs to be checked or adjusted. Both bases are coupled by a number
of aligned threads, and the removable one has a keyway at the aerodynamic center where the metallic rod
mentioned before is inserted for joining the airfoil to the rotary plate.
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Figure 3.2: schematic of the three-part modular airfoil assembly.

3.1.2 Measurement protocols

Measurement protocols establish standard ways for undertaking tests. The aim of such protocols is to
ensure the repeatibility of the experiments. They prescribe what are the input parameters of a given test,
how they are varied for changing the experimental configuration, the way in which the measurements are
carried out, and the post-processing operations.

Alignment protocol

This protocol is for aligning the airfoil and the incoming flow, which is essential for establishing a reference
angle-of-attack, namely a 0◦ configuration. As the airfoil is symmetric, the pressure distributions will
balance each other out at such a configuration, yielding a null lift value. This feature does not depend on
the Reynolds number of the flow and, consequently, the testing velocity at which the alignment protocol
is carried out becomes irrelevant. The procedure consists of an angular route that parts from a negative
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angle-of-attack (−αmax.) and ends at its positive counterpart αmax., varying the angle in steps of value ∆α
and performing load measurements. The values for αmax. and ∆α depend on the initial misalignment of the
airfoil. If such a misalignment is small and the airfoil behaves linearly during the protocol, the resultant
cl−α curve corresponds to a straight line that crosses the α−axis, showing where the 0◦ configuration lies.
In case there exists a misalignment angle (αmisal.), a null cl value does not correspond to the airfoil’s current
0◦ configuration. If that occurs, it suffices with modifying the orientation of the airfoil by the quantity
αmisal., and repeating the protocol for corroborating that a proper alignment is obtained. The procedure is
schematically outlined in Figure 3.3.

piezoelectric balance

ai
rf

oi
l

0-0 line

aligned
misaligned

0

0

Figure 3.3: schematic illustration of the alignment protocol.

cl − α curve protocol

This protocol prescribes how a cl−α curve is obtained for a given Reynolds number. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
have established that transitional phenomena affect the linear range of an airfoil’s cl − α curve, as well as
the saturation region and the hysteresis loop. In order to study those phenomena, the angular route begins
from a 0◦ configuration and increases until reaching a maximum value (αmax.) that lies in the post-stall
region. The angle is decreased afterwards, ending at the initial configuration and turning the route cyclical,
thus allowing to analyze the hysteresis loop.
The test is carried out by setting the tunnel operative and fixing a target Reynolds value. At each angular
configuration, the flow is left to stabilize for a lapse of 2 seconds, after which the 5-seconds-long measure-
ments are carried out, recording the values of (pamb., Tamb., RH,U

corr.
∞ ) in addition to the loads. Such values

are required for computing and maintaining a constant Reynolds number during the test, on the one hand,
and to calculate the lift coefficient at the post-processing stage, on the other hand.
When the measurement task is over, the test proceeds with the next angular configuration. The airfoil
is moved, the stabilization lapse awaited, and an additional measurement performed. The cl − α curve is
obtained when such steps are undertaken for each of the angles included in the route.
The post-processing stage includes two data-treatment operations. First, the measured forces are projected
for obtaining the lift load, i.e. l = fc⊥ cosα+ fc‖ sinα (with fc‖ and fc⊥ being the measured loads, which
are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the chordwise dimension), and the lift coefficient is obtained
from Equation (2.3). Second, a correction is applied to the coefficient so that it accounts for wall-interference
effects. According to Selig et al. [3.7], such effects become relevant in wall-bounded flows, when the blockage
induced by the experimental configuration gets high enough. The corrections are intended to compensate
those effects by modifying both the cl and cd values:

ccorr.
l = cl

1− σ
(1 + εb)

2 , (3.1)
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ccorr.
d = cd

1− εsb
(1 + εb)

2 . (3.2)

The parameters in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are the solidity (σ) the solid blockage (εsb) and the blockage
(εb = εsb + εwb, with εwb being the wake blockage). Both the solidity and the solid blockage depend
exclusively on a set of geometric parameters, either of the wind tunnel or the airfoil. They account for the
physical constraint imposed by the model, which causes the air velocity to increase when it flows around
the airfoil, augmenting the loads and momenta at a given angular configuration.
The wake blockage occurs because the airfoil develops a wake with a lower velocity than the freestream flow.
In order to comply with the continuity equation, such a low-velocity region induces an apparent increase
on the velocity of the airfoil that needs to be taken into account. Thus, εwb is proportional to the wake
size and, consequently, to the drag induced by the model, i.e. εwb = f (cd). This shows that cl corrections
depend on cd values, which means that cl − α and cd − α protocols must be applied in parallel.

cd − α curve protocol:

Streamlined bodies such as airfoils are characterised by large lift-to-drag ratios. Within a range of angular
configurations, it is usual to have efficiency values of the order of E = O

(
102
)
. When a multiaxial

piezoelectric balance is used for measuring both lift and drag loads, it is likely that a cross-coupling occurs
among its different axes [3.5]. Given the relative smallness of the drag force, such a cross-coupling is liable
to affect the resultant value significanty, up to the point of turning the drag measurement invalid from the
standpoint of experimental acceptability.
A solution to this problem relies on the so-called momentum-deficit method, an amply adopted technique
for measuring aerodynamic drags [3.8–3.13]. Such a method is based on measuring the wake’s velocity
profile and relating it to the drag exerted upon the airfoil. The decreased velocity on the wake region is a
result of the energy exchange between the airfoil and the flow, an exchange that is caused by mechanisms
such as friction processes or pressure differences, which are responsible for the drag force [3.14].
The momentum-deficit method is an integral approach, and the drag expression results from combining
the mass and momentum conservation equations along the streamwise dimension. Although providing
the fundamentals of the momentum-deficit approach lies out of the scope of the present work, detailed
derivations may be found in a number of canonical references [3.15–3.17]. For the sake of simplicity, the
standpoint adopted herein follows from the formulation of Meseguer & Sanz [3.18], who apply the integral
conservation expressions to a control volume comprising part of the wind tunnel, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Two of the boundaries of such a volume coincide with the tunnel walls, whereas the other two are located
upstream (the flow conditions being (p∞, U∞, ρ∞)) and downstream the airfoil (where the conditions are
(p1, U1, ρ1)).

airfoil

wind tunnel wall

wind tunnel wall

flow

Figure 3.4: control volume for the derivation of the momentum-deficit expression.
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The benefit of the integral formulation is that it allows obtaining a drag expression as a function of the
upstream and downstream flow conditions, each of them being experimentally measurable. Without further
derivations, the drag value reads:

d =

∫
w

ρU1 (U∞ − U1) dw , (3.3)

where d is the drag force per unit span, ρ refers to the density of the fluid and the integral extends along the
entire width of the wind tunnel across which the wake develops, namely w. The drag coefficient is obtained
from Equation (2.5), dividing both sides of the above expression by q∞× c. The U1 variable represents the
velocity profile measured across the wake, which means that it is functionally dependent on the transversal
parameter of the tunnel, i.e. U1 = U1 (y). Such a curve is measured by the wake-rake device, as explained
further on. However, the wake-rake does not directly record the velocity of the flow, but the dynamic
pressure that is proportional to the square of the velocity, i.e. p1 (y) ∝ [U1 (y)]2. Naming y′ = y/c to the
dimensionless transversal coordinate, the cd expression coming from the momentum-deficit method reads:

cd =

∫ y′=w′

y′=0

√
p1 (y′)

q∞

(
1−

√
p1 (y′)

q∞

)
dy′ , (3.4)

where p1 (y′) is the pressure curve measured by the wake-rake device as a function of the dimensionless
coordinate y′, and the integral spans between both walls, represented by the transversal coordinates y′ = 0
(upper wall in Figure 3.5) and y′ = w′ (lower wall).
The procedure for obtaining a cd − α curve works thusly. First, an angular route and a Reynolds number
are chosen, as in the cl − α protocol. The aim of the momentum-deficit method is to obtain the velocity
profile downstream the airfoil, which means that the wake-rake device must cover the transversal length of
the wake adequately, as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: cross-sectional plane showing the parameters determining a generic airfoil configuration when
undergoing a combined cl − cd − α protocol.
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By empirical observation, it is known that the wake can be as wide as two chordwise dimensions when the
airfoil is stalled, and that the length of the wake-rake device is a third of the airfoil’s chord. Hence, it
turns necessary to perform a number of measurements for capturing the wake entirely. For that purpose,
the transversal section is divided into seven portions having the same length as the wake-rake device. The
central portion is located behind the airfoil’s trailing-edge when it is oriented in its 0◦ configuration. The
rest of the zones are located a distance of c/3 away from each other, starting from the central portion and
covering the transversal dimension of the wind tunnel in both directions. The total length of the wake-rake’s
traversing route is of 7c/3 > 2c, enough for measuring the wake entirely. Such a route, and the deficit curve
it provides, are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: momentum-deficit curve obtained for a given angular configuration of the airfoil.

The curve corresponds to a given angular configuration of the airfoil. The x− and y−axes of the plot
refer to the dimensionless transversal parameter and the deficit quantity, respectively. Once the tunnel is
operating at a chosen Reynolds number and the airfoil oriented in a given angle-of-attack, the wake-rake
device is placed at the leftmost position of the transversal direction. The flow is left to stabilize for 2
seconds, performing the 5-seconds-long measurements afterwards. The device moves rightwards to the next
transversal position, and the proceses is repeated. Such wake-rake positions are delimited by the dotted
vertical lines in Figure 3.6. Once performing the measurement at the rightmost stage, the momentum-
deficit curve that corresponds to a given angular configuration is determined, and the wake-rake returns to
its initial position. The airfoil moves to the next angular configuration, and the transversal survey of the
rake begins again. This process is repeated until completing the angular route established by the protocol.
The set of cd values resulting from each of the momentum-deficit surveys comprises a cd − α curve.
For the sake of clarity, Figure 3.6 approximates the momentum-deficit curve by a Gaussian bell. The
shaded area standing below such a bell corresponds to the cd value of the airfoil at an unstalled, close-
to-zero angular configuration. Higher angles-of-attack will tilt the curve sideways, as the wake will move
along with the trailing-edge of the airfoil. Eventually, the airfoil stalls at a given α, and the wake widens
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considerably due to the bluff-body behaviour that follows the stalling phenomenon. The dash-dotted lines
are intended to show the shape of such tilted and widened deficit curves.
Besides the Gaussian bells, two discrete datasets are shown in the figure. The triangular-symbol dataset
refers to the unfiltered deficit curve, or the one that comes directly from the wake-rake measurements. The
circular-symbol dataset represents a filtered curve, on which the scattering of the points that lie outside
the wake has been flattened out. Conceptually, the deficit outside the wake should be null, and small
perturbations beyond the edges of the wake can affect the drag value significantly. That’s why a filtering
process is necessary. Such a filtering is carried out by establishing a threshold, represented by the dashed
horizontal line in the figure. The threshold value is derived from an uncertainty analysis, as explained in a
work of Zarketa-Astigarraga et al. [3.19]. When the deficit of the wake falls below such a threshold, further
points are considered to lie beyond its edges, and are ascribed a null deficit value accordingly.
The filtering process is included in the post-processing stage. As wall-interference corrections depend on
the cd value according to Equations (3.1) and (3.2), and such corrections apply to both the lift and drag
coefficients, it is usual to undertake combined cl − cd − α measurements. The approach adopted herein
embeds the cl − α protocol within the cd − α one, making a single load measurement for every transversal
survey that the wake-rake performs, as shown in Figure 3.5.

cp − x′ curve protocol:

This procedure is analogous to the cl − α protocol. Instead of performing load measurements, a set of
pneumatic lines are installed between the pressure-taps of the airfoil and the pressure scanner placed atop
the tunnel. The tunnel is set at a given Reynolds number and angle-of-attack, and the flow left to stabilize
for 2 seconds. Afterwards, a 5-seconds-long measurement is performed, which yields a cp−x′ curve for such
an angular configuration. The process is repeated for each of the angles comprising the route.

0 1

pressure-taps
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flow
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Figure 3.7: suction- and pressure-side cp − x′ distributions.

As the pressure-taps are located on a single surface of the airfoil, it turns necessary to mirror the angular
route in order to obtain both the suction- and pressure-side distributions. Hence, the route consists of
parting from a 0◦ configuration and increasing the angle until reaching αmax., after which it is decreased
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for closing the loop. This yields a set of cp − x′ curves corresponding to the suction-side distributions of
the airfoil. The same route is repeated for negative angles, thus obtaining the pressure-side curves.
Figure 3.7 shows both the suction- and pressure-side distributions for a given angular configuration. The
solid line stands for the suction-side curve, and corresponds to a positive angle-of-attack for which the
pressure-taps lie at the suction-side of the airfoil, as shown by the sketch at the top of the figure. The
dashed line, on the other hand, represents a pressure-side distribution. According to Equation (2.4), the cl
of such an angular configuration corresponds to the area enclosed by the curves. Anyhow, obtaining both
distributions is essential for characterising the aerodynamic behaviour properly.
The post-processing stage performs three tasks: first, it corrects the pressure measurements for a set of
perturbing effects, such as the size and depth of the pressure-taps, the presence of burrs on their edges
or the length of the pneumatic lines. Those effects induce errors on the measurements and, according to
Tropea et al. [3.20, ch. 4], they are taken into account by means of a correction factor:

Π =
∆p

τw
= f

 d+
s︸︷︷︸

viscous
effects

,
ds
D︸︷︷︸

area
effects

,
ls
ds︸︷︷︸

depth
effects

,
ε

ds︸︷︷︸
edge

effects

 , (3.5)

where Π is the factor itself, or the ratio of the pressure difference between the measured and corrected
quantities (∆p = p−pcorr.) and the wall-friction (τw). The arguments of the function refer to the perturbing
effects mentioned before. Such effects can be evaluated individually according to the correlations of McKeon
& Smiths [3.21] (the first two arguments), Livesey et al. [3.22] and Shaw [3.23], respectively. The overall
correction factor results from superimposing the individual contributions. The τw can be estimated by
correlating it with the testing Reynolds number [3.24]. The calculations of τw and Π allow computing
the pcorr. value. Once corrected, the post-processing stage calculates the pressure coefficient by means of
Equation (2.2). Lastly, it pairs the suction- and pressure-side distributions for obtaining the merged curves
as shown in Figure 3.7, which are the outcomes of the cp − x′ protocol.

Decay-law protocol

The purpose of this protocol is to obtain the power-law decays specified in Equation (2.14). Turbulent
measurements are undertaken by the multi-hole Cobra probe that, according to Table 3.1, is the only
device capable of capturing highly fluctuating phenomena. The probe is attached to the positioning system
in order to perform streamwise surveys, which are required for determining the decay laws.
The turbulent flowfield is produced by the grid-generating method. The chosen grid consists of a squarely-
perforated mesh, with its characteristic length being M = 15 mm. Four perforated guides are placed at
the entrance of the test-section, providing a suitable support for placing the grid at different locations.
In case of the decay-law protocol, the grid is fixed immediately downstream the Pitot-static probe. This
avoids altering the velocity measurements, as well as maximising the downstream length for characterization
purposes. A cross-sectional sketch of the wind tunnel, configured for undertaking the decay-law protocol,
is shown in Figure 3.8.
The protocol starts by setting the tunnel at a given Reynolds number, and placing the probe at an initial
distance of x/M = 7, as smaller separations are shown to yield incorrect measurements. The flow is left to
stabilize for 2 seconds, and a 30-seconds-long measurement is performed afterwards. The probe is moved
downstream a distance ∆ (x/M), and the stabilization-measurement steps are repeated. This procedure is
carried out until covering a length of 70 mesh-spacings. Further displacements make the probe enter the
final decaying zone, where homogeneous and isotropic conditions do not ensue [3.25].
The surveyed interval, namely 7 < x/M < 70, covers two of the zones shown in Figure 2.5: the initial one,
which is neither homogeneous nor isotropic, and the intermediate zone where the power-law decays apply.
The post-processing stage comprises two tasks. The first corresponds to establishing where the intermediate
zone begins, which marks the beginning of an homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flowfield. Homogeneity
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Figure 3.8: schematic of the decay-law protocol.

is ensured by undertaking the decay-law protocol at a set of different transversal and vertical positions,
and showing that the measured signals converge statistically beyond a certain streamwise position. The
second task is the determination of the power-law decays. The chosen approach is the “maximum decay-
range method” described by Krogstad & Davidson [3.26], which consists of an iterative least-square fitting
procedure that yields the set of values (k0, n, x0) shown in Equation (2.14), from which the intensity- and
length-scale laws can be obtained.

Visualization protocol

Flow visualization techniques refer to qualitative approaches that can assert the presence of certain fluid
structures developed within a flowfield. LSBs, in particular, are well-suited for being identified by the
so-called oil-film technique [3.27].
The oil-film technique consists of coating the airfoil surface with a thin layer of a coloured, oily material.
The flow then sweeps the oil layer, which develops visible pattern on the surface. This pattern, if interpreted
correctly, provides information on the structures developed along the airfoil.
The oil-film technique depends on the viscosity of the material by which the airfoil is coated, and choosing
the proper mixture is usually a trial-and-error task. The current study employs a solution of sunflower
oil seeded with titanium dioxide (TiO2) powder. The sunflower oil comes has a low viscosity, which is
necessary for enabling en effective sweeping of the layer in low-Reynolds (low velocity) configurations. The
chromatic properties of the TiO2 powder allow obtaining a neat contrast between the airfoil’s surface and
the oil patterns.
The visualization protocol begins by applying a thin layer of oil-powder mixture upon the airfoil surface,
with the tunnel being inoperative. The layer is homogeneously spreaded throughout the surface, avoiding
the formation of lumps that may affect the evolution of the flow. The airfoil is fixed at a given angular
configuration, as the visualization technique is not dynamic, i.e. the patterns are meant to be representative
of a given angular configuration and Reynolds number. Changing either of them while running the visual-
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ization turns the underlying traces invalid, as it is not possible to discern the effects of the different flow
configurations upon the oil patterns. With the airfoil fixed, the tunnel is set at a given Reynolds number,
and the oil traces let to develop. The lapse required for obtaining clear patterns may vary depending on
the particular configuration of the flow. Once the traces are stabilised, visual evidences are gathered if the
patterns show relevant features of the flow. The tunnel is stopped and the surface cleaned before proceeding
with further visualizations.

Repeatibility protocol

The repeatibility protocol prescribes that the measurement procedures described above must be repeated
a minimum of three times for each tested configuration, so that an acceptable statistical convergence is
obtained on the data. Such a convergence is quantified by undertaking a replication-level-based uncertainty
analysis on the measured datasets, as explained in [3.28]. This analysis allows setting an uncertainty interval
for each variable, and a generic parameter (φ) is expressed as:

φ = φ± δφ (20 to 1) , (3.6)

where φ is the average value of φ, δφ is its uncertainty interval and (20 to 1) means that the uncertainty
analysis is carried out with a 95% confidence level, which is a standard practice in experimentalism [3.29–
3.31]. A thorough uncertainty analysis of the wind tunnel system is carried out in the work of Zarketa-
Astigarraga et al. [3.19]. Thus, the repeatibility of the tests is ensured when the outcomes of successive
measurements are shown to lie within the averaged uncertainty intervals of the measured variables, meaning
that they converge to well-defined values.

3.1.3 Experimental schedule

Table 3.2 provides a summary of the experimental schedule, attending to the different configurations to be
tested. For each flow paradigm, the table distinguishes between flow- and geometry-related parameters.
Those parameters have been established in Table 2.1, although their exact values have not been prescribed
yet. The chosen intervals and values are given a justification on the chapters that follow.
However, there are certain parameters whose prescribed ranges are worth mentoning, particularly the
Reynolds number and the angular route. The values of the former fall within the transitional regime, as
mentioned in Section 2.2, which is a requirement for analysing LSB-related phenomena. The angular route
is cyclic, including both an increasing and a decreasing path. It goes from a 0◦ configuration to a post-stall
angle of 20◦, and comes back to the initial configuration. This allows covering the initial linear range,
the saturation zone and the hysteresis phenomenon, which are transitionally-affected regions according to
Section 2.2.2.
The scheduled experimental campaign amounts to a total number of 75 flow configurations. Each configu-
ration comprises a combined cd − cl − α protocol and a cp − x′ procedure, which are undertaken thrice for
the sake of repeatibility. Considering that the cd − cl − α protocol lasts an hour and the cp − x′ one takes
fifteen minutes, the total experimental effort is estimated in ≈ 280 testing hours, without considering the
time spent in flow visualizations (depends on the configuration, and not all of them have been visualised)
and post-processing treatments.

3.2 Numerical set-up and schedule

The numerical approaches described in Section 2.5 are carried out in a HP Z840 workstation owning two
Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2683 v4 processors with 16 physical cores each. When the computational effort
requires so, the simulations are executed in parallel with 8 cores.
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3.2.1 RANS simulations

In the case of RANS simulations, the workflow outlined in Figure 2.10 is executed by a set of commercial
packages that are proprietary of the ANSYS company. The ICEM CFD application is used for meshing
purposes, and the solving algorithms are carried out by the FLUENT software.
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Figure 3.9: schematic illustration of the computational domain and the leading- and trailing-edge meshing
details.

The chosen computational domain is shown in Figure 3.9, and comes from the work of Delafin et al. [3.32].
The dimensions of the domain reproduce the physical wind tunnel scenario: the transversal dimension is five
chord-lengths long (5c), which corresponds to the test-section distance of 0.75 m. The streamwise dimension
is trimmed for saving computational space, with the overall length of 9c = 1.35 m being noticeably smaller
than its 3-meter-long experimental counterpart. The vertical dimension is not considered, turning the
simulations two-dimensional. Both the geometrical- and the dimensional-independence of the simulations
have been asserted. Regarding the geometrical independence, cases with larger computational domains have
shown no effects on the simulation outcomes. As for the latter, 3D calculations have yielded cross-sectional
flowfields that match their 2D counterparts, thus showing that a dimensional reduction is feasible for saving
computational costs.
The suction- and pressure-sides on the figure are meant to show how the airfoil gets rotated for performing
simulations at different angles-of-attack. A blunt trailing-edge region is configured for avoiding meshing
complications there. Apart from identifying such sides, the domain is splitted into a number of regions
whose meshing parameters can be set individually. The unshaded or farfield regions are zones where the
meshing parameters are not as critical as in the shaded or nearfield ones. The chosen RANS approaches,
namely the k− kL −ω and the γ −Reθ models, require a fine meshing resolution near the walls in order to
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capture transitional phenomena. For such a purpose, a mesh stretching is applied in the nearfield, as shown
in the zoomed pictures of Figure 3.9. Such a stretching is determined by the dimensionless wall-distance of
the first cell (y+) and the value of the succesive cell-height ratio. The y+ parameter addresses the near-wall
region where viscous effects become important. In order to capture transitional phenomena correctly, the
viscous sub-layer needs to be solved adequately, which requires that y+ ≤ 1 [3.33–3.35]. The physical
first-cell distance that is needed for fulfilling such a condition depends strongly on the flow configuration.
However, considering the range of relevant Reynolds numbers for this work, a conservative approach yields
a minimum distance of y ≈ 10−5 m. The cell-height ratio is set to 1.05 for ensuring a smooth growth of
the mesh across the boundary-layer.
No-slip boundary-conditions are imposed at the sidewalls of the domain and upon the airfoil surface. Flow
velocity and turbulence intensity are prescribed at the inlet stage, and a pressure outflow condition is set at
the outlet boundary. Air at the atmospheric conditions of Tamb. = 15 ◦C and pamb. = 101325 Pa is chosen
as the working fluid.
A grid-sensitivity establishes that the coarsest mesh for which the simulation outcomes do not vary with
respect to finer meshes has ≈ 7·104 cells. A 2nd−order upwind scheme is chosen for computing the fluxes
[3.33, 3.35–3.37]. The simulations are launched in transient mode, with a fixed time-step of ∆t = 5·10−4

that provides a Courant number of ≈ 10. Residuals are forced to lie below 10−5 before time-advancement
or, alternatively, a maximum number of 200 iterations are prescribed per time-step. The calculations are
left to converge for a physical lapse of 1 second before starting to extract data. Temporal signals are
recorded for a physical lapse of 5 seconds, with the simulation outcomes corresponding to time-averaged cl
and cd values, as well as cp and wall-shear distributions along the airfoil.

3.2.2 Panel-method calculations

The panel-method employed herein is the open-source XFoil code developed by Drela & Giles [3.38]. It
consists on a potential flow solver with a viscous-inviscid coupling and a transition predictor based on the
eN method [3.39].
The airfoil is discretised with 400 panels, imposing a stretching in the regions where steep gradients are
expected in the fluid variables, mainly near the leading- and trailing-edges. Panel-method codes require
initialising the boundary-layer profiles before proceeding with the simulations. A maximum number of 103

iterations are prescribed per flow configuration, although convergencd is usually reached in a few more than
50 steps. Each calculation yields cl and cd values, as well as the cp dsitribtuions along the suction- and
pressure-sides.
Although panel methods constitute fast-computing codes, they are known to show convergence issues for
certain configurations [3.40]. The codes behave poorly for angles-of-attack that lie beyond the linear region
of the cl − α curve, which limits the range of computable angles to α ∈ [0, 9]◦. Likewise, exceedingly low
Reynolds numbers may lead to larger convergence times, an issue that becomes noticeable at Re = 8·105

already. Additionally, the eN method provides a way for prescribing a turbulence intensity via the N factor.
Such a factor acquires negative values for intensities lying above ≈ 4%, which also leads to convergence
problems. These limitations are to be considered when designing the overall numerical schedule.

3.2.3 Numerical schedule

Table 3.3 provides a summarised numerical schedule, considering the different configurations to be simu-
lated. The designed numerical campaign amounts to a total number of 222 simulations. However, RANS-
and panel-method-based calculations are not equally costly. The former may take as long as an hour to
complete, depending on the convergence issues that a particular flow configuration may show. The latter
are much faster, taking a few seconds of computation at worst. The overall CPU time is mainly determined
by the RANS simulations, which may be estimated to last an average of 30 minutes per configuration,
yielding a total numerical effort of ≈ 84 hours, without considering the pre- and post-processing stages.
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Table 3.2: parametrical schedule for the experimental testing campaign.

Flow
paradigm

Flow parameters Geometric parameters

# of
config.

Reynolds number
Turbulence
intensity

Roughness
chordwise
coverage

Discrete
roughness
chordwise
distance

Angular
config.

Clean
Re ∈ [0.8, 1.6] ·105

∆Re = 0.2·105

I = 0.2%
(default)

− x
c

= {12.5, 25, 50}%

α ∈ [0, 20]◦

∆α = 1◦

∪
α ∈ [20, 0]◦

∆α = −1◦

24

Rough dr
c

= 10%

x
c

= {25, 50}%

24

Turbulent
Re = {0.8, 1.0, 1.2} ·105

I = {3.0, 3.8}% − 18

Real I = 3.8% dr
c

= 10% 9

Total

75

Table 3.3: parametrical schedule for the numerical simulation campaign.

Approach

Flow parameters Geometric and numerical parameters

# of
config.Reynolds number

Turbulence
intensity

Angular
config.

Virtual domain
dimensions

Model(s)

RANS
simulations

Re = {0.8, 1.2, 1.6} ·105

I = {0.2, 3.0, 3.8}% α ∈ [0, 20]◦

∆α = 1◦

Rectangular,
9c× 5c (2D) with
≈ 7·104 cells and
fulfilling y+ ≤ 1

k − kL − ω

168
γ − Reθ with

Langtry-Menter
correlations

Panel
methods

I = {0.2, 3.8}% α ∈ [0, 8]◦

∆α = 1◦
NACA0021 profile

(2D) with 400 panels

viscous-inviscid
coupling with eN

transition
predictor

54

Total

222
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Chapter 4

Clean configurations

The present chapter deals with airfoils under clean configurations. The clean-flow paradigm constitutes
the simplest approach for which a thorough aerodynamic analysis can be performed. Although clean flows
are hardly found in real-world applications, results obtained from such configurations can serve as baseline
cases against which more complex flow paradigms are compared. Section 4.1 provides a state-of-the-art
on transitionally-operating devices subjected to clean flows, thus complementing the background given in
Section 2.2. Section 4.2 undertakes a critical revision on the bibliography, highlighting its main gaps and
addressing how they are supplied by the current study. Section 4.3 presents the actual results, and discusses
their relevant features. Section 4.4 provides a summary of the main conclusions obtained from the analysis.

4.1 State-of-the-art on clean configurations

LSBs suppose a concern for designing transitionally-operating airfoils since they are first described in 1933
[4.1]. Thereafter, basic and applied research lines on transitional structures arise. Regarding the former,
by the mid 60s standard experimantal procedures are established for reproducing those structures upon
flat plates [4.2–4.4], thus gaining insights into the fundamental dynamics of the bubbles. Furthermore,
the evolution of the LSBs is mathematically described as a stability problem, showing that its typical
development may be understood in terms of both temporally- and spatially-travelling instability waves
[4.5]. In parallel, applied research studies develop the first control techniques for acting on the bubble, such
as acoustically-generated excitations [4.6, 4.7]. Likewise, CFD simulations begin to gain acceptance [4.8];
within a two-decade lapse, the branch of turbulence modelling develops the first numerical schemes that
reproduce the transitional behaviour computationally [4.9–4.11].
By the early 90s, combined experimental-numerical studies are already undertaken in airfoil geometries
[4.12, 4.13]. The first works are also published on the usage of passive flow-control methods like vortex
generators, which report an improvement of the aerodynamic behaviour under certain circumstances [4.14].
These advancements are indicative of an accepted understanding about the dynamics of LSBs. Indeed, the
phenomenology of the bubbles is well-established by then: they are known to affect the linear region of the
cl − α curve [4.15], as well as to cause the aerodynamic hysteresis due to a low-frequency oscillation of the
LSBs near stalling [4.12].
However, there are certain aspects that are not well understood yet: the bubbles are known to be highly
sensitive to external conditions, even to variations in the experimental set-up itself [4.16]. The influence
of such conditions is not characterised correctly, which causes a lack of understanding on the instability
mechanisms that govern the development and eventual breakdown of the bubbles [4.17–4.19]. The flow
velocity is known to be essential, but the scale-effect is addressed loosely, with the Reynolds number
varying largely among tests [4.20, 4.21]. Consequently, flow-control mechanisms show different behaviours
depending on the conditions of the flow, and optimization studies arise which attempt at achieving the
distributions that provide the best enhancement on the aerodynamic behaviour [4.22–4.24]. The turbulence
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modelling approaches do not behave much better, with experimental-numerical comparisons yielding large
discrepancies [4.10, 4.11] and highlighting the need for developing better transition models [4.25].
More recent works concerned with transitional structures show advancements in both the basic and the
applied aspects. Basic studies are focused on determining the stability features of the transitional process.
Such studies are usually undertaken upon flat plate configurations, either experimentally [4.26, 4.27] or
numerically [4.28, 4.29]. The result of this research line is a phenomenological description of the different
paths along which transition may occur [4.30]. The LSB is acknowledged as an unstable structure: if the
freestream perturbations are relatively low, the laminar boundary-layer undergoes an instability process
by which certain waves within it are amplified, first linearly and then exponentially, until a breakdown
ensues and the layer becomes turbulent. However, such a process may vary depending on the perturbing
agents. Large freestream oscillations, for instance, are shown to bypass the natural transition mechanism
by inducing a non-linear growth of instabilities from their conception [4.26, 4.31]. The existence of different
transition paths opens the possibility for altering the instability features of the process, thus obtaining
control over the flow [4.29].
On the applied side, attention is directed towards two research lines. The first focuses on characterising the
aerodynamic behaviour of the transitionally-operating airfoils, particularly the scale-effect phenomenon.
The dependence of LSBs on the Reynolds number is analysed thoroughly, showing that the characteristic
curves are highly sensitive to the flow conditions within the transitional regime [4.20, 4.21, 4.32]. Flow
visualizations reveal that LSBs shorten and move upstream when increasing both the angle-of-attack and
the Reynolds number [4.21, 4.33]. Such a motion of the bubbles is said to cause the deviations observed in the
linear range of the cl−α curves with respect to the predictions of the potential theory [4.34, 4.35]. According
to those analyses, the presence of an LSB is not detrimental at low angles-of-attack, as it induces a lift
enhancement due to the near-constant plateau it causes in the suction-side pressure distribution. However,
the analysis of the cd−α curve is not as exhaustive, and a parallel incrase in drag may even cause a decrease
on the efficiency because of the bubble. Additionally, improvements in turbulence modelling lead to more
sophisticated RANS models [4.25, 4.36–4.38], and the increase in computational power turns approaches
like LES [4.39–4.41] or DNS [4.42, 4.43] affordable upon airfoil configurations. Those simulations show a
better agreement with experimental data than previous studies, thus allowing to draw relevant conclusions
about LSB behaviour. They reveal that the bubble is highly unstable at near-stall angles-of-attack [4.40,
4.41], as well as showing that the reattachment region is largely fluctuating even at low angles [4.37, 4.43,
4.44]. Those unstable features of the bubble oppose the possible benefits they may provide, as they can
induce drag penalties and cause fatigue loads due to the oscillations. Updated reviews mention that the
role that LSBs play on the aerodynamic behaviour remains unclear under certain configurations, especially
at low and near-stall angles-of-attack [4.45].
The other applied-research line is related to the flow-control techniques designed for avoiding the transition
instabilities revealed by basic studies. Works about flow-control analysis are focused on studying the
influence that different techniques or control parameters have on enhancing the stability mechanisms, thus
delaying transition and subsequent breakdown [4.27, 4.46–4.53]. Those studies show that passive methods
may induce positive effects under certain circumstances, but become negative when used in different flow
configurations [4.27]. The mentioned positive effects refer to lift improvements at low and moderate angles-
of-attack [4.46, 4.49], stall dellay [4.51, 4.53, 4.54], or drag reduction [4.33]. However, the dependence
of such benefits on flow conditions and roughness parameters makes them unsuitable for covering a wide
range of configurations [4.46, 4.53]. Instead, active flow-control techniques are preferred for versatility. The
set of possible approaches goes from mechanically active surfaces [4.55] to plasma-induced disturbances
[4.56, 4.57], passing from acoustically-generated excitations [4.58, 4.59] or vortex generators coupled with
flow-blowing mechanisms [4.60, 4.61]. Each of those approaches owns its particular set of input parameters,
which are varied according to the perturbation levels required at different flow configurations. This allows
optimising the flow-control method at will, thus covering a larger extent of configurations than passive
techniques. Nevertheless, active control systems are costlier to implement, and the dependence of the input
parameters on the flow conditions is not avoided. A trade-off solution is to analyze such a dependence by
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employing passive techniques, which are easier to implement, and to proceed with active systems once a
proper understanding is obtained.
As a summary of the bibliographic revision, Table 4.1 gathers the studies that are relevant for the work
developed herein, as well as their major findings.

Table 4.1: summary of major studies about transitionally-operating airfoils on clean configurations.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Melvill Jones [4.1,
4.62]

R.A.F. 28
R.A.F. 32
Clark YH

experimental • conception of LSB

Gaster [4.2–4.5]
flat plate &

airfoil

analytical
experimental

• mathematical formulation of LSBs and
transition as a stability problem

• experimental protocolization for achieving LSB
structures upon flat plates

Jackson & Heckl
[4.6]

Collins & Zelenevitz
[4.7]

flat plates
and

NACA2412

experimental
• improvement of aerodynamic performance by

acoustic excitations

Nickerson [4.14] NACA0024 experimental
• first successful case of passive control method

upon an airfoil using vortex generators

Zaman et al. [4.12,
4.13, 4.16, 4.63]

LRN-(1)-1007,
Wortmann-FX-63-

137,
NACA0012

experimental,
numerical,
combined

• first experimental-numerical approach on LSBs
• effect of experimental set-up on transition

process
• oscillating behaviour of LSBs near stalling

Radeztsky et al.
[4.22, 4.23]

NLF(2)-0415 experimental

• implementation of discrete roughness elements
on an airfoil

• evidence on stabilising effects and statement of
an optimization problem

Reshotko [4.30] − −
• review and description of transition paths
• stability features of LSBs; natural and bypass

mechanisms

Cossu & Brandt
[4.29]

Fransson et al. [4.27,
4.46]

flat plate
experimental,

numerical

• evidence on the stabilising effect of discrete
roughness elements

Jones et al. [4.43]
AlMutairi et al.

[4.40, 4.41]
NACA0012 numerical

• DNS and LES computations of LSB structures
• instability of LSBs near stall

• oscillating reattachment region at low
angles-of-attack

Petricca et al. [4.32]
Ananda [4.21]

MAVs
set of airfoils

experimental • influence of scale-effect on LSB structures
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Table 4.1: continued.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Sareen et al. [4.33]
Gao et al. [4.54]
Sattarzadeh &
Fransson [4.49]

DU 96-W-180
DU97-W-300

flat plate
experimental

• drag reduction with riblets
• stall delay with vortex generators

• lift enhancement by discrete roughness
elements

Hansen et al. [4.34]
Choudhry et al.

[4.35]
NACA0021

experimental,
numerical

• positive LSB effect on lift enhancement

Alessandro et al.
[4.44]

Eppler387,
S827,
WT2,

FFA-W3-211

experimental,
numerical,
combined

• experimental-numerical match by transitional
RANS models

• validation of two-dimensional simulations for
transitional applications

Wang et al. [4.51]
Li et al. [4.53]

S809
NACA0012

experimental,
numerical,
combined

• effect of different roughness parameters on the
performance of airfoils

Winslow et al. [4.45] − − • updated review on transitionally-operating
airfoils

4.2 Critical revision on bibliography

Clean configurations correspond to flow conditions that are highly non-realistic, and achievable merely on
wind tunnels that comply with certain quality parameters. On the other hand, they require the smallest
number of input variables to determine a flow configuration, being the simplest ones to analyse accordingly.
Thus, they are the baseline to which more complex flow paradigms can be compared, which is the main
justification to perform a study of transitional structures on clean configurations.
The bibliography provided in Section 4.1 constitutes an accepted body of knowledge on transitional struc-
tures, and a database of information against which current tests are to be contrasted. The majority of
experiments, however, fall short when addressing the scale-effect, or the sensitivity of the transitional struc-
tures with respect to the Reynolds number. Such a sensitivity is a well-established fact [4.16, 4.20, 4.32,
4.63], and it is one of the purposes of this study to show that small changes in the Reynolds number cause
large variations in the aerodynamic behaviour. The experimental schedule shown in Table 3.2 sets Reynolds
increments of 0.2·105, with the aim of filling the sensitivity gap in the available literature. Although certain
studies partially cover such a gap [4.21], they do so without the fine-scaling resolution employed herein.
Besides, the present work is posed as an applied research line. The approach is to characterize the aerody-
namic behaviour of an airfoil, and to analyze the effectiveness of flow-control methods from an application-
oriented standpoint. The calculation of characteristic curves is carried out by means of pressure or load
measurements, and computationally cheap approaches like RANS simulations or panel methods. Tech-
niques such as PIV [4.64, 4.65] or volumetric three-component velocimetry (V3V) [4.66], as well as DNS or
LES approaches, are usually focused on the fundamentals of transitional structures. A secondary goal of
this study is to show that, when it comes to perform an aerodynamic characterization, cheaper methods
suffice for analysing the global evolution of transitionally-operating airfoils.
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4.3 Results and discussion

The dataflow is organised following a top-bottom logic. The cl − α, cd − α and E − α curves are shown
first, which represent angle-wise evolutions of the airfoil’s global aerodynamic behaviour. Surface pressure
distributions and flow visualizations come afterwards, focusing on the local aspects of the flow and showing
the qualitative correlation that exists among them. The correspondence between cp − x′ curves and cl
values is discussed next. Discrete-roughened airfoil configurations are analysed thereafter, outlining the
main effects that purposefully implemented elements induce on global curves and correlating them with the
observed oil patterns. The last part of the section compares the experimental and numerical approaches,
both from the global and the local standpoints, and remarks the agreements and mismatches found between
them.

4.3.1 Analysis of global variables

cl − α curves

Figure 4.1 shows the cl − α curves for different Reynolds numbers. The x−axis stands for the angle-of-
attack, and the y−axis represents the lift coefficient. The angular route of the test has been outlined in
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Figure 4.1: Reynolds effect on default cl − α curves.
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Table 3.2. During such a route, the curves undergo a number of changes, describing a set of distinct regions.
Those regions are delimited by the dotted vertical lines represented in the figure and, as observed, they
depend on the Reynolds number, although the limits that correspond to the largest Re have been plotted
for the sake of clarity. The leftmost region corresponds to an initial, low−α zone in which the cl values
vary linearly with the angle-of-attack. Such linear trends follow the dashed line closely. The dashed line
represents the potential-flow prediction, and owns a nominal slope of atan (2π) as shown in Figure 2.4a.
Due to the small angular value, the flow has no difficulties in following the streamlined shape of the airfoil,
withouth departing noticeably from a potential-flow scenario.
When the angle increases, the geometrical gradients near the leading-edge region force the flow to undergo
large direction changes and accelerations, making the configuration diverge from the potential prediction
and giving rise to the observed non-linear region. Such a non-linearity depends on the Reynolds number,
with low-Re curves showing earlier deviations from the theoretical slope. Decreased Reynolds numbers
correspond to slower flows and thicker boundary-layers, which contribute to the premature non-linear be-
haviour of the curves. This behaviour seems to take the lift values above the theoretical slope, producing
an apparent enhancement of cl values at low Reynolds numbers. Departure from linearity is progressive,
and the curves show a vertical breakdown for the α = 6◦ case, as represented in the zoomed axes of the
plot. The points in such axes are represented with their respective uncertainty intervals. Those intervals
do not show appreciable overlapping, which means that the chosen set of Reynolds numbers, though small
when compared to other experimental studies [4.44, 4.56, 4.67], are adequate for observing experimentally
quantifiable changes. In fact, the uncertainty analysis ensures that the chosen Reynolds interval corresponds
to a transitional region, with cl − α curves being highly sensitive to the imposed flow conditions [4.32].
When the angle-of-attack increases further, the curves saturate. The large pressure gradients imposed by
the geometry of the airfoil cause the flow to detach from the surface a short distance downstream the
leading-edge. Such a distance decreases for steeper angular configurations, widening the portion of the
airfoil surface that does not produce lift. The saturation phenomenon seems as Reynolds dependent as the
non-linear effect, with lower flow velocities inducing thicker boundary-layers, earlier saturations and smaller
achieveable cl values. This may be causing the observed inversion phenomenon when passing from the non-
linear zone to the saturated region, with the high-Reynolds-valued curves becoming the ones owning the
largest lifts.
Eventually, the adverse pressure gradient near the leading-edge becomes as strong as to impede the air
to remain attached to the surface. That’s when stalling occurs, at an angle-of-attack termed αstall. For
illustrative purposes, the figure tags the stalling phenomenon that corresponds to the Re = 1.6·105 case.
In the present case, stalling manifests as a sudden drop in cl values, which is a characteristic mechanism
of moderately thick airfoils such as the NACA0021 [4.34] (see Figure 2.3). Such an abrupt decrease causes
severe variations in the airfoil behaviour. It induces large losses on the power output of a wind turbine,
and may compromise the control of an aerial vehicle. On this respect, stalling is a phenomenon to avoid.
The angular configurations that lie beyond stalling fall within the post-stalling zone. Lift values are no-
ticeably lower in such a region, which gets characterised by a tendency of the curves to collapse into an
homogeneous behaviour. During the decreasing part of the angular route, pre-stall cl values are not re-
gained when reaching αstall. For recovery to occur, it turns necessary to decrease the angle further, until
getting to αrecov.. The cyclic feature of the angular route causes distinct cl values between αrecov. and αstall,
forming loopy shapes that highlight the effect of aerodynamic hysteresis (refer to Figure 2.4). Stalling, re-
covery and hysteresis, as well as the extent of the post-stall region, are Reynolds-dependent effects. Smaller
Reynolds numbers cause earlier saturations and promote stall, leading to shorter hysteresis cycles and wider
post-stalling regions. Instead, higher Reynolds numbers induce thinner boundary-layers that disturb the
incoming flows to a lesser extent, delaying stall and promoting recovery.

cd − α curves

Figure 4.2 represents the cd − α evolutions for the set of Reynolds numbers described above. The diagram
is similar to Figure 4.1, but the y−axis corresponds to the cd in this case. However, there isn’t an initial
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region of linear evolution as in the cl−α cases, nor a subsequent non-linear zone. Instead, the curves show
a low cd region for small angles-of-attack, with the drag values not having clearly discernible evolutions
and ranging between quasi-constant (Re = 1.6·105 case) and parabolic-like trends (Re = 0.8·105 case).
The airfoil behaves as a streamlined body at those configurations, and the main contributor to cd is the
viscous drag, i.e. the viscous resistance coming from the boundary-layer itself. The curves are staggered
vertically, with the lowest Reynolds number case showing the largest cd value due to its relatively thicker
boundary-layer, and vice versa. The zoomed axes plotted for the α = 3◦ configuration show that the
Reynolds-dependent breakdown is as clear as in the lift curves, with the uncertainties comprising a set of
non-overlapping intervals.
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Figure 4.2: Reynolds effect on default cd − α curves.

Stalling occurs after the low cd region, with the drag values undergoing a sudden increase. Stalling and
recovery trends are reproduced as in the cl−α curves, with higher Reynolds number cases showing delayed
stalls and earlier recoveries, as well as a larger hysteretic loop. Unlike for the lift evolutions though, there
seems to exist a threshold value of cd ≈ 0.05 above which the airfoil is unable to sustain its streamlined-
body behaviour, turning into a bluff-body via stalling. The major feature of such a body is that its main
cd contributor is the so-called pressure drag, which may be considered proportional to the force that the
airflow itself exerts upon the frontal area of the body. The frontal area of an airfoil evolves as Af ∝ α2

and, consequently, the line that represents the bluff-body behaviour corresponds to a parabola.
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The curves in the post-stall region collapse into an homogeneous trend matching the parabolic line, which
means that they follow the bluff-body behaviour closely. Such a match is not as uniform within the low
cd region, and it lacks any physical foundation whatsoever. Although the largest Reynolds number curves
seem to agree with the bluff-body behaviour at low angles-of-attack, that’s merely because their viscous
drag contributions are quantitatively similar to the pressure drag that a body with an equivalent frontal
area would have. Besides, it is evident that intermediate α values do not correlate with the bluff-body
behaviour, and that a complex interplay between viscous- and pressure-drags is taking place.

E − α curves

As mentioned in Section 2.2 and Equation (2.7), the efficiency parameter measures the output/input ratio
of an aerodynamic system. The higher its value, the lesser the input required for obtaining the same output.
Thus, the efficiency parameter is a surrogate for the global aerodynamic behaviour of the airfoil. Figure 4.3
shows the efficiency evolutions derived from the curves plotted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and, as in those plots,
the x−axis represents the angle-of-attack, whereas the y−axis stands for E in this case.
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Figure 4.3: Reynolds effect on default E − α curves.

As happens for the cd − α cases, efficiency evolutions during the initial region show trends that go from
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quasi-linear (Re = 1.6·105 case) to nearly parabolic (Re = 0.8·105 case). Those trends are determined by
two main factors: first, the shapes of the cl − α and cd − α curves at low angles-of-attack; cl − α curves
follow a linear tendency as shown in Figure 4.1, whereas cd − α curves are quasi-linear for high Reynolds
numbers and become more parabolic for low ones. The efficiency parameter reflects those tendencies in a
straightforward manner. But drag variations, though quantitatively smaller than their lift counterparts,
get reflected on the efficiency curves in an amplified manner (observe the sensibly parabolic trend of the
Re = 0.8·105 case, for instance). This comes from the efficiency parameter being more sensible to the drag
coefficient, as shown when differentiating its mathematical expression:

dE = d

(
cl
cd

)
=

1

cd
dcl −

cl
c2d

dcd =
1

cd
(dcl − E·dcd) =⇒ dcd

dcl
= O (E) , (4.1)

which shows that drag variations produce efficiency changes that are E times larger than those caused by
lift variations. Observing that E = O (10) for α > 3◦, it becomes clear why the shapes of the efficiency
curves reflect the morphologies of their correspondent cd − α evolutions.
The second region, where saturation, stall and hysteresis occur, shows a vertical staggering of the curves
depending on the Reynolds number. The scale-effect becomes manifest here, and the zoomed axes plot-
ted for the α = 10◦ configuration prove such a fact. Although the two highest Reynolds cases, namely
Re = {1.4, 1.6} ·105, show data points with overlapping uncertainty intervals, the curves get experimentally
discernible afterwards, in the angular range α ∈ [11, 15]◦.
The evolution within the post-stall region is radically different. The zoomed axes depicted for the α = 19◦

show a noticeable overlapping of the uncertainty intervals therein, meaning that the data points become
experimentally undiscernible. This confirms that the lift and drag curves evolve towards an homogeneous,
bluff-body behaviour after stalling.
With all, the conclusion drawn from Figure 4.3 is straightforward: for default wind tunnel configurations,
higher transitional Reynolds numbers imply larger efficiencies and a wider angular range of operative con-
figurations. The main drawback of increasing the Reynolds number is that the hysteresis cycle broadens,
requiring a larger angular decrement for achieving recovery. Nevertheless, increased Reynolds numbers are
preferred for obtaining improved aerodynamic behaviours.

4.3.2 Analysis of local variables

Interpreting a visualization

The evolutions of global variables such as cl − α, cd − α and E − α curves provide a useful picture of the
overall behaviour of an airfoil, but it may be instructive to consider how the flow develops along its surface
locally, which can be helpful for designing control methods. The testing protocols that cope with local
evolutions are the cp − x′ distributions and the oil-painting visualizations. The distributions provide the
quantitative aspect of the local evolutions, whereas the visualizations address the qualitative part. Because
of their inherently qualitative nature, visualizations need to be understood properly, which is why Figure 4.4
provides a detailed interpretation of a generic flow configuration before proceeding further. The air flows
from left to right, with the left hand-side of the figure corresponding to the leading-edge of the airfoil.
A mixture composed of sunflower oil and TiO2 powder, evenly spread throughout the suction-side of the
airfoil, is left under the influence of the flow for a period of 10 minutes, so that the oil-airflow interaction
leaves the patterns that represent the aerodynamic structures developed along the surface. The description
that follows proceeds by regions, explaining the fluid structures interpreted from the visualizations:

• Laminar region: in a portion that extends downstream the leading-edge, the flow sweeps the oil
effectively and turns the underneath surface visible. This means that the flow remains attached to
the airfoil, in accordance to what is expected from a laminar flow regime. The limit of such a region
is marked by the separation line, beyond which oil traces begin to show up.
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• LSB structure: the droplets that appear beyond the separation line show a coalescing pattern.
They begin as little-sized lumps and grow progressively until configuring the recirculation line. This
line represents a thicker drop that, as the airfoil is placed vertically on the wind tunnel, is affected
by gravity. After recirculation, there is a region of unswept oil where the airflow does not reach. The
reattachment line is the limit on which the mentioned unswept surface ends. The zone between the
separation and reattachment lines constitutes the LSB structure developed upon the airfoil. In order
to make sense of the observed recirculation line, it is instructive to read the visualization together
with Figure 2.2, which corresponds to a cross-sectional sketch of the LSB structure instead of being
a planar representation as in Figure 4.4. The cross-sectional view shows that the bubble is thinner
near the separation line, which makes the airflow exert some shearing upon the oil layer, although not
as effective as in the laminar region. This shearing diminishes while the bubble becomes thicker and,
eventually, the reverse-flow vortex is reached, which causes the fluid to move in opposite directions
at each of its sides. It is this vortex which, when viewed in a planar section, adopts the form of a
recirculation line. After such a line, the height of the bubble is large enough as to avoid the shearing
of the oil. The low recirculating motion of the air inside the bubble is unable to cause any discernible
effect on the layer. Consequently, the region between the recirculation and the reattachment lines
appears inert.
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Figure 4.4: interpretation of a generic visualization.

• Turbulent region: reattachment is observed to occur in a sudden way, with the bubble ending in
a straight line. The region standing immediately downstream resembles the laminar zone, with the
oil layer being effectively swept by the flow. However, such a sweeping leaves certain traces on the
surface, which are not present in the laminar region. Additionally, those streaks show an upwards
motion along the chordwise direction, which means that they move against the force of gravity.
Instead, the motion of the streaks turns progressively downwards further downstream, indicating a
less effective sweeping and the dominance of gravity over the motion of the flow. The interpretation
of such a shift is as follows: the upwards-moving region represents a highly dynamic motion of the
flow near the reattachment line. Although the line itself is clearly discernible, it corresponds to the
most upstream location where reattachment occurs. But the process of reattachment, as well as its
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chordwise location, are known to be highly dynamic [4.68]; hence, the near-reattachment zone is a
region where the effects of such a fluctuating behaviour become apparent, with the sweeping being
more effective and standing over the pull of gravity. On the far-reattachment zone, those effects do not
play a role and the sweeping becomes less effective, with gravity overcoming the motion of the flow.
The streaks remain as an indicative of the flow’s turbulent nature, and oil droplets begin to appear
and coalesce while approaching the trailing-edge region. The larger, gravity-pulled drops observed
in the right hand-side of the figure indicate that the flow reaches those stages in an intermittent
manner. This is the detachment zone, where the flow definitely separates from the airfoil and the
surface beneath does not contribute to generating lift, providing a larger pressure drag instead.

Reynolds effects on cp − x′ curves

The aerodynamic structures shown in Figure 4.4 change depending on the flow configuration. Figure 4.5
shows such changes when varying the Reynolds number of the flow. The set of pictures at the top corre-
spond to the flow visualizations. The chart at the bottom represents the measured cp − x′ distributions,
with the x−axis standing for the dimensionless chordwise parameter and the y−axis being the cp variable.
The y−axis is inverted, with negative values standing on the upper side of the scale. As the pressure
scanner operates differentially, the measured coefficients are relative to a reference value, which is taken as
the static pressure at the entrance of the tunnel. The suction-side values stand below such a reference and,
hence, the corresponding cp distributions become negative. The convention in aerodynamics is to represent
the suction-side coefficients as positive-valued, which is why the axis is inverted.
The plotted curves correspond to the α = 6◦ configuration of the airfoil that, according to Figure 4.1, is the
angle-of-attack at which the scale-effect becomes most noticeable. The relationship between cp distributions
and cl values, namely Equation (2.1), states that the chordwise integral of the pressure difference between
the suction- and pressure-side distributions equates to the lift experienced by the airfoil. The shaded area
of the figure represents such an integral for the Re = 1.6·105 case. Although pressure-side distributions
show no appreciable differences, suction-side ones look as staggered as the cl values, showing that the cp−cl
relationship is sound. The integrations of the cp distributions are expected to yield values that agree with
the measured lifts, although the discussion is left for a further section.
Regarding the shape of the suction-side distributions, the curves show a strong suction peak immediately
downstream the leading-edge of the airfoil. Such peaks are followed by a pressure recovery that extends
towards the trailing-edge or the airfoil, with the difference between the suction- and pressure-side distribu-
tions getting progressively smaller. The region immediately downstream the suction peak shows a linear
recovery trend. When compared against the visualizations, the separation lines are observed to fall within
such a recovery region. The location of the separation phenomenon, marked by the red lines, moves sensibly
downstream with increasing Reynolds numbers. The distributions undergo a slight shift in the linear trend
beyond separation, showing a smaller slope downstream. Such a change is probably due to the lower flow
velocity present inside the LSB. The plateaus that follow the linear recovery region lie downstream the
recirculation lines, where the air standing between the airfoil surface and the separated shear-layer is nearly
still, making the pressure distribution constant.
The reattachment phenomenon comes afterwards, with the flow returning to the surface and the cp values
undergoing sharp gradients. The reattachment location, represented by the green lines, moves progressively
upstream with increasing Reynolds numbers. When compared to the chordwise variations of the separation
line, two conclusions may be drawn: the first is that the Reynolds number affects the LSB sensibly, with the
bubble shrinking noticeably when increasing the Reynolds number. The second is that the reattachment
line moves a larger distance upstream when compared to the downstream shift of the separation line. The
reattachment phenomenon is more dynamic, and depends sensibly on the value of the Reynolds number.
Indeed, reattachment occurs when the flow has already undergone transition, whereas separation happens
while the flow is still laminar. Given the fluctuating nature of turbulence, it makes sense to observe larger
shifts in the positions of the reattachment line. With all, the bubble passes from covering the 30% of the
chordwise extent at Re = 0.8·105 to representing the 20% of it at Re = 1.6·105, so the scale-effect on the
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Figure 4.5: Reynolds effects on cp curves and visualizations for α = 6◦.

shrinkage of the LSB is manifest.
Post-reattachment recoveries show distinct trends than those observed near the leading-edge. The slopes
become noticeably smaller, which is a consequence of the fluctuating turbulent structures hindering a re-
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covery as effective as in the laminar region. Beyond x′ ≈ 0.75, the short physical distance between the
suction- and pressure-sides of the airfoil does not allow introducing additional pressure-taps. Instead, the
tendencies observed in the turbulent recovery region are extrapolated towards the trailing-edge. For the set
of represented cases, the suction-side extrapolations fall below the pressure-side ones beyond a given chord-
wise stage. When compared against the visualizations, such stages are shown to agree with the detachment
regions where the flow definitely separates from the surface. When the pressure-side extrapolations lie
above the suction-side ones, the resultant pressure difference is negative and, consequently, its integration
contributes negatively to the cl value. That’s why detached regions are said to be ineffective in producing
lift.

α effects on cp − x′ curves

Figure 4.6 shows the influence of the angle-of-attack on the local variables. The layout of the plot is similar
to Figure 4.5, the only change being that the represented cases correspond to different angular configura-
tions of the airfoil, instead of addressing variations in the Reynolds number.
When the angle-of-attack increases, the geometrical gradient near the leading-edge becomes steeper, forcing
the flow to undergo larger direction changes for getting around the airfoil. As a result, the suction peaks
become stronger and move towards the leading-edge. The difference between suction- and pressure-side
distributions also widens with α. For the 0◦ configuration, those distributions coincide due to the simmetry
of the airfoil, which means that no lift is produced in accordance to Figure 4.1. Higher angles-of-attack
increase the difference between pressure distributions and, consequently, the lift values obtained by inte-
gration are also larger, showing that the cp − cl relationship holds.
Regarding the evolution of the bubble, it is apparent that the LSB shrinks noticeably when increasing the
angle-of-attack, as occurs for the scale-effect. However, higher angular configurations induce an upstream
motion of the separation line, whereas increasing the Reynolds number has been shown to cause a down-
stream shift. In case of the angle-of-attack, the bubble passes from covering a chordwise extent of ≈ 43%
at α = 0◦ to representing the 13% of it at α = 9◦, which corresponds to a threefold reduction. Separation
passes from being at a chordwise distance of 24% from the leading-edge to the 7% of it, and reattachment
undergoes a noticeably larger upstream motion, going from the 70% to the 20%. This means that, for large
α values, the laminar region and the LSB get severely reduced, leaving the major part of the chord under
turbulent conditions. The visualizations reveal such a fact, as the regions for which turbulent sweeping oc-
curs become wider for higher angular configurations. In fact, and in contrast to the features in Figure 4.5,
it is observed that even the final detachment zone shifts upstream for the α = 12◦ case, leaving an unswept
portion near the trailing-edge that is similar to the one developed inside the LSB.
An additional difference between Figures 4.5 and 4.6 comes from the locations of the stagnation points. On
a stagnation point, the incoming flow decelerates until reaching a null velocity and, consequently, the mea-
sured quantity corresponds to the total pressure head. Usually, the stagnation point gets located near the
leading-edge of the pressure-side, as it is the region where the flow impinges the airfoil directly. Reproducing
stagnation points is relevant as it indicates that pressure measurements are being undertaken correctly and
that the upstream dynamic head, namely q∞, is a well-established reference value. In Figure 4.5, those
points stand at the same chordwise position regardless the Reynolds number, which makes sense given the
same angular configuration of the represented cases and the fact that stagnation is geometry-dependent.
This dependency is made apparent in Figure 4.6, which shows that the points move slightly downstream
with increasing angles-of-attack. On this respect, both the constancy observed in Figure 4.5 and the shift
that occurs in Figure 4.6 indicate the validity of the measured cp distributions.
A last distinction between Reynolds- and α-dependent effects has to do with the nature of the trailing-
edge extrapolations at moderately high angles-of-attack. Until α = 6◦, both curves converge towards the
trailing-edge of the airfoil and, eventually, the pressure-side distribution overcomes the suction-side one,
indicating flow detachment. Instead, larger angles-of-attack show a sustained ∆ (cp), which results in larger
cl values when integrating the pressure differences. Quantitatively, this tendency for preserving a non-
vanishing pressure difference agrees with the observed increase in lift values. Qualitatively though, the
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Figure 4.6: α effects on cp curves and visualizations for Re = 1.2·105.
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visualizations indicate that flow detachment is still present and, according to the interpretation given in
Figure 4.5, such a detachment correlates with the collapse of the cp distributions near the trailing-edge.
Probably, the explanation for the different behaviours observed in Figure 4.6 is that, when the angle-of-
attack gets large enough and the detachment zone begins to move upstream (which occurs, precisely, for
α = 9◦), the collapse-based interpretation turns invalid.

On the lift-enhancing role of the LSB

From the curves in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 it is deduced that the bubble, represented by the plateau of the
suction-side distribution, achieves to sustain a larger ∆ (cp) and, consequently, induces a higher lift value.
In fact, the study of Hansen et al. [4.34] asserts that such a correlation is valid, and that the non-linear
region of the cl − α curve is a clear manifestation of the bubble’s effect.
Figure 4.7 represents pressure distributions measured at α = 9◦ for two Reynolds numbers, namely Re =
{0.8, 1.2} ·105. In accordance to Figure 4.5, an increase in Reynolds number is accompanied by a shrinking
of the bubble, and such an effect is observable in Figure 4.7, where the plateau of the Re = 0.8·105 case is
noticeably wider than the Re = 1.2·105 one. However, the lift curves plotted in Figure 4.1 show that the
inversion phenomenon has already occurred for α = 9◦, which means that the Re = 1.2·105 case owns a
higher cl value.
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Figure 4.7: cp distributions at α = 9◦ for Re = {0.8, 1.2} ·105 cases.

Hence, although the Re = 0.8·105 case develops a wider LSB, it has a lower lift value than its higher Reynolds
counterpart, which produces a noticeably shorter bubble. The shaded regions on Figure 4.7 compare the
two distributions against each other: the gray-shaded zones are those for which the Re = 0.8·105 case
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comprises a relatively larger integration area than the Re = 1.2·105 case, contributing more effectively to
the lift value, whereas the red-shaded regions indicate the opposite. The plateau zone and the trailing-edge
region at the suction-side are dominated by the lower Reynolds number case. However, the pressure-side
distribution favours the Re = 1.2·105 configuration, as it sustains a larger pressure difference throughout
the whole chordwise extent. Thus, although the LSB is larger at Re = 0.8·105, its contribution to the lift
value is overweighted by the pressure-side distribution of the Re = 1.2·105 case.
Furthermore, stating that the non-linear region of the lift curve comes from an LSB-induced effect does
not agree with the evidence of the current study. According to the visualizations in Figure 4.6, the bubble
shrinks with increasing angles-of-attack, whereas the non-linear region ensues for angular configurations
beyond α = 2◦. Thus, what Hansen et al. [4.34] assert is that a shorter bubble is capable of inducing a
larger non-linear deviation, but such a statement is not conclusive given the data presented so far. What
the results indicate is that considering the bubble as a lift-enhancing structure is a misconception.

On the limitations of the local analysis

Local variables provide relevant information about the effects that both the Reynolds number and the
angle-of-attack induce on the aerodynamic structures. But the employed techniques also show certain
limitations: regarding flow visualizations, their correlations with cp curves have shown to break down at
large angles-of-attack, especially near the trailing-edge of the airfoil. On this respect, the flow visualization
technique stands as a qualitative tool that complements the aerodynamic analysis, but not as the core of
the analysis itself.
Similarly, cp distributions are essential for understanding the mechanisms of lift generation, as they provide
the quantitative aspect of the visualizations. What’s more, Equation (2.1) expresses that cl values can be
obtained by cp integration, linking the local and global approaches together. However, cp distributions are
measured at a particular cross-section of the airfoil, and considering that the integral of such distributions
agrees with the global lift value requires two main assumptions: first, that the airfoil is homogeneous in
its spanwise dimension. Second, that the flow is two-dimensional inside the wind tunnel. On experimental
grounds, those conditions are not fulfilled exactly, and the existing discrepancies induce differences on the
cp − cl correlations. Besides, pressure distributions and lift values are measured by different techniques,
which can contribute to increasing the mismatches.
Figure 4.8 shows how such mismatches get manifested on the measured curves. Figure 4.8a represents two
cl − α curves obtained at Re = 1.2·105: one of them corresponds to direct load measurements undertaken
with the piezoelectric balance, and the other is derived from integrating the cp distributions. Both tech-
niques provide qualitatively similar trends: stalling and hysteresis are well captured by the cp distributions,
and the initial linear region matches quantitatively with the values obtained from the piezoelectric balance.
However, the non-linear phenomenon is somewhat suppressed on the cp-derived curve, and the post-stall
behaviour is not as homogeneous. The set of uncertainty intervals attached to each data point explains these
differences further, as the cl − α curves may be classified into three distinct regions that behave differently
from the standpoint of experimental uncertainty. On the leftmost region, both measurement techniques
show uncertainty intervals of the same order of magnitude. For moderately higher angles-of-attack, lift
values derived from cp distributions own larger intervals than those coming from the piezoelectric balance.
Within the hysteresis cycle and the post-stall region, the uncertainties of pressure measurements are an
order of magnitude larger.
Figure 4.8b shows two cp distributions measured at the same Reynolds number, but for different angular
configurations, namely α = {6, 13}◦. The uncertainty intervals attached to each data point vary ap-
preciably when increasing the angle-of-attack. For the α = 6◦ case, the amplitude of the uncertainties is
homogeneous throughout the distributions, whereas the α = 13◦ configuration shows substantial differences
depending on the considered chordwise location and the chosen distribution. The uncertainty amplitudes
of the pressure-side distribution are homogeneous, and similar in magnitude to their α = 6◦ counterparts.
But the suction-side intervals are an order of magnitude larger, and reflect a varying evolution along the
chordwise dimension. The initial region is characterised by larger fluctuations, probably due to the dynamic
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Figure 4.8: (a): cl − α curves for Re = 1.2·105 obtained by different techniques; (b) cp distributions corresponding to two different
angles-of-attack.
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nature of the separation line at α = 13◦, which corresponds to a near-stall angular configuration. The in-
tervals increase towards the trailing-edge of the airfoil, mainly because of the turbulent boundary-layer
developed therein. In case of the α = 6◦ configuration, reattachment occurs further downstream, and the
turbulent layer does not have the necessary chordwise extent for developing effectively, which reduces the
uncertainties of the measured data points.
With all, the uncertainty analysis highlights the limitations that a local magnitude has for representing a
global variable. When a cp distribution fluctuates noticeably, its correspondent lift value will reflect such a
behaviour by showing a larger experimental uncertainty. Instead, the piezoelectric balance avoids the effect
of such local fluctuations due to its inherently global approach. What Figure 4.8 remarks is the caution by
which a local analysis needs to be applied, knowing its limitations when correlating it with global variables.
Hereon, cp distributions and flow visualization are considered as qualitative tools that complement the
analysis of global variables.

4.3.3 Discrete-roughened configurations

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, there have been many attempts for controlling the flow and overcoming the
power and efficiency losses induced by transitional structures. Among the conceivable flow-control tech-
niques, passive methods refer to implementations that improve the outcome of an airfoil without requiring
any external source of energy, which facilitates their testing and turns them into well-suited candidates for
a first design survey. The current work employs a set of discrete roughness elements resembling the original
vortex generators [4.14], given the potential they have shown in recent studies for improving the aerodynamic
behaviour of transitionally-operating devices [4.67, 4.69]. Thus, the elements consist of triangularly-shaped
stripes as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: parameters that determine the distribution of implemented discrete-roughness elements.

The triangles are equilateral with a size of l = 13 mm, and the height of the elements is set to h = 1 mm,
which is sufficient for perturbing the boundary-layer if the elements are placed correctly [4.22–4.24]. Those
studies also show the effectiveness of using single row layouts, as well as setting the distance between two
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adjacent elements equal to the size of the triangle (i.e. s = l). The chordwise distance at which the row
of elements is placed, namely x/c, is the only variable parameter, adopting the values given in Table 3.2.
Alternative roughness distributions can be conceived by using elements of different shapes or sizes but,
without loss of generality, that’s an optimization problem to be tackled in future research lines.
Another aspect left for oncoming studies is the analysis of cp distributions. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2,
one of the main limitations of such an analysis is that pressure measurements are performed at a specific
cross-section of the airfoil. On this respect, correlating cp distributions and lift values requires the airfoil to
be homogeneous along its spanwise dimension, as it is assumed that every cross-section behaves identically.
Implementing roughness elements automatically violates such an assumption, as the geometry of the airfoil
becomes three-dimensional. In order to make the cp − cl correlations possible, as well as allowing a proper
quantification of the three-dimensional effects that the elements introduce, it would be necessary to obtain
cp distributions at a set of evenly spaced spanwise stages, a task that stands beyond reach in case of the
present work. Flow visualizations, on the other hand, are not limited to a particular cross-section of the
airfoil, and may be included as a complementary resource.

cl − α and E − α curves

Figures 4.10 to 4.12 provide the global analysis of discrete-roughened configurations. As the aim of the
discrete elements is to improve the outcome of the airfoil, the analysis is performed in terms of lift and
efficiency values alone: cl−α curves stand for the direct output of the system, whereas E−α curves address
the quality of such an output. Unless stated otherwise, cd−α curves will be omitted hereon for the sake of
simplicity, although the experimental data corresponding to each tested configuration is collected in the an-
nex. The figures compare the characteristic curves of “bare” (discrete-element-free) and discrete-roughened
configurations for Re = {0.8, 1.2, 1.6} ·105, respectively. The layout is such that cl−α (Figures 4.10a, 4.11a
and 4.12a) and E − α (Figures 4.10b, 4.11b and 4.12b) curves are set side by side, so that the system’s
output and its quality parameter are shown correlatively. For illustrative purposes, flow visualizations are
included at the top of Figure 4.10, showing the patterns developed along the airfoil for a number of different
angular configurations. Those patterns do not vary appreciably when increasing the Reynolds number, so
extrapolating the interpretations to Figures 4.11 and 4.12 turns acceptable.

• Initial region: the implementation of the elements induces a number of effects. First, the roughened
cases do not show a zero lift at α = 0◦, but cause an offset on the cl − α curves. Such offsets depend
on the chordwise location of the elements, with the x/c = 50% case showing a positive deviation,
whereas those x/c = {12.5, 25}% induce a lift loss. Those deviations also depend on the Reynolds
number, as increasing it correlates with a downwards shift of the offsets, either becoming more negative
(x/c = {12.5, 25}% cases) or getting closer to a null value (x/c = 50% configuration).
Although the observed effects come from the implementation of the elements, the visualization that
corresponds to the (α = 0◦, x/c = 50%) case does not differ substantially from its bare counterpart.
This means that the presence of the elements suffices for causing the observed offsets, without needing
to induce any visible variation at the patterns of the suction-side. On the other hand, the visualizations
of the (α = 0◦, x/c = 12.5%) and (α = 0◦, x/c = 25%) cases show noticeably different flow patterns.
The (α = 0◦, x/c = 12.5%) configuration develops a wide region of effective sweeping downstream the
roughness element, indicating that the flow reattaches earlier than in the bare case. The separation
line seems to move upstream when compared to the (α = 0◦, x/c = 50%) case, positioning itself at the
edge of the roughness element. Similarly, the (α = 0◦, x/c = 25%) configuration suppresses the LSB
completely. An angle-wise view shows that the x/c = {12.5, 25}% cases develop a larger detachment
zone near the trailing-edge, showing that the turbulent boundary-layer separates from the surface
much faster when the elements induce an earlier reaettachment of the bubble. Such can be the reason
for the negative offsets of the curves, together with the fact that the roughness elements break the
symmetry of the airfoil. This lack of symmetry is probably playing a role in the x/c = 50% case as well,
although the explanation for its positive offset does not follow from the visualizations. Presumably,
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Figure 4.10: characteristic curves for comparing bare and discrete-roughened configurations at Re = 0.8·105; (a) cl − α curves; (b) E − α
curves.
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Figure 4.11: characteristic curves for comparing bare and discrete-roughened configurations at Re = 1.2·105; (a) cl − α curves; (b) E − α
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Figure 4.12: characteristic curves for comparing bare and discrete-roughened configurations at Re = 1.6·105; (a) cl − α curves; (b) E − α
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the implementation of the elements does not only affect the suction-side of the airfoil, but also the
pressure-side. Even if such an hypothesis has not been proven, a global effect of the elements (in the
sense of influencing the airfoil as a whole) cannot be discarded.

• Non-linear effects: another consequence of the discrete elements shows up within the non-linear
region of the cl−α curves. There, the initial offsets tend to disappear, and the curves collapse before
reaching saturation. This behaviour also depends on the x/c parameter and the Reynolds number.
As happens for the offsets, the effects are different for the x/c = 50% case and the x/c = {12.5, 25}%
configurations. The former shows a mild collapse towards the bare case, preserving its positive offset
throughout the non-linear region and falling below its bare counterpart at the verge of the saturation
zone. Instead, the x/c = {12.5, 25}% configurations undergo a sharper non-linear evolution, catching
the bare case despite having parted from lower lift values initially. This accelerated non-linearity
is Reynolds-dependent, being stronger for the Re = 0.8·105 case and losing its efficacy at higher
Reynolds numbers. Indeed, the catching occurs for a higher angular configuration at Re = 1.2·105

and, when considering the largest Reynolds number, the discrete-roughened cases do not achieve to
reach their bare counterparts, despite experiencing a slight acceleration towards the upper end of the
non-linear region. On the contrary, the x/c = 50% case shows the same behaviour regardless of the
considered Reynolds number.
The observed effects propagate to the E − α curves, albeit with certain differences. The offsets are
discernible, especially at low α values, as well as the shifted behaviour of the x/c = 50% case along
the non-linear region. However, such a behaviour is lost earlier than in the cl − α curves, meaning
that the bare case overcomes the efficiency of the x/c = 50% configuration at a lower angle-of-attack.
The non-linear accelerations of the x/c = {12.5, 25}% cases are also discernible, but not as effective
as in the cl − α evolutions. These observations, be it the smaller offsets or the less effective non-
linear accelerations, are ascribed to drag effects, as it is straightforward to conclude that the cd
values of discrete-roughened configurations are higher than their bare counterparts. In cases such as
the

(
Re = 1.6·105, x/c = 12.5%

)
configuration, those drag-dependent effects become noticeable, as

deduced from the sharply decreased efficiency observed throughout the pre-saturation region.
Qualitatively though, flow visualizations do not provide clear hints as for what physical processes
govern these non-linear phenomena. The series of the x/c = 50% case shows an LSB that moves
upstream and an ever-larger extent of trailing-edge detachment, similar to the evolution of the bare
configuration. This corroboroates the hypothesis formulated above: that changes on the x/c = 50%
configuration are caused by a global effect of the elements, and not by the local variations they induce
on the suction-side. Besides, the LSB also becomes visible for the x/c = {12.5, 25}% cases. On
the former, the bubble appears at α = 6◦, with flow separation happening at the leading-edge of
the roughness element and moving slightly upstream with the angle-of-attack. On the latter, such a
formation begins earlier, at α = 3◦, and the separation line stands before the roughness element as
soon as reaching the α = 6◦ configuration, with further visualizations showing the upstream shift of
the bubble. The non-linear accelerations of these two cases, which are similar, cannot be explained
on the basis of the visualizations, as the observed patterns do not provide any conclusive mechanism.

• Stalling, saturation and beyond: the collapse of the curves observed at the end of the non-linear
region does not hold beyond α ≈ 10◦, neither when considering higher angles-of-attack nor larger
Reynolds numbers. For Re = 0.8·105, the curves show different stalling behaviours, with the x/c =
50% case promoting the phenomenon whereas the x/c = {12.5, 25}% configurations delay it. At higher
Reynolds numbers, the bare case dominates throughout the saturation region, showing the largest cl
and E values. The x/c = 50% case behaves poorly at the lowest Reynolds number, but improves
its effectiveness with respect to the other discrete-roughened configurations with increasing Reynolds
numbers. The efficiency loss of the x/c = 12.5% case is sharper than the x/c = 25% one, mainly
due to its relatively higher cd values. As far as stalling is concerned, the observed variations do not
follow a well-established trend when increasing the Reynolds number. The x/c = 25% configuration
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promotes the phenomenon at Re = 1.2·105, despite having delayed it at Re = 0.8·105, and the other
discrete-roughened cases leave it invariant. At Re = 1.6·105, the elements induce an earlier stall
regardless of their chordwise position. These variations do not allow detecting a definite cause for
the stalling process. The post-stall regions remain homogeneous, and comply with the expected bluff-
body behaviour.
As occurs with the non-linear evolutions, flow visualizations do not provide further insights regarding
the saturation and stalling processes. If, at all, the patterns corresponding to the α = 12◦ case can be
analysed, noticing that they are partially consistent with the observed trends. The x/c = 12.5% case,
with its major chordwise extent being unswept, corresponds to a stalled configuration that agrees
with the measured values. The x/c = {12.5, 25}% cases show a large region of detached flow near
the trailing-edge, and develop a short bubble close to the leading-edge of the airfoil. According to
the curves though, the x/c = 25% configuration has not stalled yet, whereas the x/c = 50% one
undergoes stalling at α = 10◦. Their similar oil patterns do not account for such differences but,
instead, highlight the merely qualitative nature of flow visualizations.

The analysis above shows that the implementation of discrete roughness elements is not unconditionally
favourable. In case of the x/c = 50% configuration, the offsets induced by the elements cause an enhance-
ment on both lift and efficiency values, although such an enhancement is restricted to low angles-of-attack,
and becomes weaker with increasing Reynolds numbers. Otherwise, placing the elements further upstream
brings no improvements at all. At best, the outcomes of such cases reproduce the values of the bare
configuration, and for Reynolds numbers other than Re = 0.8·105, this occurs solely for the x/c = 25%
configuration. Hereon, and for the sake of simplicity, the x/c = 12.5% case is discarded due to its relatively
poorer behaviour.

4.3.4 Experimental-numerical comparisons

As mentioned in Section 3.2, simulations are carried out on two-dimensional virtual domains. This con-
strains the numerical approach to bare configurations exclusively, as the discrete-roughened cases outlined
in Section 4.3.3 cannot be reproduced on a two-dimensional space. As done so far, the analysis consists of
two parts that address the evolutions of global and local variables, respectively.

Global analysis

Figure 4.13 shows the curves that represent the cl − α (Figure 4.13a), cd − α (Figure 4.13b) and E − α
(Figure 4.13c) evolutions obtained at a Reynolds number of Re = 1.2·105. The experimental datasets merely
include the increasing part of the angular route, showing neither the returning path nor the hysteresis cycle.
This is so because, in the numerical approach, each angular configuration owns its particular computational
domain, and the simulations are launched separately. Consequently, the hysteresis phenomenon is not
reproduced numerically and, for the sake of consistency, it is excluded from the experimental datasets.

• cl−α curves: in Figure 4.13a, differences among the employed numerical models become evident. For
low angles-of-attack, the k−kL−ω model does not behave correctly in comparison to the Reθ−γ and
the XFoil cases, which follow the experimental trend acceptably for α ∈ [0, 4]◦. However, when the
experimental case gets affected by non-linear effects, both the Reθ − γ and the XFoil models begin to
diverge from it; the zoomed axes show that the experimental uncertainty subsumes the numerical data
points for α = 4◦, whereas it doesn’t when increasing the angle-of-attack further. Such a divergence
widens at higher angular configurations. The Reθ−γ model saturates prematurely, and at far lower cl
values than the experimental curve. The XFoil case behaves relatively better, but is unable to follow
the baseline trend. The k − kL − ω model shows a monotonous increase with the angle-of-attack,
saturating much later than experiments and without capturing the stalling phenomenon, which the
Reθ − γ model does in spite of reproducing it poorly.
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Figure 4.13: experimental-numerical comparisons for Re = 1.2·105; (a) cl − α curves; (b) cd − α curves; (c) E − α curves.
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• cd − α curves: the analysis of Figure 4.13b is similar. The low α region seems properly simulated
by all models, but the zoomed axes show that there exist certain differences. Whereas the two RANS
models fall within the interval of experimental uncertainty, the XFoil case underpredicts drag values
considerably, probably due to its potential-theory-based formulation. At higher angles-of-attack, the
curves show that the stalling phenomenon and its corresponding cd increase suffer from the same
drawbacks as the cl − α curves. The k − kL − ω model does not reproduce stalling, and its cd
evolution undergoes a monotonous increase with α. The shape of the Reθ − γ model resembles
the experimental trend qualitatively, although it predicts an earlier stall and seems to experience
a secondary one afterwards, at α = 17◦. Those features indicate that the Reθ − γ model is not
well-suited for reproducing the experimental behaviour at large α values.

• E − α curves: Figure 4.13c represents a synthesis of the previous analysis. The underprediction
of drag by the XFoil code results in an amplified efficiency parameter at low angles-of-attack, and
the relatively larger cl values computed by the k − kL − ω model induce a similar effect. Within
the α ∈ [0, 5]◦ range, just the Reθ − γ simulations reproduce the experimental behaviour acceptably,
but such a match does not hold further as evidenced by the zoomed axes. The trends at higher
angles-of-attack are not better, neither quantitatively nor qualitatively. If, at all, it is to mention
that the XFoil case gets close to the experimental curve for α > 6◦. However, given its cl − α and
cd − α evolutions, such a match is merely coincidental. Likewise, the Reθ − γ model agrees with the
experimental values in the post-stall region, but this is a consequence of the large cd increase occurring
at those angles-of-attack, which masks the quantitative differences observed at the cl − α and cd − α
curves.

The analysis above shows that, at best, the numerical models are partially-suited for predicting the exper-
imental behaviour. From the two RANS models, the Reθ − γ one matches the global evolutions acceptably
at low α values, but saturates much earlier than the experimental case. The k − kL − ω model does not
agree with experiments neither quantitatively nor qualitatively, its main flaw being the inability to cap-
ture the stalling phenomenon. The XFoil code stands in between, predicting acceptable lift values at low
angles-of-attack but underestimating the drag considerably.
According to Table 3.3, the current study includes simulations performed at Reynolds numbers other than
Re = 1.2·105. For the sake of conciseness, such curves are not plotted herein. Instead, a descriptive account
is considered enough for highlighting the differences between experiments and simulations when varying the
Reynolds number. For the Re = 0.8·105 case the curves do not vary noticeably, except that the Reθ−γ and
XFoil models agree better with the experimental cl −α curve within the α ∈ [0, 2]◦ interval; otherwise, the
observed mismatches persist. For the Re = 1.6·105 case, the XFoil code shows a better agreement in the
cl−α and cd−α evolutions, with the drag underprediction observed at Re = 1.2·105 becoming less relevant.
On the other hand, the Reθ − γ model begins to behave poorly, distancing itself from the experimental
case. In contrast, the k − kL − ω model gets closer to the expected values, but its qualitative flaws remain
unchanged. After all, the lack of numerical adequacy seems to be a constitutive limitation of the models
at the tested Reynolds numbers, although the XFoil and k − kL − ω cases show trends that indicate their
possible usefulness at higher flow velocities.

Local analysis

Figure 4.14 shows the cp distributions that correspond to three different angles-of-attack, namely α = 3◦

(Figure 4.14a), α = 6◦ (Figure 4.14b) and α = 9◦ (Figure 4.14c). Each of the subplots owns an additional
y−axis that represents the wall-friction value, namely τx. This parameter refers to the stress that the flow
exerts upon the airfoil in the chordwise direction. The evolution of τx becomes relevant in combination
with the flow visualizations, which are included at the top of each subplot.

• cp − x′ curves: as observed in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b, there is a significant gap between the
experimental datasets and the simulations. The suction-side peaks and recoveries, as well as the
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overall pressure-side disributions, are noticeably underestimated by the models. Figure 4.14c shows
that such differences reduce when increasing the angle-of-attack. Qualitative differences also exist
between the experimental and numerical approaches. For the α = {3, 6}◦ cases, the plateaus and
reattachment gradients occur sensibly upstream in the experimental configurations, which indicates
that the simulations do not capture transitional phenomena adequately. The α = 9◦ case shows
an additional difference: the simulations predict a complete pressure recovery towards the trailing-
edge region, whereas the experimental dataset shows a sustained ∆ (cp) value. Discrepancies among
numerical models are detected as well. The k−kL−ω case predicts milder plateaus and reattachments
than the Reθ−γ and XFoil codes, which lie closer to the experimental behaviour due to their sharper
gradients and shorter plain regions. All these differences contribute to the mismatches observed in
the global curves.

• τx − x′ curves and visualizations: as mentioned, τx represents the chordwise shear that the flow
exerts upon the airfoil. A negative τx value means that the air flows backwards, i.e. that it recirculates.
Hence, the chordwise extent with a negative-valued τx variable can be interpreted as an LSB. The
vertical lines plotted on each of the figures represent the positions at which the shear stress becomes
negative. The upstream vertical line stands for the flow separation point, whereas the downstream
one refers to the reattachment phenomenon. The τx parameter is not computable in the XFoil code,
which is why the plotted curves merely include the RANS models.
When compared to the visualizations, numerical simulations do not predict the transitional bubble
adequately. Flow separation occurs noticeably downstream the chordwise station at which the first
oil traces appear, which is where experimental separation takes place. Likewise, numerical reat-
tachment falls within the turbulent region of the experimental visualizations, well after the flow has
undergone transition. This gap between the predicted and actual patterns persists regardless of the
considered angular configuration, which means that the models develop incorrectly placed aerody-
namic structures. In fact, the downstream shift in τx agrees with the differences observed between
the experimental and numerical cp distributions, as mentioned before.

The discrepancies above show the ill-posedness of the numerical models for reproducing transitional struc-
tures at the considered Reynolds numbers. There are three factors that may explain the reason of such a
failure. The first has to do with the dimensionality of the computations. Transition and turbulence are
inherently three-dimensional processes, and the simulations have been carried out within a two-dimensional
domain. Truth be told, three-dimensional case-studies were simulated on an initial stage of the study, but
no differences were found between the two- and three-dimensional results, and two-dimensional ones were
preferred because of their cheaper computational cost.
The second possibility comes from the fact that RANS models were originally conceived and calibrated for
simple flow configurations such as flat plates or duct flows, and not for airfoil-like geometries. If this is the
case, the models need to be tweaked accordingly, which lies out of the scope of the present work.
The third factor reminds that RANS equations are derived assuming that the flow is fully turbulent. How-
ever, the simulations above impose a close-to-zero turbulent intensity as a boundary-condition, and the
resultant flow configuration may be falling outside the range of applicability of the RANS schemes. A bet-
ter agreement between experiments and simulations may result from setting larger turbulence intensities
at the inlet, an approach that is undertaken in Chapter 5.

4.4 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on the influence that both the Reynolds number and the angle-of-attack have on
a transitionally-operating airfoil subjected to the clean-flow paradigm, showing the effects of implementing
discrete roughness elements on it and comparing the experimental results to numerical simulations. The
most relevant findings of the analysis are listed below:
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• The uncertainty analysis has proven useful for addressing the scale-effect, showing that Reynolds num-
ber variations as small as 0.2·105 produce experimentally discernible changes on the global parameters.
This indicates the high sensitivity of the aerodynamic structures with respect to the Reynolds number
when operating at the transitional regime.

• The local analysis has asserted the formation of LSBs upon the airfoil. The lift-enhancing effect of
the bubbles and their role on producing non-linearities, both coming from the work of Hansen et al.
[4.34], have been regarded as misconceptions. The bubble does not favour the aerodynamic behaviour
of the airfoil unconditionally.

• The effects of discrete roughness elements have been shown to depend on the Reynolds number and
the x/c parameter but, without loss of generality, no improvements have been observed on the global
behaviour of the airfoil.

• Experimental-numerical comparisons have shown partial agreements, providing significant mismatches
in both qualitative and quantitative aspects. This highlights the limitations of Reθ−γ and k−kL−ω
models for capturing transitional phenomena.
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Chapter 5

Turbulent configurations

This chapter analyzes turbulent configurations. The turbulent-flow paradigm constitutes a first step towards
reproducing real-world conditions. In addition to the Reynolds number and the geometric configuration of
the airfoil, the turbulent paradigm brings an extra parameter into the analysis, namely the intensity, which
is a surrogate for the strength of the eddies. Studying the way in which such eddies influence the evolution
of transitional structures is the main goal of this chapter. As in the previous one, the narrative begins by
providing the current knowledge on transition-related turbulent studies in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 identifies
the main gaps on the bibliography, mentioning how the present work contributes to filling them. Section 5.3
shows the obtained results and highlights the key points of the discussion. The difference with respect to
Chapter 4 is that the characterization of the turbulent flowfield is included in the analysis, which is essential
for reproducing the required conditions. Lastly, Section 5.4 gathers the main conclusions.

5.1 State-of-the-art on turbulent configurations

Studies about the effects of turbulence on transitional structures begin by the mid 50s [5.1–5.4]. The HIT
theory is developed concurrently [5.5], providing a simplified framework for characterising turbulent flow-
fields and giving rise to the first works on grid-generated turbulence [5.6–5.10]. Both research lines are
concerned with the inherently three-dimensional nature of turbulence.
In case of transitional studies, flow visualizations show that boundary-layers subjected to moderate turbu-
lence levels undergo a non-planar instability process [5.1, 5.3, 5.4]. Such a process leads to a breakdown
driven by the so-called turbulent spots, which are three-dimensional structures developed within the sep-
arated shear-layer [5.2]. However, the presence of turbulent eddies is said to be a mere triggering factor
for producing three-dimensional features. Those features are shown to grow in the laminar boundary-layer
even in experimental set-ups owning turbulence levels that comply with the clean-flow paradigm [5.11].
What freestream turbulence causes is a transition enhancement [5.1], with turbulent spots manifesting ear-
lier when augmenting the intensities. The notion of “intermittency” is coined for addressing the lapse a
shear-layer remains turbulent, becoming an indicator of the transition process thereon [5.2]. By the late
70s, the relationship between freestream turbulence and transition enhancement is well-established, and the
process until breakdown is described attending to a progression of four stages [5.12]: a receptivity stage,
where freestream perturbations are transmitted into the boundary-layer, a linear growth of those pertur-
bations, followed by a non-linear region of turbulent-spot-development, and a final breakdown stage. Such
a classification remains an accepted description of the transition process nowadays.
Regarding grid-generated turbulence, the main concern refers to the observed anisotropic nature of the
flowfields [5.6, 5.7]. Such an anisotropy violates the HIT postulates, rendering the subsequent decay laws
invalid. However, later studies show that both the parameters of the mesh and the measurement protocols
are essential for determining the evolution of the downstream eddies [5.8–5.10]. The observed anisotropy
may be decreased by measuring the flowfield further downstream [5.9] or modifying the set-up so that it
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damps the transversal inhomogeneities, for instance with a double-contraction arrangement [5.10, 5.13].
Those considerations lead to well-defined power-law decays, in agreement with the HIT theory. Neverthe-
less, the accepted paradigm of grid-generated turbulence finds two additional concerns.
The first is theoretical, and has to do with the predicted values of the decay exponents. According to the
original theory of Batchelor [5.5], the kinetic energy should decay with an exponent of −10/7. Saffman re-
visits the theory, and postulates a −6/5 value instead [5.14]. The Batchelor/Saffman dichotomy has been a
ground for discussion since then. A work by Roach on the late 80s reviews the studies about grid-generated
turbulence, even of set-ups employing active systems like mechanically agitated meshes [5.15] or jet-driven
ones [5.16, 5.17], and shows that they comply with the Batchelor decay mode [5.18]. However, the im-
provements on experimental techniques and the rise of computational power has highlighted the flaws that
previous measurements had, and has allowed surveying the turbulent flowfields more exhaustively. Updated
works favour the Saffman turbulence mode, both in the experimental aspect [5.19–5.21] and the numerical
one [5.22–5.24].
The second concern is conceptual. Grid-generated turbulence develops a quasi-isotropic flowfield down-
stream the mesh. However, such a flowfield represents a simplistic approach when compared to real-world
scenarios. The turbulent properties of the atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL hereon) are characterised
by the mid 60s [5.25, 5.26], and shown to violate the postulates of HIT theory [5.27]. This leads to the
conception of ABL wind tunnels, which reproduce the velocity profiles measured in field studies [5.28–5.30].
Such tunnels are amply used nowadays, especially for testing large-scale devices like wind turbines [5.31,
5.32]. Due to their dimensions, those devices find different turbulent conditions across their span, and HIT
conditions do not ensue [5.33–5.35]. In fact, turbulence-induced oscillations are reproduced by large-scale
wind turbines [5.34], causing noticeable fatigue loads [5.35]. Nevertheless, Section 2.3.2 has shown that
reproducing ABL features is not critical in smaller devices. MAVs or mid-scale wind turbines are usually
engulfed by the largest eddies of the atmosphere, and they face the smaller, quasi-HIT turbulent structures
developed within such eddies [5.34]. The main consequence of this is that a grid-generated flowfield is
an acceptable approximation for studying turbulent effects on transitionally-operating, small-scale airfoils
[5.36–5.40].
Updated works on airfoils show that high turbulence intensities delay transition and stalling [5.36, 5.37],
although certain flow configurations may show the opposite trend [5.41]. Correlations between transition
parameters and flow conditions exist for flat plate configurations [5.42–5.44], and have been corroborated
by numerical simulations [5.45]. What such correlations show is that high turbulent intensities trigger the
process of bypass transition, whereby the instability mechanism that occurs at low intensities changes,
and the perturbations grow non-linearly within the boundary-layer. Those conclusions contrast with the
findings of more recent works, which state that the LSB dimensions get marginally affected by turbulent
structures, favouring the role of the Reynolds number instead [5.46, 5.47]. However, a set of LES approaches
showing an acceptable agreement with experimental data report on a decreasing trend of LSB dimensions
with turbulence [5.48–5.51]. On the other hand, RANS simulations do not match experiments as good as
for low intensity levels, revealing the need for additional research on the field of turbulence modelling [5.52].
This lack of consensus requires further research on turbulent effects.
With all, Table 5.1 summarizes the main findings that the bibliographical revision provides on the subject.

Table 5.1: summary of the bibliographical corpus dealing with LSB-turbulence interrelation.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Schubauer &
Skramstad [5.1]

flat plate experimental
• transition enhancement caused by freestream

turbulence

Emmons [5.2] flat plate
analytical

experimental
• notions of intermittency and turbulent spots
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Table 5.1: continued.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Batchelor [5.5] — analytical • HIT theory

Lappe & Davidson
[5.25]

Kaimal & Izumi
[5.26]

field measurements experimental • atmospheric turbulence characterization

Uberoi [5.10]
Comte-Bellot &
Corrsin [5.13]

passive grid experimental
• assessment of quasi-HIT grid-generated

turbulence

Hama et al. [5.3]
Tani & Komoda [5.4]

Klebanoff et al.
[5.11]

flat plate experimental • three-dimensional nature of transition

Saffman [5.14] — analytical • derivation of Saffman turbulence

Morkovin [5.12] flat plate
analytical

experimental
• classification of transition stages

Counihan [5.28]
Cermak [5.29]

Hunt & Fernholz
[5.30]

ABL wind tunnel experimental • conception of ABL wind tunnels

Roach [5.18] passive grids experimental
• experimental evidence favouring Batchelor

turbulence

Swalwell et al. [5.36]
Devinant et al. [5.37]

NACA0021
NACA655-421

experimental • transition and stalling delay with turbulence

McAuliffe & Yaras
[5.42–5.44]

flat plate
analytical
numerical

• correlations between transition process and
flow parameters

• transition delay with turbulence

Krogstad &
Davidson [5.19, 5.20]

passive grids
fractal grids

analytical
experimental

• experimental evidence favouring Saffman
turbulence

Djenidi et al. [5.23]
Watanabe & Nagata

[5.24]

fractal and passive
grids

numerical
• numerical evidence favouring Saffman

turbulence

Dhakal et al. [5.52] Pak-B airfoils numerical
• limitations of RANS models at high turbulence

levels

Simoni et al. [5.46,
5.47]

unspecified airfoils
[5.46]

flat plate [5.47]
experimental

• LSBs marginally affected by turbulent
structures

• LSBs affected by Reynolds number
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5.2 Critical revision on bibliography

The dichotomy between grid-generated turbulence modes has lately been settled in favour of Saffman.
However, a characterization process is necessary for showing that the obtained flowfields comply with the
theoretical predictions. On this respect, a match between measured data and theoretical predictions would
serve as a validity check on the experimental set-up.
The turbulence levels achievable at the leading-edge are to be representative of low-level atmospheric flows.
Such values may vary largely depending on the considered application, as shown in Figure 2.6. The
limitations that the experimental set-up may impose on the range of reproducible intensities is to be taken
into account. Those limitations may discard the analysis of certain applications that face either exceedingly
high turbulence levels [5.38, 5.39] or considerably low ones [5.53, 5.54].
Regarding transition itself, discrepancies about the role that turbulence plays on the evolution of LSBs
appear throughout the bibliography. Works stating that turbulence promotes transition [5.1, 5.41] contrast
with those showing the opposite trend, i.e. both transition and stall delay due to higher intensity levels [5.36,
5.37]. The change on the instability mechanism driving the transition process, whereby natural transition
is bypassed when including turbulence [5.42–5.44], does not clarify whether transition is actually promoted
or delayed, nor what happens with the evolution of the bubbles. Some studies show that they are affected
by the turbulent structures [5.48–5.51], whereas others highlight the more relevant role of the Reynolds
number [5.46, 5.47]. These discrepancies may be addressed in two ways: first, asserting the presence of
LSBs by flow visualizations, which may show how different turbulence levels affect the bubbles. Second,
calculating the characteristic curves and seeing whether stall is delayed. Such a delay may seem beneficial
for the aerodynamic behaviour of the airfoil, but it is to elucidate if it carries unexpected side-effects, like
a loss of efficiency or an increase in fatigue loads.
In case that high turbulence levels induce any negative effects on the aerodynamic outcomes, flow-control
techniques may be employed for regaining the losses. The use of such techniques does not have many
precedents in turbulent configurations [5.55]. Exploring their effectiveness is necessary to gain further
insights on this respect. A comparison with clean configurations can show whether flow-control methods
behave better under turbulent conditions.

5.3 Results and discussion

The results are organised as in Section 4.3, including an additional subsection that deals with the char-
acterization of turbulence for producing non-default intensities. The discussion on global variables comes
next, followed by a local analysis and proceeding with the effects induced by discrete roughness elements.
The section ends by comparing the experimental and numerical approaches.

5.3.1 Turbulence characterization

Tests under turbulent conditions are performed at three different Reynolds numbers according to Table 3.2,
namely Re = {0.8, 1, 1.2} ·105. Placing the grid as described in Section 3.1.2 induces a choking on the test-
section, turning necessary to increase the fan’s power for achieving freestream velocities equivalent to those
obtained in clean configurations. Hence, when using the grid, a maximum Reynolds number of Re = 1.2·105

is achievable as long as the fan operates within its safe regime. Figure 5.1 shows the outcome of applying the
turbulence characterization protocol (refer to Figure 3.8) at the three Reynolds numbers of interest. Such a
characterization determines the power-law decays of the kinetic energy (k), the intensity (I) and the integral
length-scale (`0). According to the HIT theory (see Section 2.3.1), such decays become straight lines when
represented in log−log plots against a dimensionless distance from the grid (x/M), as shown in Figure 2.5.
Thus, the diagrams in Figure 5.1 own double logarithmic scales, with the x−axes corresponding to the

x/M distance downstream the grid. The y−axes stand for the dimensionless kinetic energy ((u)2/U2
∞) in

Figure 5.1a, and for both the turbulence intensity and the dimensionless length-scale (`0/M) in Figure 5.1b.
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Figure 5.1: decay laws of turbulent parameters coming from the characterization protocol; (a): k decay for damped and undamped cases;
(b): I and `0 decays.
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As explained in Section 3.1.2, the turbulence characterization protocol requires performing streamwise
surveys with the Cobra probe. For such a purpose, the probe is attached to the holder of the three-axes
positioning system shown in Figure 3.1. Such a holder enters the tunnel from the top of the test-section,
which means that a gap exists between the holder and the ceiling in order to allow the vertical motion of the
positioning system. In clean configurations the flow is relatively steady, and it does not perturb the holder
in excess. However, grid-generated turbulence causes strong eddies capable of inducing non-negligible
oscillations on the Cobra probe, turning necessary to damp such vibrations somehow. This damping is
achieved by placing a set of wedges on the ceiling gap and suppressing the motion of the holder. The two
data families present in Figure 5.1a correspond to both configurations of the holder: the empty-symbol
family stands for the undamped cases, whereas the fill-symbol datasets refer to the damped ones.
Ultimately, the evolutions of the turbulent parameters should comply with the power-law expressions given
in Equation (2.14). However, such expressions depend on three parameters that are to be determined by
a fitting procedure. Without loss of generality, those parameters, in case of the kinetic energy, are the
exponent of the decay law (n), the virtual origin (x0/M) and the pre-factor (k0). Whereas the impact of
the fitting procedure is minor on the pre-factor, it can severely affect the values of the virtual origin and
the exponent [5.18, 5.20]. Consequently, it turns necessary to have a procedure that ensures the stability of
the decay parameters. Given the discrepancies in literature between the Batchelor and Saffman turbulence
modes [5.14, 5.18], and the relatively little difference among their respective decay law parameters, an
ill-defined fitting may lead to the wrong turbulence type.

is
ot

ro
py

 li
ne

optimum

Figure 5.2: application of the maximum decay range method as a power-law fitting procedure, after Krogstad
& Davidson [5.19].

According the Krogstad & Davidson [5.19], the “maximum decay range” method provides the best fitting
approach in terms of stability. This method consists of giving the x0/M parameter a set of specific values.
For each of those values, the fitting depends on two parameters, and can be performed by least-squares.
First, the least-squareing is applied to the whole dataset, which provides certain n and k0 values. Afterwards,
the first data point of the collection is omitted, and the least-squareing reapplied for obtaining another n−k0

pair. This procedure is performed iteratively, omitting additional data-points at each step, and the resultant
n− k0 values are plotted against x/M . Figure 5.2 shows the fitting procedure applied to the Re = 1.2·105
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case, with each line corresponding to the set of n values obtained for a given x0/M . The x0/M = 5 curve
provides a quasi-invariant value of n ≈ −1.2 beyond x/M = 20, whereas the rest of the cases do not provide
such constant evolutions, meaning that they don’t represent the optimum x0/M value. This analysis leads
to three conclusions: first, that the virtual origin of the current power-law decays stands at x0/M = 5.
Second, that the kinetic energy decay complies with the Saffman turbulence mode according to the value
of the exponent [5.14]. Third, that the decay law applies beyond a particular streamwise stage, namely
x/M = 20, given that the fitting procedure fails upstream of it. Such a stage indicates the position at
which the turbulent flowfield becomes isotropic.
Returning to Figure 5.1, the power-law decays can be interpreted on the light of the provided information.
Figure 5.1a shows significant differences between the two data families. The dampded cases collapse into
a well-established trend that coincides with the Saffman turbulence mode, which is plotted on the figure
for illustrative purposes. Instead, the original value of the exponent proposed by Batchelor is of −1.4 [5.5],
with the resultant trend lying far from the measured experimental evolutions. The undamped cases do
not follow any of the theoretical predictions, nor they show a universal behaviour as their counterparts.
The exponents of the damped configurations lie close to Saffman’s prediction, and the differences among
them can be ascribed to experimental uncertainties. However, those of the undamped cases show slopes
that become smaller with increasing Reynolds numbers. Probably, the holder experiences larger vibrations
when increasing the freestream velocity, and those vibrations mask the trully oscillating behaviour of the
eddies, resulting in a milder decay.
Figure 5.1b shows the intensity and length-scale evolutions of the damped cases. As observed, the power-
law exponent of I halves the value of the kinetic energy slope. This factor of 2 comes from the intensity

parameter being proportional to the square-root of the fluctuations, i.e. I ∝ (u2)
1/2

, a fact that gets reflected
on the power-law expressions. Thus, an evolution of the intensity parameter with a −0.6 slope is equivalent
to a Saffman turbulence mode. Unlike k and I, the length-scale shows a positive exponent, meaning that
the eddies become larger as they travel downstream. The evolutions of the `0 parameter do not behave
uniformly, probably due to the fact that `0 is calculated from the autocorrelation function of the velocity
fluctuations and, consequently, suffers from a larger experimental uncertainty. With all, the expressions in
Equation (2.14), when particularised to the present case, adopt the form:(

u2

U2
∞

)
= 0.1

( x
M
− 5
)−1.21

, I = 28.5
( x
M
− 5
)−0.57

, `0 =

(
`0
M

)
≈ 0.43

( x
M
− 5
)0.36

. (5.1)

The turbulent conditions that the airfoil experiences can be modified by placing the grid at different
distances from the leading-edge. The dotted vertical lines in Figure 5.1b determine a region of feasible
grid-to-leading-edge distances, which expands between x/M = [37, 61]. The lower bound is due to the
endplates shown in Figure 3.1, which impose a physical limitation on the positions at which the grid can
be placed. The upper one is for ensuring that the Pitot-static probe located at the entrance of the wind
tunnel is not perturbed, so that the velocity of the incoming flow is measured correctly. The intensities
that correspond to the bounds of the achievable grid positions are I = {3.8, 2.75}%. However, the intensity
values chosen for the experimental survey are I = {3.8, 3}% according to Table 3.2.
Discarding the lower bound in favour of the I = 3% value has to do with the possibility of undertaking
momentum-deficit-based cd measurements under turbulent conditions. As occurs with the Cobra surveys,
wake-rake measurements are performed by blocking the holder in order to avoid spurious oscillations.
Consequently, the wake-rake records the fluctuations coming from the turbulent eddies. In order to detect
the wake of the airfoil correctly, it is necessary to establish some procedure for distinguishing between
turbulent oscillations and wake-induced deficits. Such a procedure is outlined in the work of Zarketa-
Astigarraga et al. [5.56], who assert the validity of a momentum-deficit-curve obtained under turbulent
conditions by a number of statistical indicators. The procedure, when applied to the current set-up, shows
that turbulent intensities lower than 3% do not provide valid cd − α curves, which is why the I = 2.75%
case is discarded.
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5.3.2 Analysis of global variables

Figures 5.3 to 5.5 represent the global curves obtained at increasing Reynolds numbers. In addition to the
turbulent cases, clean configurations are plotted for comparative purposes, so that the effects induced by
the passive grid get highlighted.

cl − α curves

The evolutions of the lift coefficient are shown in Figures 5.3a, 5.4a and 5.5a. Differences with respect to
clean configurations are noticeable. Non-default turbulence intensities induce a straightening of the curves,
suppressing the non-linear behaviour throughout the pre-saturation zone. Such a straightening depends
marginally on the intensity, with higher turbulence levels causing a milder slope, and seems unaffected by
changes on the Reynolds number. The suppression of the non-linear region causes a relative collapse of the
curves, showing the homogenising effect of turbulence prior to saturation and stalling.
This uniformity breaks down beyond α ≈ 10◦, especially at low Reynolds numbers. When saturating,
the I = 3.8% curves reach lower cl values, probably due to their milder linear slope. In contrast, they
stall later than the I = 3% cases, presumably because of the stronger eddies. It is because such eddies
that general trend is for the turbulent configurations to show delayed stalls and smaller hysteresis cycles
than their clean counterparts. These features seem independent from the Reynolds number, as they occur
at the same angles-of-attack regardless of the imposed inflow velocity. Instead, Figure 4.1 shows that,
in clean configurations, higher Reynolds numbers induce delayed stalls and larger cycles. The relative
difference in αstall decreases between clean and turbulent cases with increasing Reynolds number; instead,
their respective hysteresis behaviours diverge.
Likewise, the maximum lift value (clmax.) shows a significant scale-effect: for Re = 0.8·105, turbulence
improves such a value when compared to the clean case. This enhancement becomes marginal for Re = 1·105,
and turns into a sensible loss at Re = 1.2·105. The homogenising effect of turbulence, which makes the
cl − α curves insensitive to Reynolds number variations, does not play a beneficial role on this respect. As
occurs for the αstall parameter, the large scale-effect observed in clean configurations diminishes the lift
gain that turbulence induces at low Reynolds numbers.

E − α curves

The efficiency evolutions plotted in Figures 5.3b, 5.4b and 5.5b represent polynomial fittings of the mea-
sured data. The scattering of the cd values (a scattering that, nonetheless, does not grow larger than the
experimental uncertainty), makes convenient to show the fitted curves in order to appreciate their trends
clearly.
Apart from the cd scattering, the straightening of the non-linear cl − α regions becomes evident on the ef-
ficiency evolutions. Saturation occurs at lower E values than in clean configurations, and such a difference
increases with the Reynolds number. On this respect, non-default turbulence levels deteriorate the aerody-
namic behaviour. Unlike for the cl −α curves, the efficiency parameter shows a significant scale-effect. For
Re = 0.8·105, the I = 3% case behaves considerably better than the I = 3.8% configuration, especially at
α ∈ [5, 13]◦. Such a difference disappears for Re = 1·105, and the initial trends get inverted at Re = 1.2·105.
Such an inversion occurs because of a milder cd growth that the I = 3.8% case experiences with increasing
the Reynolds number, whatever the reason may be. Such a milder growth decelerates the efficiency loss and,
eventually, the I = 3.8% curve prevails, despite showing lower lift values than the I = 3% configuration.
With respect to the stalling phenomenon, the delay induced by non-default turbulence levels causes a effi-
ciency gain at low Reynolds numbers. However, clean configurations show an increasing stalling angle with
the Reynolds number, whereas turbulent cases suffer from a significant drag penalty. For Re = 1·105, the
efficiency gain remains noticeable, but it diminishes severely at Re = 1.2·105. Extrapolating this trend,
larger turbulent levels are assumed to show poorer aerodynamic behaviours.
The homogeneous post-stall behaviour in Figures 4.1 to 4.3 is not observed here. The stalled cl − α data
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Figure 5.3: characteristic curves for comparing default and turbulent configurations at Re = 0.8·105; (a): cl−α curves; (b): E −α curves.
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points show scattered patterns that, although reduced by the large cd values, get propagated to the ef-
ficiency curves. This fact is remarkable: whereas turbulence has an homogenising effect throughout the
low−α region of the lift curves, the originally uniform post-stall behaviour becomes highly non-uniform.
Probably, the fluctuating nature of the eddies gets amplified when the airfoil stalls and exposes the major
part of its surface to the incoming flow, causing the observed non-homogeneous behaviour. With all, in-
troducing turbulent effects has opposite consequences: stall delay or hysteresis reduction count as positive
outcomes, whereas non-linear suppression, clmax. reduction and post-stall fluctuations stand as the negative
ones.

5.3.3 Analysis of local variables

cp − x′ curves

Figure 5.6 shows cp − x′ curves obtained under turbulent conditions at Re = 1.2·105, for the set of angles-
of-attack α = {3, 6, 9}◦(Figures 5.6a to 5.6c, respectively). Their clean counterparts are also plotted for
comparative purposes.
The homogenising effect of turbulence becomes apparent in the similar evolutions of the turbulent distri-
butions. Qualitatively, the shapes of the curves follow equivalent trends. Quantitatively, the experimental
uncertainties of the datasets are found to overlap throughout the entire distributions. This behaviour
correlates with the evolutions observed in the cl − α curves, which show slight lift variations with the tur-
bulent intensity, especially at the pre-saturated region (see Figures 5.3a, 5.4a and 5.5a). Furthermore, the
suction-side distributions obtained at α = {6, 9}◦ contrast noticeably with their clean counterparts, in the
sense that neither the plateau nor the reattachment region are present in the turbulent configurations. On
this respect, the eddies seem to suppress the local traces left by transitional structures, which may be an
additional aspect of the homogenising power of turbulence.
But the main difference between clean and turbulent distributions are the quantitative gaps that exist
among them. The evolution of the gaps with the angle-of-attack depends on the chosen airfoil surface:
suction-side distributions preserve the difference, and even accentuate it, whereas pressure-side ones tend to
decrease the gap progressively. If turbulent eddies are causing such gaps, it is evident that they play a minor
role on the pressure-side of the airfoil, which does not develop transitional structures and, consequently,
shows distributions that match their clean counterparts acceptably. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, fluid
properties oscillate largely along the suction-side and, thus, its cp−x′ distribution gets sensibly affected by
turbulent eddies.

Flow visualizations

Figure 5.7 complements the local analysis by contrasting cp−x′ curves with flow visualizations. The plotted
distributions are obtained at Re = 1.2·105 and cover the range α ∈ [0, 12]◦. Their corresponding visualiza-
tions, placed at the top of the chart, provide the qualitative aspect of the analysis.
The identification of separation lines becomes harder due to the fluctuating nature of turbulence. The
eddies cause an effective sweeping of the oil near the leading-edge of the airfoil, just as in clean configu-
rations. However, such a sweeping does not end in a well-defined line that marks the onset of separation.
Rather, streaky traces appear resembling the patterns observed in the post-reattachment turbulent region.
Those traces indicate an oscillating flow, turning the separation phenomenon equally dynamic. Adopting
a conservative approach, separation lines are drawn at the first streamwise stage they become visible. As
observed, those lines move upstream with increasing angles-of-attack, but the trend is far from being uni-
form. Until α = 6◦, there is little variation in its position, but it shifts noticeably towards the leading-edge
when going from α = 6◦ to α = 9◦. Qualitatively though, this tendency corresponds to what is observed in
clean configurations. When compared to the cp distributions, separation lines fall within the linear recov-
ery region developed downstream the suction peak but, given the erratic variation of such lines, no definite
conclusions can be drawn from those correlations.
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Figure 5.7: α effects on cp curves and visualizations for Re = 1.2·105 and I = 3.8%.

Recirculation lines do not appear in any of the visualizations, which is an indicative of the effective sweep-
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ing induced by the turbulent eddies. The lines formed downstream each separation stage address the
reattachment phenomenon, as proven by the increased sweeping and the development of turbulent streaks
afterwards. The upstream shift of these lines is more uniform, evolving from the midchord location at
α = 0◦ to x/c ≈ 0.15 at α = 12◦. Besides, the well-defined quality of the reattachment line indicates that it
is a stable phenomenon in comparison to separation, at least under the turbulent conditions tested herein.
Separation shows a higher sensitivity to freestream perturbations because of its laminar nature. However,
reattachment occurs when the flow has undergone transition and, consequently, it is less sensitive to those
fluctuations. When compared against the cp distributions, reattachment lines fall within the linear recovery
region that extends towards the trailing-edge of the airfoil and, on this respect, they correlate acceptably
with the measured distributions.
The length of the bubbles reduces significantly with respect to the clean configurations, especially at low
angles-of-attack. This reduction comes from the large upstream shift of the reattachment phenomenon,
given that the locations of the separation lines do not vary noticeably with the angle-of-attack. This does
not mean that they are unaffected by turbulent effects; quite to the contrary, turbulence turns them unsta-
ble, which gets manifested as a diffusion or blurring of the separation lines on the visualizations.
The turbulent streaks that develop towards the trailing-edge are similar to those observed in clean config-
urations, as well as the gravity-pulled drops that form close to the border, marking the occurrence of flow
detachment. This detachement moves sensibly upstream with increasing angles-of-attack, which becomes
apparent for α = 12◦ in the form of a large region of unswept oil covering ≈ 20% of the chordwise dimension.
With all, flow visualizations show that turbulence does not suppress transitional structures, as opposed to
what is deduced from the cp distributions alone.

5.3.4 Discrete-roughened configurations

Figures 5.8 to 5.10 show the global evolutions of discrete-roughened cases obtained at increasing Reynolds
numbers. As intensity variations induce minor differences on the curves, the represented evolutions cor-
respond to the I = 3.8% configurations alone. The plotted curves refer to the x/c = {25, 50}% layouts
(empty symbols), given that the x/c = 12% case has been discarded due to its poor behaviour in clean
configurations (see Section 4.3.3). Bare cases (fill symbols) are included for comparative purposes, and
Figure 5.8 contains a set of flow visualizations that provides the qualitative aspect of the analysis.

cl − α curves

The evolutions of the lift coefficients are represented in Figures 5.8a, 5.9a and 5.10a. Section 4.3.3 shows
that the roughness elements induce certain offsets on the initial region of the curves but, as observed, such
offsets become less relevant in turbulent configurations, probably due to the homogenising role of turbulence.
Qualitatively though, the effects induced by the elements remain unchanged: the x/c = 25% case produces
a negative offset, showing lift values that stand below the bare configuration. Instead, the x/c = 50% case
induces a slight positive offset at low Reynolds number, which becomes negative for Re = 1.2·105.
The strong non-linear accelerations that occur in clean configurations are equally attenuated, with discrete-
roughened evolutions being parallel to bare curves throughout the pre-saturation zone. When saturating,
the x/c = 25% case bends relatively quicker than the other two configurations, resulting in noticeably lower
cl values. The x/c = 50% case keeps its positive offset along the saturation zone for Re = {0.8, 1} ·105, and
achieves slightly higher clmax. values than the bare configuration. However, its trend changes sensibly at
Re = 1.2·105, showing a milder linear slope than the bare case and, consequently, reaching lower lift values
before stalling.
Stalling itself does not get largely modified due to the roughness elements. In fact, the x/c = 50% layout
reproduces the hysteresis cycles observed in bare configurations. This behaviour agrees with the analysis
performed in Section 4.3.3, which shows that downstream position of the elements cannot affect the curves
beyond saturation. The x/c = 25% configuration produces a slight delay in αstall for Re = {0.8, 1} ·105,
but this effect is barely perceptible. Instead, it achieves to suppress hysteresis at Re = 1.2·105, which is a
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relevant change in behaviour.

E − α curves

Efficiency evolutions are shown in Figures 5.8b, 5.9b and 5.10b, with the curves corresponding to the fitted
versions of the original datasets as in Figures 5.3b, 5.4b and 5.5b. The evolutions are similar to the bare
configurations, with a marginal improvement obtained by the x/c = 50% case within the α ∈ [9, 13] range
at Re = 0.8·105. However, both roughened configurations fall sensibly below the bare case at Re = 1·105,
and the efficiency drops largely when increasing the Reynolds number further. Such a drop results from the
sensible lift loss occurring at high Reynolds numbers, on the one hand, and the noticeable drag increase
that becomes manifest on the evolutions of the efficiency curves. In fact, the hysteresis suppression achieved
by the x/c = 25% configuration at Re = 1.2·105 does not mean that stalling is avoided. The sustained
efficiency losses that the three configurations show beyond α = 10◦ are indicative of an increasing drag
tendency and, hence, of the stalling phenomenon. Anyhow, the implementation of roughness elements is
not an effective technique for improving the aerodynamic behaviour under these turbulent conditions.

Flow visualizations

The visualizations in Figure 5.8 show that discrete-roughened configurations do not develop separation and
reattachment lines at α = 0◦, meaning that the bubble is suppressed. For the x/c = 50% and 25% cases,
respectively, such a suppression persists until α = 3◦ and 9◦. The bubble reappears at the same location
of the bare case for the x/c = 50% configuration, and slightly upstream of it for the x/c = 25% one. But
the bubble alone cannot account for the observed offsets. Indeed, if changes on the LSB behaviour were
causing such offsets, then the turbulent bubbles should not resemble their bare counterparts as they do.
Likewise, the visualizations provide no clues on the opposite signs of the offsets, nor on the mechanisms
that underlie the differences observed within the linear region of the cl − α curves.
Apart from the bubble, a relevant structure of the visualizations is the set of turbulent streaks developed
towards the trailing-edge of the airfoil. Those streaks indicate definite flow separation. As mentioned in
Section 5.3.3, the bare configuration shows a noticeable detached region at α = 12◦. Such regions are also
present in the discrete-roughened configurations, but they seem to develop them earlier, especially for the
x/c = 25% case. These earlier detachments may explain the quicker saturations of the cl − α curves, but
contradict the hysteresis suppression observed at Re = 1.2·105. The patterns developed by the x/c = 50%
case are similar to the bare ones, justifying their analogous evolutions. Nevertheless, the slightly larger cl
values at the saturation zone do not find any plausible explanation on the visualizations, highlighting their
qualitative nature once again.

5.3.5 Experimental-numerical comparisons

Global analysis

Figure 5.11, shows the curves that represent the cl − α (Figure 5.11a), cd − α (Figure 5.11b) and E − α
(Figure 5.11c) evolutions obtained at Re = 1.2·105 and I = 3.8%.
In clean configurations, the Reθ − γ and XFoil models show an acceptable match with experiments at low
angles-of-attack (see Section 4.3.4). This match is lost in turbulent configurations, with the numerical
values falling outside the uncertainty intervals beyond α ≈ 4 − 5◦, as observed in the zoomed axes of the
cl − α and cd − α charts.
The qualitative trends aren’t properly reproduced either. The slope of the linear cl −α region is underpre-
dicted by the Reθ − γ and XFoil codes. The Reθ − γ model saturates much earlier than the experimental
case, showing a smooth stall beyond α = 14◦ that decreases the lift values and accelerates the drag growth.
Instead, the k−kL−ω model shows a cl−α curve with a noticeable non-linear region, which contrasts with
the straightening effect of turbulence mentioned in Section 5.3.2. Afterwards, it regains the linear behaviour
between α ∈ [11, 15]◦, coincidentally matching the experimental evolution there. The curve saturates at
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Figure 5.11: experimental-numerical comparisons of global variables at Re = 1.2·105 and I = 3.8% (a): cl − α curves; (b): cd − α curves;
(c): E − α curves.
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the largest angles-of-attack, but does not reproduce the stalling phenomenon observed experimentally. The
cd−α curves show that the drag values are largely underpredicted by the model, especially at high angular
configurations (α > 14◦) for which the curve stands below the experimental and Reθ − γ cases.
Although numerical models fail to reproduce lift and drag evolutions acceptably, the observed mismatches
are masked when analysing the efficiency parameter. Figure 5.11c shows that the Reθ − γ and XFoil codes
agree acceptably with the experimental curve, the former at moderate angles-of-attack (α ∈ [5, 9]◦) and
the latter at lower ones (α ∈ [0, 5]◦). In fact, the zoomed axes show that the numerical data-points fall
within the experimental uncertainties. The reason behind this apparent matching is that the efficiency
parameter constitutes a derived magnitude. Even if the computed cl and cd values do not coincide with
the experimental ones, their ratios may show converging trends. However, this agreement is spurious, and
warns against using the efficiency parameter as a validity criterion when performing comparisons.

Local analysis

Figure 5.12 shows the cp and τx distributions obtained at Re = 1.2·105 and I = 3.8% for three different
angles-of-attack, namely α = 3◦ (Figure 5.12a), α = 6◦ (Figure 5.12b) and α = 9◦ (Figure 5.12c).
The cp distributions show that the Reθ−γ and XFoil models lie the closest to the experimental curves, both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The k − kL − ω model shows plateaus and reattachments that turbulent
eddies remove effectively, as mentioned in Section 5.3.3. Additionally, it predicts distributions with larger
cp values, its quantitative mismatch being greater than for the other two models.
With respect to the angle-of-attack, the α = 6◦ case shows the best match between experiments and
simulations. The shapes of the curves coincide acceptably at α = 3◦, but the quantitative gap between
experimental and numerical approaches becomes evident. At α = 9◦, the simulations show reasonable
pressure-side distributions, but there exists a gradual gap at the suction-side, with the k − kL − ω model
behaving the poorest, followed by the Reθ − γ and the XFoil codes, respectively. However, the suction-
side distribution of the experimental case agrees better with the evolution of the k − kL − ω model near
the leading-edge. This model captures the slight reattachment jump observed experimentally, whereas the
Reθ − γ and the XFoil codes don’t. Nevertheless, none of the models reproduces the sustained ∆ (cp) that
the experimental case shows towards the trailing-edge of the airfoil, a shortcoming that is also observed
when comparing clean configurations (refer to Section 4.3.4).
Regarding the τx − x′ distributions, the Reθ − γ model does not predict the formation of a bubble for
none of the angles-of-attack, as the τx values remain positive throughout the distributions. Instead, the
k − kL − ω model develops a bubble at each angular configuration. However, their positions lie noticeably
downstream the experimental ones, and their lengths are relatively larger. These tendencies coincide with
the ones reproduced in clean configurations. The discussion on Figure 4.14 states that a possible reason for
the observed discrepancies is that clean configurations impose turbulence intensities that are exceedingly
low, taking the RANS simulations out of their range of applicability. However, the results above show that
higher turbulence levels do not solve the problem. Further numerical research on RANS models becomes
necessary for capturing transitional phenomena correctly. Given the current computational capabilities,
the configurations studied in Chapters 6 and 7 are analysed on their experimental aspect only.

5.4 Conclusions

The present chapter has incorporated turbulent effects to the analysis, showing the subsequent evolution of
global and local variables, as well as the efectiveness of discrete roughness elements under the turbulent-flow
paradigm. Likewise, experimental-numerical comparisons have been made for analysing the adequacy of the
models to reproduce transitional structures under turbulent conditions. The major findings of the chapter
are listed below:

• The grid-generated flowfield is shown to comply with the Saffman turbulence mode.
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• Non-default turbulence intensities induce opposite effects on global variables. Stall delay and hystere-
sis reduction count as positive outcomes. Instead, non-linear suppression, clmax. reduction and drag
growth correspond to negative effects, which results in suboptimised E − α curves.

• Pressure distributions show the homogenising effect of turbulence, as well as the apparent suppression
of transitional structures like the plateau or the reattachment region.

• Flow visualizations show the development of bubbles despite the moderate turbulence levels. This
contrasts with the cp distributions not showing LSB structures. Probably, averaged pressure mea-
surements suppress the fluctuating effect of turbulence and remove the transitional structures.

• Discrete roughness elements are not effective on improving the aerodynamic behaviour of the airfoil.
Quite to the contrary, both lift and efficiency evolutions are negatively affected in general. The
scale-effect gets manifested in the progressive deterioration of the aerodynamic behaviour, which is
marginal at low Reynolds numbers and becomes substantial at larger ones.

• Comparisons between the experimental and numerical approaches do not yield positive results. Nei-
ther the global nor the local evolutions of the simulated cases match the experimental trends accept-
ably. The numerical approach is discarded further on.
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Chapter 6

Rough configurations

This chapter deals with rough configurations. The rough-flow paradigm constitutes a complementary step
in the process of reproducing real-world scenarios. On this respect, it is the counterpart of the pseudo-real
configuration analysed in Chapter 5. The parameter that enters the analysis is the extent of the airfoil
surface affected by environmental agents. Such a damage is reproduced by means of sandgrain paper, which
models the geometry alterations produced by factors like insect, dust or rain accumulation. The chapter
follows the layot employed so far: Section 6.1 provides a brief historical account on roughness-related studies,
and the body of knowledge accepted currently. Section 6.2 shows its main gaps, and how the present work
intends to fill them. Section 6.3 presents the results, and the subsequent discussion follows. Section 6.4 is
a synthesises the main findings of the analysis.

6.1 State-of-the-art on rough configurations

Section 2.4.1 provides a general overview on the conception of roughness-related aerodynamic studies. The
pioneering works date from the mid 30s [6.1, 6.2]; they set the notion of ESGR (refer to Figure 2.7),
and show that surface roughness induces three flow regimes, in the fashion of the Reynolds number: the
smooth and rough regimes as extreme cases, and the transitional one that stands in between. Such notions
remain valid nowadays, although they have undergone several modifications since then. Those changes
have been focused on two aspects: first, on translating the originally hydrodynamic nature of the ESGR
into an aerodynamic one [6.3]. Second, on introducing additional parameters for describing the roughness
distributions in more detail [6.4–6.6]. However, a lack of consensus remains as for how to relate the measured
roughness with the ESGR parameter [6.7]. The employed formulas may include some distribution-related
variables like the density or the shape of the roughness elements [6.8–6.11], although it is more usual to
use conventional parameters such as the maximum peak-to-valley distance (Rz) [6.12, 6.13], the root-mean-
squared roughness (Rq) [6.14, 6.15] or the average height of the elements (Ra), which is the typical one
[6.16–6.19]. These conventional values can be obtained from standard profilometer surveys, which is way
they own a wide acceptance.
Apart from the surface characterization, certain studies focus on analysing how the airfoils develop the
rough patterns. Surveys on airfoils subjected to large operation periods show that the most damaged parts
locate at the suction-side of the leading-edge, both in turbomachinery-related applications [6.20] and in
wind turbines subjected to severe dust accumulation in desertic environments [6.21]. Later works show
that those patterns are analogous in case of insect debris, rain or ice accretion [6.22–6.26]. Besides, the
operation time is proportional to the extent of damaged area, with longer periods corresponding to the
rough surface expanding towards the trailing-edge [6.21, 6.27].
Regarding the aerodynamic behaviour, the major effect induced by surface roughness is an increase of
the skin-friction coefficient. However, such an increase may be interpreted differently depending on the
application: experimental works about turbomachinery devices show that a higher friction augments the
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heat transfer coefficient and reduces the thermal stresses [6.13, 6.16, 6.28], although certain roughness
configurations cause the opposite trend and may be detrimental on this respect [6.29]. Further studies
seem to confirm the perjudicial effect that large roughness elements have on the heat transfer mechanism,
although they find a beneficial enhancement when increasing the compactness of the distributions [6.11,
6.30].
When it comes to wind turbines or MAVs, for which the thermal component is not as critical, the effect
of roughness turns negative. Larger frictions induce a severe drag penalty, halving the efficiency in some
cases [6.31]. Output power reductions can be as high as 25% for small-scale wind turbines, causing annual
energy production (AEP) losses of ≈ 10% [6.32]. In case of the large-scale ones the number is not as high,
reaching AEP decrements of 2 − 3% [6.33]. Besides, those studies also show that the type of roughness
plays a relevant role on the aerodynamic outcome, with eroded surfaces causing drag penalties that are
twice as high as in cases of insect debris or dust accumulation [6.33]. However, roughness effects are not
categorically harmful. Certain studies mention a reversed trend on the power loss behaviour when using
rough blades [6.32, 6.34, 6.35], and obtaining stall delays with smoother cl − α and cd − α curves is also
possible with particular roughness distributions [6.36]. What such cases show is the possibility of employing
roughness elements as a passive flow-control technique.
On numerical grounds, the difficulty of simulating roughness effects comes from the unfeasibility of meshing
small geometrical patterns, as they would increase the computational cost exponentially [6.7]. The usual
approach consists of modifying the near-wall behaviour of the codes, so that they include some parameter
accounting for the surface roughness. Such modifications have been standard in RANS algorithms since the
80s, with eddy viscosity models depending on the ESGR parameter [6.18, 6.37–6.40]. However, those models
achieve a partial match with experimental datasets in turbomachinery applications [6.41]. The simulations
seem to yield better results for large-scale wind turbines, with the k − ω SST algorithm coupled with a
roughness-compliant model being the predominant one [6.33, 6.42]. Annual energy production losses due
to dust accumulation are partially reproduced, with two-dimensional simulations predicting a 10% decrease
[6.43, 6.44] that compares with the 20-30% range obtained experimentally [6.21]. Nevertheless, smaller
turbines affected by erosion [6.33, 6.45] or subjected to heavy-rain conditions [6.46, 6.47] do not seem to
provide very promising results. In fact, the overall set of works agree on pointing out the limitations of the
models when simulating roughness effects.
As in the previous chapters, Table 6.1 summarizes the main findings mentioned so far.

Table 6.1: summary of the bibliographical corpus dealing with roughness-induced effects on airfoils.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Nikuradse [6.1]
Schlichting [6.2]

flow in pipes
analytical

experimental
• ESGR definition

• roughness-based flow regimes

Dvorak [6.4]
Dirling [6.5]

Sigal & Danberg
[6.6]

flat plate [6.4]
reentry nosetip [6.5]

analytical
experimental

• ESGR as a function of different roughness
distribution parameters

Cebeci & Chang
[6.37]

Tarada [6.38, 6.39]
Shabbir & Turner

[6.18]

flat plate [6.37]
turbine blades [6.38,

6.39]
NACA656-10 airfoils

[6.18]

analytical
experimental

numerical

• roughness-compliant turbulence models, both
algebraic [6.18, 6.37] and RANS k−ω SST based

[6.38, 6.39]

Coleman et al. [6.3] flow in pipes
analytical

experimental
• aerodynamic notion of ESGR
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Table 6.1: continued.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Taylor [6.20]
set of in-service
turbine blades

experimental
• suction-side leading-edge as most affected by

environmental agnets

Hoffs et al. [6.13]
Abuaf et al. [6.16]

turbine blades experimental • enhancement of heat transfer due to roughness

Guo et al. [6.16] — numerical
• mismatches between CFD and experimental

data in turbomachinery devices

Pinson [6.29]
Bons et al. [6.30]
Stripf et al. [6.11]

flat plate [6.29]
turbine blades [6.11,

6.30]
experimental

• both enhancement and deterioration of heat
transfer with different roughness distributions

Corten & Veldkamp
[6.31]

field measurements
on wind turbines

experimental • efficiency halving due to insect debris

Khalfallah & Koliub
[6.21] field measurements experimental

• wind turbine AEP losses of 20-30% due to dust
accumulation in desertic areas

• effect of in-service operation period

Pechlivanoglou et al.
[6.34]

Soltani et al. [6.36]

field measurements
[6.34]

unspecified [6.36]

experimental
numerical

• lift enhancement observed for certain rough
configurations

Cai et al. [6.46]
Noura et al. [6.47]

S809 numerical
• disagreements between CFD and experimental

data for heavy-rain conditions

Diab et al. [6.43],
El-Din & Diab [6.44]

set of airfoils
experimental

numerical

• partial agreements between CFD and
experimental data for large-scale wind turbines

Schramm et al. [6.45]
Han et al. [6.33]

NACA64-618 numerical

• partial agreements between CFD and
experimental data

• erosion effects shown to be twice as harmful as
dust accumulation ones

Latoufis et al. [6.32]
field measurement&

full-scale wind
turbine

experimental
• AEP losses of 25% in small-scale wind turbines
• lift enhancement with certain roughness

distributions

6.2 Critical revision on bibliography

As occurs for the turbulent paradigm, roughness-affected flows need to reproduce configurations that are
representative of the real-world scenarios. Induced roughness patterns may show either positive heights
(dust, insect or fuel accumulation, rain or ice accretion [6.21, 6.23, 6.25]) or negative ones (erosion, pitting
and spallation [6.7]), and their effects are shown to be different [6.33]. The method employed for modelling
rough effects is based on gluing a sandgrain paper to the airfoil, which accounts for environmental agents
that induce cumulative effects, concealing the reproduction of phenomena such as erosion or spallation and
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restricting the analysis to certain applications. The extent of airfoil surface damaged by environmental
agents also depends on the particular device and its operation period [6.21]. Choosing characteristic values
for both the roughness height and the damaged area is essential for achieving relevant real-world configu-
rations. The ones employed in the present work correspond to the typical values of mid- and large-scale
wind turbines [6.21, 6.32, 6.34], which are considered representative of transitionally-operating airfoils.
Most of the cited bibliography considers roughness-induced effects from a global standpoint, showing the
modifications that environmental agents induce on the characteristic curves of the airfoils. The drag penalty
is well-established, as is the loss of efficiency and AEP [6.21, 6.31, 6.33]. However, little attention is given
to the evolution of transitional structures under the rough paradigm. In particular, flow visualizations are
not given much attention, nor the analysis of local variables such as cp distributions. It seems plausible to
state that leading-edge roughness promotes transition, causing shorter bubbles and the onset of turbulent
boundary-layers further upstream. Such predictions can be corroborated qualitatively by observing the
flow patterns, or quantitatively by measuring the surface pressures. Contrasting those results with their
turbulent counterparts is mandatory for acknowledging whether each perturbation factor alters the airfoil’s
behaviour differently or, otherwise, their effects are similar.
Another point that is not considered extensively in the literature is the effect of flow-control techniques
upon rough configurations. There are works that mention a favourable effect of the surface roughness on the
aerodynamic behaviour [6.32, 6.34], but exploiting such a fact does not seem to deserve further attention.
The present study implements discrete roughness elements in addition to a sandgrain band that models the
environmental damage produced on an airfoil, and analyzes how effective such a flow-control method is on
counteracting the negative impact of the damage.
One last consideration has to do with the supposedly poor correlation between the numerical simulations
and experimental data mentioned in the cited references [6.43, 6.44, 6.47]. CFD codes have not been able
to reproduce transitional structures acceptably so far (refer to Chapters 4 and 5) and, given the current
state-of-the-art on rough simulations, it seems sensible to discard the numerical approach hereon.

6.3 Results and discussion

Results are organised as in Section 4.3, with the difference that the section about experimental-numerical
comparisons is absent here. This leaves global variables first, local ones afterwards, and a discussion about
discrete roughness elements for ending the section.

6.3.1 Analysis of global variables

Figure 6.1 represents the global curves obtained at different Reynolds numbers, both for clean and rough
configurations. In order to avoid excessive chartjunk, the plotted cases correspond to three of the five tested
Reynolds numbers, i.e. Re = {0.8, 1.2, 1.6} ·105, which already provide a thorough picture of the scale-effect.
The fill-symbol datasets stand for clean configurations, whereas the empty-symbol ones refer to rough cases.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the rough-flow paradigm assumes that environmental agents damage the 10%
of the airfoil chord, and that such a damage focuses on the leading-edge section [6.20, 6.21]. For the sake of
symmetry, both suction- and pressure-sides are covered by a P80 sandpaper showing an average roughness
height of Ra = 201 µm. This yields a ks value of 1.34·10−3 (refer to Section 2.4.1), which makes the airfoil
stand in the hydrodynamically rough region according to Figure 2.7.

cl − α curves

Figure 6.1a shows that roughness effects on cl − α curves are evident. Within the linear region, roughened
configurations show milder slopes than their clean counterparts, an effect that has also been observed
in turbulent configurations (see Figures 5.3a, 5.4a and 5.5a). However, rough curves show a significant
non-linear effect, especially at low Reynolds numbers. Instead, turbulence has been shown to suppress non-
linearities by straightening the cl−α curves and homogenising their behaviour. On this respect, roughness
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Figure 6.1: compared cl − α and E − α evolutions between rough and default configurations; (a): cl − α curves; (b): E − α curves.
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shows a weaker homogenising power than freestream turbulence.
Besides, differences between clean and rough configurations grow substantially with increasing Reynolds
numbers, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Roughness promotes earlier saturation with increasing
Reynolds numbers, causing an inversion on the clmax. trends, with the Re = 0.8·105 case showing the largest
lift coefficients and vice versa. Stalling and hysteresis are also modified severely: the Re = 0.8·105 case shows
a perceptible stall delay and an increase in the hysteresis cycle. Stalling turns milder Re = 1.2·105, and
the curve becomese flat beyond saturation at Re = 1.6·105, hysteresis disappearing altogether. As occurs
for turbulent configurations, rough cases show a non-homogeneous post-stall evolution, which indicates a
fluctuating behaviour of the flow along the surface of the airfoil.

E − α curves

The E−α curves represented in Figure 6.1b show that the hysteresis suppression observed at large Reynolds
numbers does not mean that stalling is avoided. The severe efficiency drop that the Re = 1.6·105 case shows
at α = 11◦ corresponds to a sudden drag increase, given that the lift curve is alomst flat at such an angle-
of-attack. This cd increase represents the stalling phenomenon, which is not perceptible in the cl − α
curve. Furthermore, the efficiency loss with respect to clean configurations becomes as large as 50% at this
Reynolds number. Although the Re = {0.8, 1.2} ·105 cases behave relatively better in terms of efficiency,
they are unable to overcome their clean counterparts. The difference becomes evident at moderate angles-
of-attack, namely α ∈ [4, 8]◦, for which the milder linear slopes of the rough cases produce flatter efficiency
curves, and the non-linear effects of the clean configurations increase the gap noticeably.
Thus, roughness brings considerable negative effects, even if the chordwise coverage is as small as a 10%.
Such an extent can grow as large as 20% for larger operation periods [6.21]. Given the curves in Figure 6.1,
roughness represents a major threat to the aerodynamic behaviour of transitionally-operating airfoils.

6.3.2 Analysis of local variables

cp − x′ curves

Figure 6.2 represents both clean and rough cp distributions obtained at different angles-of-attack, namely
α = {3, 6, 9}◦ (Figures 6.2a to 6.2c, respectively), and a Reynolds number of Re = 1.2·105.
Quantitatively, a significant gap develops throughout the suction-side distributinos for the α = {3, 6}◦
cases, whereas the pressure-side ones agree acceptably beyond an initial mismatch. This mimsmatch is
probably due to the effect of the roughness band. The mentioned gap is not as perceptible at α = 9◦ but,
unlike for lower angles-of-attack, the pressure-side distributions show a sustained difference along the entire
curve.
The observed gaps are related to the qualitative changes induced by the roughness band. The low angular
configurations show that the bubble structure, represented by the plateau and reattachment regions of the
distributions, is suppressed as in turbulent configurations. The steep gradient that occurs near the leading-
edge looks like a kink on the distributions. This kink is related to some roughness-related effect, and takes
the suction-side curves of the rough configurations below their clean counterparts. Those curves evolve
following a turbulent-like linear decay until the trailing-edge, showing that the boundary-layer has already
undergone transition. The mentioned kink is ascribed to roughness because it is equally reproduced on the
pressure-side. Its origin is to be determined by flow visualizations.
Besides, the α = 9◦ distributions show a converging trend near the trailing-edge, a behaviour that is not
observed in any of the clean or turbulent configurations analysed so far. It may be that the roughness band
is imposing a more effective transition with a stronger boundary-layer being developed afterwards, and that
this mechanism is capable of modifying the sustained ∆ (cp) developed in the other flow configurations.
Anyhow, the bubble structures seem to be effectively suppresed, and the smaller differences between the
suction- and pressure-side distributions correlate with the lower cl values observed in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: cp distributions for different angles of attack, with rough and default configurations running at Re = 1.2·105; (a): α = 3◦; (b):
α = 6◦; (c): α = 9◦.
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Reynolds effects on cp − x′ curves

Unlike turbulent configurations, which show a slight dependency on the Reynolds number, rough cases are
observed to be influenced by the scale-effect. In order to highlight such effect, Figure 6.3 shows the cp
distributions obtained at α = 6◦ for the set of tested Reynolds numbers, and the analysis is complemented
by the corresponding visualizations placed at the top of the diagram.
The sandgrain paper placed at the leading-edge of the airfoil is clearly discernible in the visualizations, and
the vertical line drawn at x/c = 10% shows that, indeed, the roughness band covers the chordwise extent
mentioned in Table 3.2. However, the kink on either of the suction- or pressure-side distributions occurs
slightly downstream the roughness band and, consequently, such a kink does not correlate with the ending
of the rough region. Instead, a set of vertical lines are drawn at the locations of the suction-side kinks; the
leftmost one corresponds to the Re = {1.4, 1.6} ·105 cases, the middle line to the Re = {1, 1.2} ·105 ones,
and the rightmost marker stands for the Re = 0.8·105 case. Those lines show that the kinks correlate with
the beginning of a region of more effective sweeping. This region has been correlated with the reattachment
phenomenon in the previous analyses, and the steep cp gradients that occur downstream the kinks corrobo-
rate it. Those gradients are smoother at Re = 0.8·105, showing that a milder transition process takes place
at lower Reynolds numbers, but reattachment is shown occur relatively faster than in clean and turbulent
configurations. The kinks may be interpreted as indicators of this rapid transitional process, which induces
a premature turbulent boundary-layer that has a larger chordwise extent for evolving and becoming thicker.
This thicker layer owns the necessary energy for avoiding the divergent trailing-edge behaviour mentioned
before.
Additionally, the abscence of bubble structures on the visualizations correlates with the monotonous lin-
ear decays of the distributions and the lack of plateau and reattachment regions in the midchord section.
However, the matching breaks down when approaching the trailing-edge region, as the flow patterns show
a progressive development of gravity-pulled oil drops that mark the beginning of flow detachment. Such
streaks move downstream with increasing Reynolds numbers, as a result of stronger sweeping induced by
larger flow velocities. Eventually, the flow separates from the surface and leaves portions of unswept oil
near the trailing-edge of the airfoil. Instead, the pressure- and suction-side cp distributions show converging
trends that do not change appreciably with the upstream motion of flow separation, nor they indicate
that such a separation is taking place. On this respect, flow visualizations remain as qualitative as in the
previous analyses.

α effects on cp − x′ curves

Figure 6.4 shows the effect of varying the angle-of-attack between α ∈ [0, 12]◦ for a fixed Reynolds number,
namely Re = 1.2·105. The differences with Figure 6.3 are substantial. First of all, there is a single line
representing the location of the kinks, which means that the roughness-induced transition is independent
from the imposed angle-of-attack. The locations of the kinks coincide for the pressure- and suction-side
distributions, which does not occur in Figure 6.3. Indeed, such a figure shows that, although the locations
of the pressure-side kinks do not depend on the Reynolds number, the suction-side ones move upstream
with increasing velocities. The matching observed in Figure 6.4 is backed up by the visualizations, which
show the beginning of a more efective sweeping at the location of the kinks.
Besides, the α = 12◦ case shows a sustained ∆ (cp) when approaching the trailing-edge of the airfoil,
although such a gap is noticeably smaller than the ones found in clean and turbulent configurations at
lower angles-of-attack. The visualizations show that increasing angles-of-attack cause a larger portion of
unswept oil near the trailing-edge, which indicates an earlier detachment. Likewise, the gravity-pulled drops
that mark the beginning of an unstable turbulent boundary-layer shorten progressively and, for α = 9◦, such
streaks are barely appreciable. At α = 12◦ those streaks disappear altogether, meaning that detachment
occurs abruptly. Probably, such is the reason for the sustained pressure gap observed at the trailing-edge
region of the α = 12◦ configuration. However, this explanation does not apply in neither of the clean nor
turbulent cases, as the divergent trailing-edge behaviours correlate with the appearance of gravity-pulled
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Figure 6.3: Reynolds effects on cp curves and visualizations for rough configurations at α = 6◦.
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Figure 6.4: α effects on cp curves and visualizations of rough configurations at Re = 1.2·105.
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streaks, indicating that their detachment processes are not as sudden as in rough configurations. If, at all,
the described mechanism is valid for rough configurations alone, and highlights the qualitative aspect of
the visualizations once again.

6.3.3 Discrete-roughened configurations

The analysis is synthesised in Figures 6.5 to 6.7, which show the global evolutions of discrete-roughened
configurations operating under an environmentally roughened airfoil for Re = {0.8, 1.2, 1.6} ·105, respec-
tively. For comparative purposes, the curves of the bare configurations (i.e. those without discrete elements)
are also represented and, in order to complement the analysis qualitatively, Figure 6.5 includes a series of
flow visualizations.

cl − α curves

The evolutions of the lift coefficients are given in Figures 6.5a, 6.6a and 6.7a. The offsets observed in clean
configurations are also reproduced here, albeit with certain differences coming from the implementation of
the leading-edge roughness band. The shifts of the discrete-roughened curves seem positively biased, in
the sense that their values lie above those of their clean counterparts. Nevertheless, the qualitative trends
remain invariant; the offset of the x/c = 25% is negative, whereas that of x/c = 50% is positive, and
both deviations move toward lesser values with increasing Reynolds numbers. With all, roughness has a
weaker homogenising power than freestream turbulence, which shows much smaller offsets due to such an
homogenization (see Figures 5.8a, 5.9a and 5.10a).
The non-linear accelerations of the discrete-roughened cases, which are overly accentuated in Figures 4.10
to 4.12, do not play a relevant role herein. The only curves showing such accelerated trends are the bare
ones, with the discrete-roughened evolutions having slight non-linear regions, especially at low Reynolds
number (Re = 0.8·105), or limiting themselves to evolve linearly, with a slope that is smaller than the
theoretically predicted one.
On the saturation and stalling zones, the discrete-roughened cases show a Reynolds-dependent effect, with
αstall being unaltered at Re = 0.8·105, but promoted at Re = 1.2·105. The lift drop due to stalling decreases
sensibly, and the hysteresis cycles of the discrete-roughened cases show a smaller extent than their clean
counterparts. This is so for the Re = {0.8, 1.2} ·105 cases. At Re = 1.6·105 the cycle disappears as mentioned
in Section 6.3.1. For such a configuration, the effects of implementing discrete roughness elements are not
as clear as at lower Reynolds numbers. The x/c = 25% configuration causes the reappearance of a slight
hysteresis cycle that extends in the range α ∈ [10, 20]◦, whereas the x/c = 50% one follows the bare
configuration closer.
The post-stalling behaviour is not as homogeneous as in the clean cases. This is probably due to the
stronger turbulent flowfield generated by the leading-edge roughness band when the airfoil behaves as a
bluff-body. As mentioned when discussing Figures 6.3 and 6.4, one of the main effects of the roughness band
is to trigger a faster transition and an earlier turbulent flowfield. Such a flowfield becomes fully turbulent
sooner, producing stronger fluctuations that get amplified when stalling occurs, causing a non-homogeneous
post-stall behaviour.
The discussion on Section 4.3.3 already shows the inability of the visualizations to explain the offsets and
the non-linear trends, and such a drawback seems equally reproduced on the set of pictures at the top of
Figure 6.5. Considering the flow patterns obtained at α = 0◦, there seems to be no reason explaining why the
large separation region observed for the x/c = 50% case correlates with a positive offset, whereas the streaky
lines showed by the x/c = 25% configuration induce a negative shift. As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, the
effects of discrete elements on lift and efficiency parameters are probably global, meaning that the pressure-
side of the airfoil is being affected by their implementation as well. It occurs likewise when trying to explain
the modified non-linear trends of the curves. The patterns of the x/c = 25% case resemble those of the bare
configuration for α = {6, 9}◦, whereas the x/c = 50% ones do not and, however, both discrete-roughened
cases show a null non-linear tendency as opposed to their bare counterparts. The differences found at the
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Figure 6.5: cl − α and E − α curves for discrete-roughened configurations of a rough airfoil at Re = 0.8·105; (a): cl − α curves; (b): E − α
curves.
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α = 12◦ visualizations should be ascribed to the different behaviours that the configurations show near
stalling, but the correlations are not conclusive: the x/c = 50% case has already stalled when reaching such
an angle-of-attack, but neither of the other two configurations have. The patterns, though, show a stalled
behaviour of the discrete-roughened cases, but a partially unstalled bare configuration. The technique of
oil-painting visualizations is corroborated as highly qualitative.

E − α curves

The roughness-induced differences on the efficiecy parameter are given in Figures 6.5b, 6.6b and 6.7b. The
lift offsets, although propagated to the E−α curves, are not sustained for as long as in clean configurations.
The x/c = 50% case is able to keep its positive shift within α ∈ [0, 5]◦ when no roughness is present, but
loses its advantage beyond α = 1◦ at rough configurations. The reason for this modification comes from
a larger cd, which causes an initial efficiency evolution with a noticeably smaller linear slope and a poorer
behaviour of the discrete-roughened cases. Furthermore, the curves do not play better at the saturation
and stalling zones. The combination of environmental roughness and purposefully implemented discrete
elements shows a synergetic effect. The overall behaviour is less efficient when those features are combined
than when their individual contributions are considered apart. Anyhow, the inclusion of discrete roughness
elements as a flow control technique is proven to be detrimental under these circumstances.

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter has analysed the main effects that environmentally harmful agents induce on the aerodynamic
behaviour of transitionally-operating airfoils. The major findings pertaining the global and local variables,
as well as the effects of introducing discrete roughness elements as a source of flow control, are listed below:

• The cl−α and E−α evolutions show a markedly poorer than their clean counterparts. Knowing that
roughness can affect a surface portion that is twice as large as the 10% chordwise extent employed
herein [6.21], addressing its harmful consequences turns mandatory in any design process.

• The local analysis shows that roughness supresses the bubbles, inducing a faster, upstream-shifted
transition and a boundary-layer that turns turbulent much earlier. These phenomena correlate ad-
equately with flow visualizations, but such a correlation breaks down when considering clean and
turbulent configurations, and noticing that a divergent trailing-edge behaviour need not comply with
a sudden turbulent detachment as in the α = 12◦ case of an environmentally-roughened airfoil. The
preeminently qualitative nature of the flow visualizations is corroborated by the analysis.

• The implementation of discrete roughness elements induces harmfully synergetic effects, meaning
that they cause a larger cd increase than the sum of their individual contributions. As a result,
the efficiency parameter behaves poorly when compared to the clean configurations, and this passive
method becomes ineffective under the considered flow conditions.
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Chapter 7

Real configurations

The last step towards reproducing real-world configurations consists of merging turbulent and rough effects.
The resultant flowfield is not a pseudo-real one as in Chapters 5 and 6, but a genuine representative that
considers deviations in both fluid and geometrical variables. Being the flow conditions as real as possible,
the resultant aerodynamic curves lie the closest to the ones that a device would have in situ. In case
the comparison with previous paradigms yields noticeable discrepancies, the analysis will demonstrate how
relevant it is to test the airfoils under these conditions.
The structure of the chapter follows the layout employed so far. Section 7.1 prodives a state-of-the-art
on real configurations, and Section 7.2 performs the corresponding revision. Results and discussions are
presented in Section 7.3, and the main conclusions of the analysis, in Section 7.4.

7.1 State-of-the-art on real configurations

Both turbulence- and roughness-related fields are acceptably understood nowadays, mainly because they
have undergone large historical evolutions as shown in Sections 5.1 and 6.1. A quasi-real scenario requires
bringing those fields together, which turns it a relatively immature research line. Unlike for previous cases,
which provide century-long overviews on the subjects, the starting point of the current state-of-the-art
is found to lie at the mid 90s [7.1]. The study undertakes heat transfer measurements on a cascade of
turbomachinery-related airfoils subjected to different levels of turbulence intensities and surface roughness.
However, the authors do not provide any conclusive statement regarding the combined effect of turbulence
and roughness.
The work by Wetzel & Farokhi performs a number of wind tunnel experiments upon a S807 airfoil subjected
to different turbulent intensities and equipped with a set of roughening elements for reducing turbulent drag,
together with vortex generators for achieving control over stalling [7.2]. Although the tested configurations
do not genuinely comply with rough conditions, they show a first attempt for enhancing aerodynamic ef-
ficiency under circumstances that lie close to real-world scenarios. Stall delay is obtained with a correct
placement of the vortex generators, and drag reduction occurs due to the implementation of the riblets.
Furthermore, the authors show that those riblets turn ineffective when placed within the laminar region of
the airfoil, mainly due to the LSB structure formed near the leading-edge.
More recent works seem focused on analysing simpler configurations [7.3–7.5]. The one by Bons [7.3] un-
dertakes tests on a flat plate equipped with different roughness distributions and subjected to a number of
distinct turbulent intensities. He finds that roughness effects on skin friction are 2−4 times as significant as
those on heat transfer, but that the trend is reversed when including turbulence. Additionally, he points out
that the combination of both agents is synergetic, causing larger skin friction and heat transfer variations
than those obtained by adding their individual contributions. However, his findings may not be directly
extrapolable to airfoil configurations.
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Further studies focus on deriving experimental correlations between transition parameters and both turbu-
lent and roughness variables & Yaras [7.4–7.6]. Such correlations predict an earlier transition with increasing
turbulence levels and roughness heights, and they are formulated so that the synergetic effect becomes mani-
fest. However, they are also obtained for flat plate configurations, and their validity for modelling transition
in curved bodies is up to question. Additionally, the correlation parameters refer to local flow variables such
as the momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number, but they do not provide information with respect to
the global behaviour.
With all, Table 7.1 gathers the relevant aspects of the works cited above.

Table 7.1: summary of the bibliographical corpus reproducing quasi-real effects on airfoils.

Reference
Tested

airfoil(s)
Testing
method

Major findings

Hoffs et al. [7.1] cascade of airfoils experimental
• inconclusive combined effects of turbulent and

rough factors

Wetzel & Farokhi
[7.2] S807 experimental

• control over turbulent configurations by riblets
and vortex generators

Bons [7.3] flat plate experimental
• synergies between turbulent and rough effects

• limited to flat plate configurations

Roberts & Yaras
[7.4, 7.5]

McAuliffe & Yaras
[7.6, 7.7]

flat plate

analytical
experimental

[7.4, 7.5]
numerical
[7.6, 7.7]

• correlations between transition parameters and
both turbulent and rough variables

• limited to a local analysis on flat plate
configurations

7.2 Critical revision on bibliography

The state-of-the-art highlights the need for undertaking further research on quasi-real scenarios. The few
studies available are focused on analysing local effects such as variations on heat transfer coefficient [7.1,
7.3], skin friction [7.3] or transition-related parameters [7.4–7.7]. The only work concerned with measuring
globally observable phenomena such as stall delay, lift enhancement or drag reduction is that of Wetzel &
Farokhi [7.2]. Despite its closer approach to real conditions than purely clean configurations, roughness
effects are not reproduced as genuinely as to make of it a referential study. Considering the evolution of
an airfoil’s characteristic curves under real conditions is essential for designing purposes, and that’s the
approach undertaken herein: first of all, by reproducing the combined effects of turbulence and roughness
upon a NACA. Secondly, by measuring both global and local variables and relating them together. And
lastly, by implementing a discrete-roughness-based flow-control technique for attempting to improve the
aerodynamic behaviour of the configurations.
However, the reproduced configurations have certain limitations. Grid-generated turbulence has shown to
produce intensities corresponding to turbomachinery-related applications. Those applications are mainly
subjected to erosion, spallation and corrosive agents, which are not reproducible in the rough-flow paradigm.
Instead, cumulative roughness effects such as insect debris or dust accumulation are typical of wind turbine
blades, which face turbulent levels lying above 4% that are not experimentally achievable with the current
set-up. In other words, the combination of perturbing agents does not result in a genuine real-world
configuration. Nevertheless, the current study is to be understood as a first approach towards a global
analysis, and the proper modelling of real flows is left to future research lines.
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7.3 Results and discussion

The results that follow are structured as in Section 6.3, comprising the analyses of global variables, local
evolutions and discrete roughness alterations. In order to appreciate how the curves are affected by the set
of different flow conditions tested through Chapters 4 to 7, it is instructive to plot those evolutions jointly,
so that a comparative analysis results.

7.3.1 Analysis of global variables

Figures 7.1 to 7.3 show the global evolutions obtained at increasing Reynolds numbers (Re = {0.8, 1, 1.2} ·105,
respectively) for the overall set of conditions tested so far, namely the clean-, turbulent-, rough- and real-
flow paradigms. For the sake of conciseness, and having established the homogenising effect of turbulence
in Chapter 5, the configruations that include non-default turbulence levels correspond to an intensity of
I = 3.8% solely.

cl − α curves

The cl − α evolutions are given in Figures 7.1a, 7.2a and 7.3a. A straightforward observation is that the
inclusion of any perturbing agent, may it be turbulence or roughness, induces a lower linear slope than the
clean case, as well as a suppression of the non-linearities that exist in the pre-saturation zone. Freestream
turbulence seems more effective on the suppression mechanism, with the rough configurations showing a
mild non-linear tendency and an initial region that grows noticeably slower than their clean or turbulent
counterparts. The combination of both perturbing mechanisms leads to a merging of their individual effects:
the real curves show a reduced slope during the initial trend, as well as a straightened pre-saturation zone.
In comparison, rough configurations show a sensibly smaller linear slope, especially at larger Reynolds
numbers; likewise, the straightening of the turbulent cases is more effective than their real counterparts,
the latter saturating much earlier and at lower cl values. The combination of perturbing mechanisms is not
purely additive, and the real curves do not show a mere superposition of the individual effects, but rather
a synergetic behaviour that reflects the interplay between turbulence and roughness.
This interplay is better appreciated when considering the saturation and stalling zones. The inclusion of
turbulence induces a considerable stall delay; additionally, the slight cl increase observed at Re = 0.8·105 is
lost at higher Reynolds numbers, with a marginal lift loss being caused at Re = 1.2·105. These effects are
observed when grouping the curves between the clean & turbulent cases, on the one hand, and the rough
& real ones, on the other hand, which means that the mentioned differences are induced by the inclusion of
turbulence alone. Likewise, leading-edge roughness produces a significant lift loss when compared to clean
configurations. If clean & rough curves are compared against the turbulent & real ones, it is concluded that
the main roughness effect is to cause such a gap.
These pairings may indicate that a superposition of effects is taking place, but there are noticeable differences
that remark the synergetic interplay between turbulence and roughness. In particular, stall is delayed when
including roughness at Re = 0.8·105, whereas it is promoted when passing from a turbulent to a real
flowfield. At larger Reynolds numbers, the saturating behaviour of the real curve is radically different from
either of its rough or turbulent counterparts, and such an evolution can only be ascribed to a combined
effect of the perturbing mechanisms. Additionally, the hysteresis cycle is progressively suppressed, up to the
point of disappearing at Re = 1.2·105. This suppression occurs much earlier than in rough configurations
which, as shown in Section 5.3.2, require a Reynolds number of Re = 1.6·105 for getting rid of the hysteresis
cycle. Besides, Section 5.3.2 shows that turbulence alone is not able to suppress it. These changes are due
to a synergy between turbulence and roughness.

E − α curves

The E − α evolutions are shown in Figures 7.1b, 7.2b and 7.3b. The initial, pre-saturated zones of the
turbulent and rough configurations evolve similarly, but the real curves show much slower efficiency incre-
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Figure 7.1: compared cl−α and E−α evolutions for the different physical scenarios at Re = 0.8·105; (a): cl−α curves; (b): E−α curves.
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ments with the angle-of-attack. Those trends do not correlate with the observed cl − α slopes, and the
low efficiencies are ascribed to large cd values. Unlike for the lift curves, which show synergetic effects on
the saturation and stalling zones, the drag parameter seems to be affected by a combination of turbulence
and roughness for the overall set of angular configurations. The difference between the real curve and its
counterparts increases progressively with the Reynolds number and, for Re = 1.2·105, it merely represents
the 25% of clean configuration’s clmax. . Furthermore, Section 5.3.2 points out that non-default turbulence
levels induce a significant stall delay, causing an efficiency gain with respect to the clean curves. Such a gain,
which in case of turbulent configurations is preserved regardless of the Reynolds number, is less effective in
real cases: the achieved edge is marginal at Re = 1·105, and disappears altogether for the largest Reynolds
number. Hence, the negative synergy between turbulence and roughness affects the efficiency parameter
more sensibly than the lift coefficient.

7.3.2 Analysis of local variables

cp − x′ curves

On the local side, Figure 7.4 represents the cp distributions obtained at a Reynolds number of Re = 1.2·105

for three angles-of-attack, namely α = 3◦ (Figure 7.4a), α = 6◦ (Figure 7.4b) and α = 9◦ (Figure 7.4c).
Unlike for the global variables, the cp distributions do not show the synergetic effects between turbulence
and roughness. The curves can be paired in two ways: if the clean & turbulent cases are contrasted with
the rough & real ones, it is readily observed that turbulence induces a downward shift on the overall
distributions. If the clean & rough configurations are put against the turbulent & real ones, the kink
induced by the roughness band gets highlighted, as well as the suppression of the bubble structures at low
angles-of-attack. The differences between turbulent and real curves are more noticeable in the suction-side
distributions than in the pressure-side ones, which look much more uniform due to the homogenising power
of turbulence and differ, mainly, because of the kink. On this respect, the real curves reflect a superposition
of turbulence and roughness effects rather than a synergetic combination. Thus, such a synergy shows up
as a global effect, not discernible when performing a local approach. Nevertheless, the trends correlate
adequately with the measured cl − α curves, in the sense that the values obtained by cp integration would
correspond acceptably with the observed lift evolutions.

Flow visualizations

Figure 7.5 complements the above analysis by including a set of flow visualizations in addition to the cp
curves. As occurs in Section 5.3.3, the homogenising effect of turbulence removes the dependency on the
Reynolds number, leaving the angle-of-attack as the relevant variable for performing a local analysis.
The visualizations show that a fast transition takes place after the roughness band, just as in Figure 6.4.
The vertical line marks the stage at which a more effective sweeping begins, and coincides with the kinks ob-
served in the cp distributions. The positions of those kinks are not affected by the angle-of-attack, showing
that the transition mechanism triggered by the roughness band does not depend on the angular configu-
ration. Additionally, the bubble structures present in Figure 5.7 disappear, suppressed by the roughness
effect.
The homogenising effect of turbulence becomes apparent in the similar chordwise stages at which the oil
streaks turn visible, near the midchord location. This contrasts with the pictures obtained at turbulent
configurations, which show that those streaks appear close to the trailing-edge of the airfoil, and move
slightly upstream with increasing angles-of-attack. Instead, the constant location of the streaks in the real
configurations indicate a combined effect. Probably, the fast transition produces a turbulent boundary-
layer that evolves downstream, without varying its behaviour along the chordwise extent. Nevertheless,
the α = {9, 12}◦ cases show a wider region of unswept oil near the trailing-edge, showing that the angle-
of-attack affects the location at which detachment occurs. Such locations shift upstream with increasing α
values, just as in Figures 5.7 and 6.4, and it is an indicative of the airfoil being less effective on producing
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Additionally, those angles-of-attack are the only ones having unswept oil regions, showing cp distributions
with a sustained ∆ (cp) at the trailing-edge. Obtaining a correlation between detached flow regions and
∆ (cp) values at the trailing-edge has not been possible in clean and turbulent configurations, but that
correlation seems plausible whenever the roughness band is present, as already shown when analysing Fig-
ure 6.4. However, such a correlation implies that a partially stalled configuration, namely one that shows
unswept oil regions near the trailing-edge, has a sustained ∆ (cp) value, whereas a totally unstalled con-
figuration owns a convergent trend. When integrating the distributions, the partially stalled configuration
will yield a larger lift value than the unstalled one, and the correspondence between cp distributions and
flow visualizations means that such an increase occurs due to the sustained ∆ (cp) near the trailing-edge.
That sounds as an incorrect reasoning, and the correspondence is to be understood on qualitative grounds
solely: it shows that a relationship between the detachment phenomenon and the pressure distribution
exists, but extending such a relationship into magnitudes such as the lift coeffiicient is spurious. If, at all,
an inconclusive connection is found between both approaches, with the measured data not being able to
discern how such a connection operates.

7.3.3 Discrete-roughened configurations

Figures 7.6 to 7.8 show the global curves of discrete-roughened configurations subjected to real flow con-
ditions and increasing Reynolds numbers. The bare case is also plotted for comparative purposes, and
Figure 7.6 comprises a set of flow visualizations that provide the qualitative aspect of the analysis.

Reynolds-dependent analysis

Some common features induced by the discrete elements are shown in the cl − α evolutions (Figures 7.6a,
7.7a and 7.8a). The offsets are reproduced as in the rest of the flow paradigms, with the homogenising
effect of turbulence turning them less noticeable than in clean or rough configurations. This homogenising
effect is also observed on the lack of a non-linear region, with the discrete-roughened cases being parallel
to their bare counterparts. However, those shared features do not reach further, and the analysis proceeds
better if performed in terms of the Reynolds number:

• Re = 0.8·105: Figure 7.6b shows a largely reduced efficiency of the x/c = 25% case, which is
ascribed to increased drag values. Indeed, the slopes of the cl − α curves are nearly parallel for all
the configurations, but the efficiency evolutions show a much slower initial region of the x/c = 25%
case. The placement of the elements at such a chordwise extent produces an increased drag, and a
corresponding efficiency loss, for whatever the reason. Likewise, the x/c = 50% case shows a range of
angles-of-attack (α ∈ [10, 15]◦) with improved efficiency values. Flow visualizations do not provide any
hints on what may be driving those mechanisms. The x/c = 25% configuration shows flow patterns
that lie closer to the baseline case, but it behaves poorer in terms of global variables, only obtaining
a marginal efficiency gain at α ∈ [14, 16]◦ as a result of an enhanced capacity for avoiding stall. In
contrast, the visualizations that correspond to α = {0, 3, 6}◦ show a wider extent of detached flow
for the x/c = 50% case and, still, it behaves similarly to its bare counterpart. The reasoning also
fails within the improved efficiency range, with the x/c = 50% visualizations showing larger stalled
regions, yet achieving better behaviours.

• Re = 1·105: the situation is largely similar in Figure 7.7. The reduced efficiency of the x/c = 25%
case remains invariant, as well as its efficiency gain due to stall delay. The improved efficiency range
of the x/c = 50% configuration changes sensibly, being delimited to the α ∈ [9, 12]◦ range. Such a
range corresponds to a noticeable lift enhancement observed in Figure 7.7a; indeed, whereas the bare
case saturates abruptly beyond α = 10◦, the discrete-roughened cases are able to sustain their linear
trends longer. This feature enables the x/c = 50% case to overcome the efficiency values of its bare
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counterpart. Additionally, the similarities between the Re = {0.8, 1} ·105 curves seems to indicate
that analogous mechanisms govern the flow at both Reynolds numbers.

• Re = 1.2·105: Figure 7.8 shows that the situation changes radically when increasing the Reynolds
number. The cl−α curve of the x/c = 50% case saturates earlier, owning the lowest lift values. Instead,
the x/c = 25% case does shows a milder saturation than at lower Reynolds numbers, being able to
maintain an increasing tendency until α = 16◦ and standing noticeably above the bare configuration.
These modifications get reflected on the E−α curves: now, the poorest efficiency evolution corresponds
to the x/c = 50% case. The x/c = 25% configuration follows its bare counterpart at low angles-of-
attack; then it saturates slightly earlier, showing marginally lower efficiencies at α ∈ [8, 10]◦ but,
afterwards, it delays stall until α = 16◦, inducing an efficiency gain with respect to the other cases.
Thus, the x/c = 25% case becomes an improved configuration for being employed at large angles-of-
attack and Reynolds number.

The analysis above shows that discrete roughness elements are not a detrimental control technique regard-
less of the flow conditions. The methodology outlined in this work makes it clear that it is relevant to
consider different testing scenarios, preferably reproducing the conditions the airfoils face in their oper-
ation environments. Flow-control techniques that are not fruitful under clean-, turbulent- or rough-flow
paradigms way turn favourable in real conditions.
Besides, the physical mechanisms that explain the observed behaviours have not been clarified. The rad-
ically different evolutions at Re = 0.8·105 and Re = 1·105 show that the transitional regime is extremely
sensible to the scale-effect. Additionally, the discrete roughness distributions employed in this work con-
stitute an extremely reduced set of the available possibilites. Different distributions may be achieved by
modifying the chordwise or spanwise position of the elements, their heights, shapes and sizes. The fact that
some of the tested distributions operate beneficially under certain flow circumstances solves no problem at
all; to the contrary, it is the statement of one. What the results above provide is a motivation for studying
which of those distributions is the optimum one, knowing that the task is not doomed to failure from the
start.

7.4 Conclusions

Chapters 4 to 7 comprise an aerodynamic characterization performed under an ever-growing complexity
of flow conditions. Real flows, which include the combined effects of turbulence and roughness, have been
analysed in the present chapter, which constitutes the ending point of the study. Below are the key points
about the global and local evolutions, and the major effects induced by the discrete roughness elements:

• The differences on the global evolutions obtained at different flow paradigms show that the design
process cannot be restricted to analysing clean conditions, as such an approach is largely overpredictive
and non-conservative on the capabilities of the airfoil.

• The combination of turbulence and roughness does not result in a mere superposition of their effects.
Rather, a negative synergy occurs between them, and the real cases behave noticeably poorer than
expected.

• The cp distributions do not capture the synergetic effect, and they reproduce the real distributions as
superpositions of their turbulent and rough cases.

• Flow visualizations show patterns that are different from those observed in turbulent or rough con-
figurations alone and, on this respect, they represent the synergetic effects observed in the global
parameters. The correspondence between visualizations and cp curves is to be understood on quali-
tative grounds solely.
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• Certain discrete-roughened configurations cause lift and efficiency improvements with respect to the
bare cases, showing the possibility of employing discrete roughness elements as a flow control tech-
nique. Distributions with different parameters, such as chordwise or spanwise positions, heights, sizes
or shapes, should be tested to find the optimum flow-control configuration.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future works

The motivation for analysing transitionally-operating airfoils has been based on the high sensitivity that
the aerodynamic behaviour of those applications show to the input parameters that determine the flow
configuration. On this respect, the core of the analysis undertaken herein has been focused on accomplishing
the set of goals defined in Section 1.2. After having gone through the details of the research, such goals can
be considered as successfully fulfilled. Indeed, a synthesis of the investigation follows the pathway marked
by those goals closely: the protocolization of measurement techniques in Chapter 3, required for performing
the characterization of a standard airfoil under different flow paradigms through Chapters 4 to 7. Likewise,
these chapters have also analysed the effectiveness of certain discrete-roughened distributions as a passive
flow-control technique for improving the behaviour of the airfoil. And, last but not least, the suitedness of
RANS turbulence models for reproducing transitional structures has been examined in Chapters 4 and 5.
Those analyses have led to a number of conclusions that provide a synthetic overview of the dissertation,
as well as opening some new research possibilities to be tackled in a near future. Both of them are provided
in what follows.

8.1 Conclusions

• The sensitivity of the aerodynamic behaviour to the input parameters has been corroborated. The
scale-effect, or the dependence on the Reynolds number, is largest under the clean-flow paradigm.
Both global and local variables show significant variations within the transitional regime, even when
changing the Reynolds number as little as Re = 0.2·105. The visual aspect of such changes is found on
the shortening of the LSBs with increasing Reynolds number, as well as in their upstream motion with
the angle-of-attack. However, such a motion of the bubbles does not agree with the lift-enhancing
role ascribed to them by Hansen et al. [8.1]. Quite to the contrary, it has been found that variations
on the pressure-side of the airfoil, where no bubbles are developed, can be as relevant as the ones
occurring in the suction-side.

• Regardless of the scale-effect observed under clean configurations, the passing from ideal to pseudo-
real flow conditions induces severe variations on the aerodynamic behaviour. Turbulence has proven
to own a large homogenising power, partially suppressing the scale-effect and causing substantial
changes on the location and extent of the bubbles. Likewise, leading-edge roughness has shown
to induce a faster transition, being effective at getting rid of the bubbles in spite of preserving a
noticeable scale-effect. The real-flow paradigm, which merges the contributions of both perturbing
agents, produces a negative synergy between turbulence and roughness: the aerodynamic outcomes
of the airfoil, namely its lift and efficiency parameters, behave poorer than when superimposing the
effects of such perturbing agents separately. In fact, cl and E values of clean and real configurations

147
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can differ, respectively, as much as 35% and 75% at certain Reynolds numbers, showing the strength
of the negative synergy between turbulence and roughness.

• The effectiveness of discrete-roughened distributions has also been shown to depend on the imposed
flow paradigm. Clean and pseudo-real configurations do not benefit largely from the flow-control
technique. The improvements, whenever they are observed, become marginal, reducing to a mild offset
on the lift values for small angles-of-attack or a slight increase on αstall. Besides, flow visualizations
performed upon these configurations show that the LSBs are not effectively suppressed, indicating
that the detected changes are due to some other factors. On this respect, the global condition of the
transitional regime gets corroborated, meaning that changes on both the suction- and pressure-side
structures are probably taking place when implementing the roughness elements, and that they are
equally relevant on determining the aerodynamic behaviour. However, real configurations have shown
to be positively affected by the discrete-roughness distributions, experiencing either a noticeable
stall delay (x/c = 25% case) or lift and efficiency enhancements that grow as large as 11% and
18%, respectively, when compared to the bare configurations (Re = 1.2·105 case equipped with the
x/c = 50% roughness distribution).

• Both the aerodynamic behaviour of the airfoil and the effectiveness of the passive flow-control tech-
nique have been shown to depend strongly on the imposed flow paradigm. Consequently, characteri-
zation and design procedures of transitionally-operating airfoils are meant to consider different testing
scenarios for collecting relevant data. Measurements under clean, turbulent or rough configurations
alone can serve to gain insights into the physical mechanisms that govern transitional processes, but
they may fall short when accounting for the genuine behaviour that the airfoil will show in its opera-
tion environment. Reproducing real-world conditions as faithfully as possible becomes a mandatory
step in wind-tunnel experiments concerned with transitional applications.

• The experimental protocols defined in Section 3.1.1 have shown different levels of suitedness for de-
scribing transitional flows. Whereas lift and pressure measurements have not posed major problems,
extending the momentum-deficit technique to turbulent configurations has required defining a sta-
tistical procedure for validating the resultant cd − α curves [8.2]. This has led to discarding certain
flow configurations from the experimental campaign, under the justification that the turbulence con-
ditions were not adequate for obtaining valid drag coefficients. Besides, the correspondence between
directly measured cl values and those derived from integrating the cp distributions has shown to be
qualitative, at best. Those distributions are obtained at a given cross-section of the airfoil, making
them two-dimensional in contrast to the inherent three-dimensionality of the airfoil and the load
measurements, which is probably at the core of the differences between the lift values derived from
both approaches. Likewise, the oil-painting technique has shown to be highly interpretative and,
consequently, its purpose consists on providing qualitative insights into the flow dynamics. Last but
not least, the repeatibility protocol together with a replication-levels-based uncertainty analysis [8.3]
has shown to be a powerful tool for calculating the uncertainty intervals of the measured magnitudes.
Those intervals have served for proving that the scale-effect is discernible at Reynolds increments of
0.2·105, or that cp-derived lift values at high angles-of-attack become unstable and difficult to reconcile
with their counterparts, for instance.

• Numerical simulations have not shown promising trends. The chosen turbulence models reproduce ex-
perimental lift and drag values at low angles-of-attack, and so does the panel-method code. However,
such an agreement does not hold beyond α = 5◦ usually, and the numerical curves at larger angles
differ both qualitatively and quantitatively from the experimental ones, especially during saturation
and stalling. Regarding pressure distributions and skin-friction coefficients, the models are shown
to predict enlarged and downstream-shifted bubbles when compared to the experimental ones, indi-
cating that the discrepancies on the global variables come from different structures being developed
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locally. Anyhow, the shortcomings of the simulations arise for both clean and turbulent configura-
tions, and further investigations on the numerical models seem necessary for reconciling them with
the experimental aspect.

8.2 Future works

• On the characterization side, the present work establishes a starting point for analysing the behaviour
of transitionally-operating airfoils in a more thorough manner. Each of the flow paradigms defined
for the current study can be complemented by extending the range of tested parameters. In clean
configurations, Reynolds numbers other than the ones employed herein may serve for analysing how
strong the scale-effect is, which marks the extent of the transitional regime. The same can be said for
the turbulent intensities, in case the wind-tunnel is adapted for achieving larger levels of turbulence,
or the chordwise coverage of the roughness band. Ultimately, these wider parametrical ranges would
allow extending the characterization to the whole transitional regime, without needing to delimit
the set of characterizable applications to the ones that comply with the experimentally reproducible
conditions.

• On the flow-control side, the discrete-roughness-based technique sets forth an optimization problem.
Other distributions can be tested, employing elements with different heights, sizes, shapes or locations,
and determining which of those layouts behaves the best at certain flow conditions. Presumably, and
given the results obtained for real configurations, each set of flow conditions will have a particular
distribution of discrete elements that optimizes it. This shows that, although a passive technique
may be useful in improving the aerodynamic behaviour at fixed flow conditions, extending the control
to a range of configurations requires an active method. However, such methods can be difficult to
design, and the passive approach may serve for identifying the type of roughness distributions that
an active control should reproduce in advance, providing clues as for what type of control should be
implemented on the airfoil.

• The measurement protocols can be refined or complemented with other techniques. When it comes
to refining them, two possible ways exist: first, pressure distributions could be taken at different
cross-sections of the airfoil by including additional pressure-taps, thus allowing to obtain a three-
dimensional picture of the surface’s pressure field. Integrating such a field could correlate better with
the cl values obtained by the piezoelectric balance. Second, flow visualizations at the pressure-side
of the airfoil may reveal that the effect of transitional structures on the aerodynamic behaviour is
global, as suction-side visualizations have not been able to account for the observed changes so far.
As for complementing the current techniques, approaches like the particle image velocimetry or the
pressure-sensitive paints can shed light on the local features of the flow much more precisely than cp
measurements and oil visualizations, although they may require adapting the experimental set-up for
their implementation, even building specifically-designed wind-tunnels.

• The numerical approach has certain improvement potentials. Launching three-dimensional simula-
tions may be a first step, although it has already been attempted with the RANS models without
any obtaining any improvements. On this respect, numerical schemes such as DES or LES should be
tested, knowing that their computational cost is much higher than for the RANS simulations. Using
high-order schemes may lower such a cost considerably, but those schemes are not usually available
under commercial licences, being necessary to develop in-house codes instead. Anyhow, it constitutes
a research line that is worth exploring. And, besides, if costlier three-dimensional computations result
in an acceptable match with the experiments, discrete-roughened configurations can be simulated in
addition to the bare cases, which is something that two-dimensional domains do not allow.
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